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Introduction:
Disrupting the Foundations and Our Complicity in Rape Culture
Sharifa Patel

I would like to begin this issue with a note of discretion. The content of this issue on the critical
interventions in rape culture includes a number of pieces that focus on sexual violence. I,
therefore, hope readers will exercise caution and care when engaging with this these materials.
This issue seeks to address how sexual violence is embedded in our institutions, media,
government, and familial relationships. In a Canadian context, moreover, sexual violence is also
deeply connected to setter colonialism. As a settler in Canada, how can I critically intervene in
rape culture when my very existence on this land is without consent? In what systems are we
attempting to intervene when we challenge rape culture? Intervention necessarily leaves the
structure intact if these interventions do not address settler colonialism. Editing this issue
reconfirmed my conviction that processes of decolonization, including attempts to disrupt rape
culture, are uncomfortable and unsettling, and have left me with more questions and concerns
than can ever fully be answered and addressed. The questions raised in this issue are perpetual,
ongoing, and unfinished. In compiling these pieces, I was constantly reminded of the
importance of self-reflection and the acknowledgment of my place in the continuing
colonization and displacement of Indigenous people in Canada specifically, but also globally.
Indeed, I cannot actively disrupt rape culture if I am unable to draw a connection between the
stolen land on which I live and the various ways in which people are subjected to sexual
violence. I remind myself that my place on this land is born out of that history. Sexual violence
against Two-Spirit people and Indigenous women and communities is threaded into Canadian
nationhood, though images of Canada as a peacekeeper and the United States’ friendly
neighbour to the north often overwrite Canada’s history of violence. Our current Prime Minister,
Justin Trudeau, for example, is a self-proclaimed feminist (BBC News 2016), but still remains
the head of a colonial state that is established upon Indigenous land and resources. The history
of violence against Indigenous people is here and it lives on in our present. As many have
pointed out, the historical and contemporary acts of sexual violence in Canada are directly
related to the establishment of the colonial state, where Aboriginal women as well as Aboriginal
people whose gender presentations diverged from European definitions of gender were framed
as sexually exploitable and available (Churchill 1997; Hunt 2015; Razack 2000). What does it
even mean to be an ally in a world where it is so easy for settlers to forget about our complicity
in sexual violence? How do we begin these alliances when our acts of violence are normalized
and perpetuated through methods that we are aware of, but so many that we are not? The
violence of colonization and how such histories of violence, particularly sexual violence, inform
Canada’s rape culture are often unspoken histories in contemporary Canadian media and
Canadian meta-narratives of violence against women more broadly.
The naming of many who are in prominent positions as perpetrators of sexual violence
as well as the #metoo movement and the emerging stories from those who have experienced
sexual violence expose what many of us already know: how common acts of sexual violence
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actually are. We must, however, go beyond exposing the violence of those in prominent
positions, such as actors and government officials, and also consider how families protect
perpetrators of sexual violence. The commonality of acts of incestuous violence often goes
unnoticed, and as a result, the sexual violence that children experience is not always included in
conversations about sexual violence. The home remains a space that is conceptualized as safe
for children, and focus is often on violence outside the home, but this elides the ways in which
the home, for so many, is a space that is marked by trauma and relationships fraught with
tension, uneasiness, and the memories of sexual violence. Narratives of sexual violence are
difficult to uncover, but there are narratives that are arguably even more hidden: acts of sexual
violence in homes and domestic spaces, schools, and intimate relationships. The threat of
“stranger danger” often overwrites the fact that so many who experience sexual violence have
been harmed by people they know.
The outpouring of stories by those who have experienced sexual violence illustrates how
pervasive this violence actually is, how often it occurs, how these acts of violence are not always
initially read as sexual violence, and how speaking of the violence exposes many to experiences
of re-victimization and re-traumatization. So many of the pieces in this issue address silence
and the experiences of not being believed or not being taken seriously when victims speak about
sexual violence. A major difficulty we experienced when publishing this issue was contributors
and editors who were unable to participate or continue their participation because it was just
too difficult, re-traumatizing, or conjured up various emotions. For this reason, we thank those
who contributed but also thank those who didn't, who couldn’t, and those who want to engage
as well as those who cannot or do not. While silence about sexual violence and how such acts of
violence remain unspoken thread many of these pieces together, silence in itself can be agentive
and an act of self-care.
I am also acutely aware of the ways in which narratives of sexual violence have been, and
continue to be, used against men of colour in order to justify violence towards these men. As
Angela Davis (1983) pointed out in the “Myth of the Black Rapist,” framing black men as
sexually violent served as a justification for lynching, and it simultaneously framed black
women as sexually available to white men. In the wake of the invasion of Afghanistan in 2001,
Laura Bush used violence against women as a justification for the war efforts, claiming that
Afghan women needed to be saved from the patriarchy in their communities. There is a way
that men of colour become framed as threatening and as the perpetrators of violence,
particularly sexual violence. In this issue, there are attempts to intervene in rape culture in a
way that does not weaponize sexual violence narratives in order to frame men of colour as
violent. Moreover, many of the contributors and I are skeptical of the state’s participation in
meting out “justice” for those who have experienced sexual violence, through incarceration and
the prison industrial complex. I have no confidence that the colonial, carceral state is, or will
ever be, able to address how sexual violence comes to be produced and reproduced. I am also
aware that turning to the state for answers to sexual violence necessitates and reaffirms the
power of the colonial state, as Glen Coulthard (2014) argues in Red Skin White Masks.
Finally, restorative justice is powerful and we must recognize that while individual acts
of violence are often connected to wider systems of violence, such as rape culture, individuals
too must be held responsible for their actions. Unfortunately, justice systems are often lenient
when acts of sexual violence are brought to trial at all, particularly when perpetrators are white,
middle-class males (such as Brock Turner—a white male who was caught sexually assaulting a
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woman and only completed half of a six month sentence in jail). In this way, the justice system
works to excuse white, middle- and upper-class men from facing repercussions for their
actions; as Kiese Laymon (2018) states, “I believe in prison abolition. But I wasn’t sure how fair
it was to practice transformative justice on the cisgendered, heterosexual, white, rich male body
of someone who’d been granted transformative justice since birth.” While I do not think that
imprisonment and the contemporary justice system as it is can make meaningful and significant
changes that will challenge and disrupt rape culture, I am hopeful about reimagining how
perpetrators of violence can face repercussions for their actions—addressing individual acts of
violence while challenging, disrupting, and perhaps overturning rape culture itself.
The contributions to this issue explore how complicated and difficult intervening in rape
culture truly is. The issue opens with Alison Carvalho’s poem “Do You Know What It’s like to
Love You?.” This poem confronts masculine power dynamics, where those we love can also be
those who hurt us. Following on this, the first section of this issue, “Challenging University
Rape Culture” examines the university as an institution that upholds rape culture and
provides a compilation of grassroots challenges to the rape culture of the university. It begins
with Margot Francis, Jennica Giesbrecht, Kattawe Henry, and Jessica Turgeon’s piece
“Reimagining Gender and Sexual Violence Education from the Margins to the Centre,” which
works through the ways in which sexual violence is embedded in our institutions, particularly
university spaces. Aline Jesus Rafi and Stacy Harmon’s article, “Sexual Assault Discourse
within University Print Media,” explores university spaces, focusing on how student narratives
often blame victims or hold victims responsible for their experiences of sexual violence. Next,
the Feminist Art Gallery (FAG) of Toronto’s incredible art contribution “#silence=violence OR
… Centuries of Activism Insisting on Justice” uses an installation composed of three murals to
critique Ontario universities’ responses to sexual violence on campus. It depicts the work of
activists who have brought conversations about gender based violence to the fore, working to
change policies.
Priyanka Arora’s poetry, “A Pair of Eyes,” opens the next section, “Grief, Trauma, and
Healing.” This poem emphasizes the haunting violence of the male gaze, but ends with the
speaker asserting their own power over this gaze. Following Arora, Nicolette Little’s piece,
“Rape-Related Mourning on a Social Network Site: Leah Parsons’s ‘Facebooked’ Grief and the
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons Page” uncovers the complex role social media played in the
memorialization of Rateah Parsons, who hanged herself after incessant cyber-bullying about
her rape. Facebook became a medium for her mother, Leah Parsons, to not only challenge
Canada’s rape culture, but also to work through her trauma. Heather Prost also explores the
complexities of the trauma of violence in “Crystallized Tent” through her use of visual erasure
poetry to heal and reclaim her memories. Poetry is also the medium of Andrea Lohf’s piece,
“Bodily Violence: Deciphering Audience in Rape Culture,” which explores how poetry and song
can be utilized for healing and refuting victim blaming. Next, in “Caught Between Voices,
Caught Between Pages: Considering Laurie Halse Anderson’s Speak as a Pseudo-Feminist Text,”
Marybeth Ragsdale-Richards analyzes the text Speak, which focuses on the trauma and social
isolation of the protagonist who experienced an act of sexual violence. Ragsdale-Richards
argues that the text itself reaffirms patriarchal structures even as it attempts to subvert them.
Nikki A. Basset’s work, “A Case Study in Detroit: Can the Criminal Justice System Hold Space
for All Victims of Sexual Assault?” analyzes Detroit’s untested rape kits and how they reproduce
rape myths about what is considered “rape.”
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Finally, the last section, “Intersectional Perspectives,” begins with Andrea
Anderson’s poem, “The Forgotten Ones,” which builds on a rich intersectional tradition to delve
into how Black women’s experiences of racism and sexism place them in a particularly
vulnerable position where they are left out of conversations about sexism (which often center
white women’s voices) and racism (which often center the voices of Black men). This poem is
followed by Travis Hay’s article, “Tracing the Transit of Empire: ‘Mohawk Warriors’ and ‘Iraqi
Insurgents’ in Canadian Newspapers,” which analyzes the ways in which depictions of men of
colour as violent, particularly toward women, helped to justify colonial and imperial violence in
both the Oka Crises and during the Iraq Insurgency. This section and issue ends with the poem
“Colouring Resistance: A Reflection on Art and Activism” by Binish Ahmed who reminds us that
there are always those who resist violence through art and other forms of activism.
I want to thank Nisha Eswaran and Emma McKenna for composing the CFP for this
issue, reading through some of the submissions, and contacting authors. I would also like to
thank Veronika Novoselova for reading through submissions and helping with the peer-review
process, as well as contacting authors. Thank you to all of those who provided feedback as peerreviewers, and thank you to all the copyeditors and managing editors who made this issue
possible.
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Do You Know What It’s Like to Love You?
Allison Carvalho

1.
What's the point in explaining my pain when violence feels like rain
Trickling down each day since you died
Deep down I sigh because it's finally over.
You can't hurt me anymore
Absence and nostalgia have similar flavor

2.
Your voice cracked under pressure and I tried to measure
You to the boys who trickled into my life years prior
You were gentle with me and that seemed like enough
You always thought I was tough.

3.
When you drink you’re drunk
I get knocked down,
I get up again,
I get knocked down I get up again,
Why do I keep getting up?

4.
My existence is resistance
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5.
On the second date it was rather late when I whispered it wasn't all pretty
A month later I was thinking how you came in one summer
And I can’t help but stumble when I run into you at the library.

6.
Do you know what its like to love you?

7.
Me.
Trying to forget the time you held my brother’s throat and fear in your hands
Me.
Crying over the lost past and the forgotten future
Me.
Realizing the good days can’t catch the train
You were never really that good to me.

8.
Resiliency is reluctantly cultivated

9.
But your words hang like rag-ridden clothes I am not ready to give away

10.
Carrying heavy breath and tight key rings
I run home fearful with paranoid truth
Car slows down-I walk faster
Car stops-I walk faster
Door opens-I scream louder
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11.
Fixing your pain was never my prerogative
But seeing you be strong was enough to make me weep

12.
I vomited sorrys when your arm touched mine on the red line
Audibly echoed obscenities and wandering hands revealed I was the one who was mistaken
I’ll never forget how long 2 minutes can feel

13.
Audre Lorde said that survival is not an academic skill
You.
Cowering in my arms.
Me.
Holding your hand.
She was right.

14.
I am worth no less because you couldn’t be there when I needed you

15.
But do you know what it’s like to love you?

16.
You were holding the steering wheel and my safety,
You asked me what I wanted to do but told me I’d need a husband to do it
I don’t need another man informing me why I need a man.
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Reimagining Gender and Sexual Violence Education
from the Margins to the Centre
Margot Francis, Jennica Giesbrecht, Kattawe Henry, and Jessica Turgeon

Based on qualitative research with students and expert informants this article
explores the perspectives of Indigenous people, racialized women, those with
mental health challenges, and LGBTQ2+ people in university. We found that
racialized stereotypes about sexualization, state/police brutality, hetero-patriarchy,
and support services that are not culturally competent, all affect the experience of
students and staff. Overall, we argue that the struggle to name sexual violence
happens in the context of structural violence – which is shaped at the intersection of
colonial, racial, neoliberal, ableist, and gendered power. We explore how activists
could navigate the intersection of personal and structural violence.

In 1984, the Black feminist writer bell hooks published Feminist Theory: From Margin to
Centre where she developed theory, in part, based on insights gained from a childhood in a
segregated poor Black town in Kentucky where people live, literally, on the “wrong” side of the
railway tracks from the richer white community (2000). While people in her neighbourhood
worked as domestic servants, labourers, or sex workers in the white sections of town, they could
not live there. These racial, spatial, economic, gendered, and sexual divisions gave Black people
a particular standpoint for developing insights into the workings of both communities. As hooks
notes in the 2nd edition (2000) of her book:
Living as we did—on the edge—we developed a particular way of seeing reality. We looked
from both the outside in and the inside out. We focused our attention on the center as well
as the margin. We understood both. This mode of seeing reminded us of the existence of a
whole universe, a main body made up of both margin and center. (xvi)

In the research that follows we argue that hooks’ analysis for seeing the operation of power,
from “the outside in and the inside out,” has continuing relevance for assessing the arena of
gender violence today. On March 8th, 2016, Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne’s government
passed Bill 132, Sexual Violence and Harassment Action Plan Act (Supporting Survivors and
Challenging Sexual Violence and Harassment), 2016, an initiative to tackle sexual violence and
harassment throughout Ontario, including at universities. In the aftermath of the bill’s passing,
many institutions—including Brock University where we work and study—have been allocating
increased resources to educational initiatives in this area. Our research emerges from a concern
that many of the widespread educational efforts are shaped by the kinds of white feminist
movements that hooks critiqued several decades ago. Despite this, as Farrah Khan, the Sexual
Violence Response Coordinator at Ryerson University has noted, this new legislative
environment marks a clearly “feminist moment” where some activists and scholars are trying to
carve out de-colonial and intersectional approaches to these same projects (Francis, pers.
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comm., June 2016). The purpose of this research is to foreground the insights of several groups
who are usually an afterthought in sexual violence research in universities: Indigenous women,
racialized women, women with mental health challenges and gender and sexual minority
students.
We interviewed twenty-seven students from Brock University and eight key informants
from the region (St. Catharines, Kitchener-Waterloo, Toronto) for a study on gender and sexual
violence education in May 2016. By moving those usually on the periphery to the centre of our
analysis we explored how interpersonal and structural violence intersect in the lives of students.
This focus seems particularly crucial given that widely promoted campus consent workshops,
like Culture of Respect’s “Bringing in the Bystander” program (an American program now used
in most universities across Ontario), do not incorporate intersectional analysis in their guiding
principles or workshop strategies (Allison Cadwallader, pers. comm. with Francis, June 2016).
We argue that if universities were to take the insights of those disproportionately affected by
sexual and gender violence seriously; this standpoint would enable us to “look from the outside
in and the inside out”, and reimagine the stakes involved and the strategies that might be used
in sexual violence education.

Setting the Scene
Feminist scholarship has, for many decades, documented the pervasive nature of gender and
sexual violence. Rebecca Godderis notes, that in the context of universities, “empirical studies
have consistently demonstrated that […] between one in four to one in five women will
experience sexual assault while completing their postsecondary studies” (2016, n.p.), and Bill
132 notes that overall, one in three women will experience some form of sexual assault in her
lifetime (Government of Ontario 2015, 6). The normalization of sexual violence is connected to
the inequitable distribution of resources (including wealth, status and power) which sustains
the gender binary, and legitimates male power creating an environment in which physical acts
of sexual violence are more likely to occur (Godderis 2016, n.p.). Often, victims of sexual assault
know the perpetrator; furthermore, certain groups of people are more likely to experience
sexual assault than others (Federal-Provincial-Territorial (FPT) Forum of Ministers
Responsible for the Status of Women 2013). For example: young women under 35 are five times
more likely to be assaulted than others; with women 12-19 at the highest risk (Government of
Ontario 2015, 9; RAINN 2018, n.p.). Indigenous women are twice as likely to experience sexual
violence as all other women and more likely to be targeted by strangers (RAINN 2018, n.p.).
Sexual minority youth reported significantly higher rates of physical victimization than their
heterosexual peers, with transgender and gender non-conforming students having the highest
risks for sexual violence (RAINN 2018, n.p.; Williams, 2005, 478). Women with disabilities
(including mental health challenges) are three times more likely to be coerced into sexual
activity through the use of force or threats (Government of Ontario 2015, 15). Women of colour
are more likely to be targets of sexual violence, and less likely than white women to gain the
support of the justice system when reporting a sexual assault (Pietsch 2009/2010, 57; Amar
2008, 40). Finally, men constitute approximately 12 per cent of police-reported sexual assault
and abuse cases, with the majority occurring when they are children (Godderis 2016, n.p.).
Kimberlé Crenshaw has described intersectional feminist approaches to gendered
violence as a mode of analysis that explores how processes of racialization, class, sexuality and
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other axes of power overlap with gender to shape individual experience and social structures.
Sexual violence and harassment happen at these intersections, and this complicates the
experience of oppression and the legal and institutional responses to it (qtd in Adewumni 2014,
n.p.). Sherene Razack (1998) encourages us to explore what is at stake through examining these
interlocking relations of power. She suggests that it is only when we investigate how white
supremacy is gendered that we can begin to understand the impact of gendered racism, and the
importance of interlocking strategies of resistance within white dominant institutions.
Intersectional feminist theories and approaches have been invaluable in our efforts to better
understand gender and sexual violence (Razack 1998, 14).

Who We Spoke With
In this project we consulted students through organizing eight focus groups and eight
interviews with academics and service providers who have expertise in working with these same
groups. We met with Indigenous, racialized, and gender and sexual minority students and those
with mental health challenges—some students saw themselves in multiple locations—to explore
the common experiences of each group. Our focus was to facilitate discussion without
pressuring any one individual to make their experiences speak on behalf of an entire
marginalized community. We hoped this approach would allow us to benefit from the in-depth
information available through listening to interactions between group members.1 The focus
groups were led by three research assistants who were themselves from the communities being
consulted, and thus were most likely to have the skills, knowledge, and connections needed to
engage their peers. Familiarity with the subject ensured that the research assistants contributed
to minimizing emotional risk in light of the difficult subject matter.2 These same research
assistants contributed to analyzing the data and are co-authors, and collaborators in this paper.
Participants represented many different social, economic, cultural, and educational
backgrounds and included those from every Faculty in the university.3 It became clear during
the focus groups that many participants were sexual violence survivors, although we did not
make this a condition for participation and asked no questions to elicit personal experiences of
sexual violence. Instead, the research assistants invited students to discuss their experiences of
educational initiatives on sexual violence, the particular challenges faced by their respective
communities, potential impacts of violence and harassment on their university experience, and
their ideas for effective sexual violence education, support and prevention.4 In the interviews
with the eight key informants we reached out to academics, health promotion staff, sexual
violence response coordinators, equity and diversity staff, Indigenous support workers, and the
Elder-in-Residence from Six Nations at Brock University.

Decolonial Approaches to Gender Violence
A core concept driving our understanding of sexual and gender violence is that interpersonal
violence and structural violence are interconnected (Stanko 2003). In a white dominant settler
society such as Canada, colonial violence is foundational to all other forms of interpersonal and
structural violence that non-Indigenous and Indigenous people experience and must be central
to any efforts to eliminate it (Razack 2015). This is particularly important to recognize in
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universities, as Kwagiulth scholar Sarah Hunt (2016) argues, that because “academic space is
not neutral […] we need to consider the role of educational spaces in settler colonialism, [and]
in attempting to dispossess Indigenous peoples of our lands, cultures, kinship networks and
bodies” (5). In particular, Hunt (2016) highlights that any analysis of “consent” must start with
the non-consensual renaming, regendering, and racializing of Indigenous children, through for
example, residential schools where sexual abuse was endemic. In a related vein, Anishinaabec
scholar and artist Leanne Betasamosake Simpson (2014) also notes: “Many of our [Indigenous]
societies normalized gender variance, variance in sexual orientation and all different kinds of
relationships as long as they were consistent with our basic values of consent, transparency,
respect and reciprocity” (n.p.). For example, Alex Wilson (2016), from the Opaskwayak Cree
Nation charts the important connections between language, land sovereignty, and body
sovereignty, and notes that the Cree dialect does not include gender-distinct pronouns. Instead,
the language is ‘gendered’ on the basis of whether or not something is animate (that is, whether
or not it has a spiritual purpose and energy) (n.p.) It is important to note that women have been
integral to decision-making and leadership in most Indigenous nations (Anderson and
Lawrence 2006). In this context we can see that Indigenous languages and epistemologies
threatened the colonial project and in particular that women, two-spirit, trans, and gendervariant Indigenous people threatened white heteropatriarchy (Hunt 2016, 6). As Simpson
notes: “Heteropatriarchy, heteronormativity and cis-normativity attack the fabric of Indigenous
political traditions and in asymmetrical ways […] and impact all genders in Indigenous nations”
(Simpson 2014, n.p.).
Colonial stereotypes of Indigenous women as animalistic, savage and the embodiment
of sexual sin contributed to widespread ideas that sexual violence against them did not “count”
as they were already “impure” (Smith 2005, 10). While sexual violence was used as a tool to
colonize Indigenous populations, it was also used against Black women to “reproduce an
exploitable labor force” who were often the property of white men under chattel slavery, and
hence were “inherently rapable” (Smith 2005, 16). Smith (2005) connects this to the
contemporary prevalence of violence against racialized women who also endure higher rates of
gender-based violence and are (like Indigenous women) less likely to be believed or taken
seriously (10).
Simpson, referencing Chris Findley, also notes that heteropatriarchy affects cis-gender
men and women by shrinking Indigenous ’masculinity’ into the confines of white masculinity in
ways that legitimize patriarchy and domestic violence. Heteronormativity can also restrict
Indigenous ’femininity’ to the confines of white femininity so that Indigenous women are “more
easily controlled through the policing of our bodies and sexuality by settler society” (Simpson
2014, n.p.). Importantly, Simpson (2014) notes that transgender and gender non-conforming
people “experience the most brutal forms of oppression as a mechanism to disappear them all
together” (n.p.). Qwo-Li Driskill (2016), a two-spirit Cherokee scholar, highlights that: we
cannot reduce intimate violence to simply individual acts, but instead must consider it as a part
of historically and socially situated networks of violence (10-11). Thus, the overall problem is
not simply providing decolonial and multicultural services to survivors of violence. Rather, in
theorizing gender violence we must recognize that “rape culture” is not simply a tool of
patriarchal control, but that sexual and gender violence intersects with and is shaped by
colonial gender regimes, displacement, racism and forced migration.
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Students and their Allies Define the Intersections of Violence and Harassment
Indigenous Perspectives
As a settler colonial state, Canada profoundly shapes both Indigenous peoples’ exercise of
sovereignty over their land and the possibilities for bodily integrity and safety. Consequently, it
is not surprising that Indigenous women, queer, trans and two spirit people endure the highest
rates of sexual violence of any group in North America (RAINN 2018, n.p.). Hayley Moody
(Métis) the Sexual Violence Counsellor and Advocate at Wilfrid Laurier University highlighted
the impact of this legacy explaining that while the mainstream anti-violence movement is
focused on defining a “baseline for consent” Indigenous activists question the very definition of
these terms.5 Indeed, Moody argues that if we focus only on sex when defining a “baseline” then
“what you really mean is white consent.”. Instead, groups like the Native Youth Sexual Health
Network are exploring how terms like “survivor” and “consent” can be used to re-think the
impact of colonization on Indigenous people’s relationship to their bodies, the land, economic
survival and environmental destruction. Key informant Sherri Vansickle (Haudenosaunee), a
faculty member at the Tecumseh Centre for Aboriginal Research and Education, notes in her
interview that this analysis suggests it is difficult to “separate sexual violence and gender based
violence away from the larger structural problems [...].” (Francis, pers. comm., June 2016).8
The result, Vansickle suggests, is that “when we look at people who are in our communities, it’s
hard to find someone who hasn’t experienced some type of violence. Like, really hard. Because,
unfortunately, it’s the norm. And obviously that relates back to the continued colonization to
this day.”
The Sami scholar Rauna Kuokkanen (2011) argues that colonial ideas of male dominance
and the inter-generational legacies of dispossession, displacement and impoverishment have all
contributed to Indigenous women facing increased levels of interpersonal gendered violence
(273). This violence comes, in-part, from non-Indigenous men who understand that Indigenous
women can be harassed, assaulted, and often killed with impunity, as well as from Indigenous
men, who are also dealing with the aftermath of colonial violence, sexual abuse and trauma.
In light of this legacy, Vansickle suggests: that “We’re easy targets for a lot of things, and
with that comes shame […] [and the need to] re-evaluate how we look at ourselves, because
we’re so used to getting these awful messages about what it’s like to be a Native woman”
(Francis, pers. comm., June 2016). In her interview, Vansickle recounted conversations with
Indigenous women who described instances of violence, but who were “struggling to identify
what happened to them as sexual assault.” This struggle to name sexual coercion is echoed by
many women who experience a significant mismatch between what is usually considered “real
rape”, and the continuum of actual occurrences of sexual violence that include coercion,
harassment and assault, often by those who are known to us including friends, partners, family
and kin, as well as strangers. In this context, Indigenous interviewees stressed that sexual
violence occurs within a framework of high levels of intergenerational trauma and violence
overall. As Phil, a Brock undergraduate student noted, “I see intergenerational trauma, [and]
the effects of it, not only on myself, but for my friends, and where they are, and how they
proceeded through the post-secondary process. But I really see how that cycle continues […]
[and there are issues of] trust that stem from that” (Francis, pers. comm., April 2016). Sandra
Wong (Six Nations), the Aboriginal Academic Support Coordinator/Instructor, added that this
reality is also shaped by the history of disproportionate levels of abuse within residential
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schools, which is “going to take years to get over” (Francis, pers. comm., April 2016). Similarly,
the Six Nations Elder-in-Residence, Carol Jacobs, also reflected on that legacy, suggesting that
“trust is hard to come to for students […] we face that racism every day” (Francis, pers. comm.,
April 2016). This context has real and tangible effects, decreasing the likelihood of Indigenous
women disclosing violence in white dominant institutions, and affecting their ability to gain
appropriate supports, achieve academic success and find “just responses” to the violence they
face on multiple levels.
People of Colour (POC)
Racialized women also highlighted the intersection of racism with their experience of sexual
violence, especially the ways historically dominant ideas about Black sexuality fetishize their
bodies as “animalistic” and “exotic.” For example, Alise, who grew up in the Niagara region
noted “the guy I lost my virginity to in high school later told his friends that he got his ‘Black
belt,” and similarly, other interviewees described men boasting about getting their “yellow belt”
(Henry, pers. comm., May 2016). These racist references highlight how white men consume
Black and Asian women as fetishized sexual objects. Variations on this experience were shared
by all our racialized interviewees and would consume a considerable portion of this article if
they were to be narrated in full. Kattawe Henry, the research assistant for these focus groups,
astutely observed that this theme illustrated the “simultaneous hyper-sexualization and desexualization” of racialized women, who were supposedly desired because of their race, and at
the same time de-sexualized as they could be replaced by any other woman who fit that racial
category. As another interviewee, Khaleesi elaborated:
Especially on campus, so many people want to f*** Black girls; Black women’s bodies are
always seen as ready for consumption. If you go to a party they assume that a) you can
dance, b) you want to dance with everybody, and c) you want to do sexual things with
them… And it’s like, no, just because I’m Black and I’m dancing does not mean that I want
to go and ride your d*** in the back [….] So nobody is addressing how as a Black woman,
sexism and racism are never mutually exclusive. The sexism that you face is racially
motivated. And the racism that you face is usually sexist. (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016)

This gendered racism (or misogynoir) is especially frustrating given the ways it erases racialized
women’s levels of school achievement. In analysis of data from its 2011 National Household
Survey, Statistics Canada reports that: “as a group, all visible minority women of core working
age were more likely than women who were (white) to have obtained a university degree. The
comparison is 40 per cent versus 27 per cent” (Todd 2016, n.p.). As interviewee April noted:
“it’s so frustrating the idea that no matter what we’ve been through […] no matter our
achievements, no matter how independent […] our perseverance […] you’re going to focus on
sexualization” (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016). This experience crossed racial lines and had
distinctive features for mixed-race women. April explained that “not only is it common, it’s
common in our community, and it’s common at Brock. At the drop of a hat you’re supposed to
be doing everything and anything and if you’re not, you’re not Black enough. Just that idea that
you’re going to tell me how Black I’m supposed to be?”
Another interviewee, Zawadi, highlighted the difficult mix of alcohol and drugs, which
“just hypes it up to a whole new level” and often left women feeling fearful (Henry, pers. comm.,
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May 2016). For example, Azad illustrated how her attempts to assert sexual limits in the context
of the bar scene in St. Catharines were frequently ignored:
I do raise my voice, I do say no to guys, when they want to dance, and I don’t want to, or I
don’t want to be touched, but I was already touched. And I raise my voice to that. And I
decided to walk away, and the guy pulled my hair by my ponytail […] I was so mad, I turned
around, and there was like a circle of guys, and his friend started touching my butt, while
I’m yelling to his face. And I’m like, “Okay, I’m done” (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016).

Several of the interviewees shared similar stories of being sexually harassed and touched
without consent. Azad reflected on the implications of this: “That’s really traumatizing, because
even your refusal is taken as a joke. And it’s also sexualized. It’s like, ‘Oh, I like that! You’re
confident!’ It’s like, No. I am saying No.” Azad’s narrative highlights Asian Canadian women’s
distinctive experiences, where stereotypes about them as passive and compliant playthings that
are “easy to have sex with” serve to erase their agency and can mock their efforts at sexual selfdetermination (Cho 1997, 165).
All of these students also talked about the ways male students deflected any critique of
this behavior, highlighting the potentially important role of men as allies in any movement to
challenge rape culture, as well as their frequent disappointment in men’s unwillingness to step
into that task. As Alise noted:
You always hear, “well I’m a nice guy, I’m not like that.” Okay, nice guy, when your friend
was making rape jokes and you were laughing, [this makes you] just as bad in my eyes. So, I
mean when your friend's talking about how he had sex with a girl who was drunk and he
was sober, and you say “Oh good job!” Just because you didn’t do it doesn’t mean that it’s
okay. So, I think if men were able to just not feel so awkward actually sticking up for women,
especially Black women […] It doesn’t have to be the long lecture […] you need to just say,
‘Dude that’s not funny, that’s disrespectful, don’t say that.’ But they still laugh […] So I
think that’s huge (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016).

Finally, just as sexual violence is shaped by gendered racism, these students also highlighted
the ways racialized men also face-troubling assumptions regarding masculinity. In Azad’s
words:
[…] at the core of most of these issues is masculinity […] they should be able to openly talk
about… how they are implicated in masculinity in this culture. Cause it’s also an issue for
racialized men [who are] trying to live up to this masculine stereotype that is also placed on
them, just as it’s placed on racialized women […] it’s a complicated intersection of
hegemonic masculinity, and how they have to live up to that image (Henry, pers. comm.,
May 2016).

In the absence of real conversations with men about masculinities, Azad stressed that women of
colour are left in a no-win situation when they consider their options:
It’s like, do I approach the white man to save me from other racialized men? Do I want to do
that? Or should I stand up for my racialized man, who assaulted me […] And you’re stuck in
that really complicated space, and you don’t know whether you want to seek out help from a
white man […] just because he has that privilege of being security, you know? It’s really,
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really complicated. But this just goes to show that there are different needs for racialized
women, and when they experience sexual assault […] we have to take that extra step, to
think “Okay, who’s going to be on my side? And what will happen if I do take it to the
authority that is predominately white? What will happen to them?”

Farrah Khan, the Sexual Violence Response Coordinator at Ryerson, also emphasized this
point, arguing that use of security and police is viewed very differently by communities of
colour: “[T]he solutions that come from [the feminist] movement, have been built on very
specific ideas of whose bodies we’re protecting […] for racialized students [one thing] that
doesn’t get talked about enough, is the fact that they are asked to implicate men in their
communities” (Francis, pers. comm., June 2016). Kattawe elaborated on this problematic
context, in light of police murders of Black men in the United States and Canada, and the
disproportionate criminalization of Indigenous and Black men. Consequently, as she
commented, many women ask themselves: “Do I want to rat them out […] because I’m like,
‘What if this bouncer is really racist […], and he decides that he wants to take it out on this guy
‘cause I brought it to his attention that he was harassing me? And then another hashtag, you
know’” (Francis, pers. comm., June 2016).
LGBTQ2S+
Gender and sexual minority student interviewees focused on the climate of heteronormativity
and transphobia they experienced at Brock. Kara, for example, surveyed the Brock website
when choosing a university and was persuaded that “this is my place. I am going to find my
niche here, it’s going to be amazing, it’s going to be great. And then I came here, and it was like
[…] not” (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016).
In particular, LGBTQ2S+ students talked about the problems associated with being
alienated from or rejected by their families precisely because they identify as a gender or sexual
minority, with the consequence that they often cannot “go home” like other students. This is a
common concern amongst gender and sexual minority youth (Peter, Taylor and Chamberland
2015). As Tiffany noted, “my Mom hasn’t talked to me in two years now […] [and] my Dad and
his family don’t want me around” (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016).
This widespread context of familial rejection and the related experiences of poverty
and housing insecurity make gender and sexual minority students more vulnerable to sexual
and gender violence from a young age. Hence, it is particularly important that these students
are connected to appropriate student peers and knowledgeable mental health resources.
However, many students felt this didn’t happen for them until very late in their university
career. As Tiffany said:
I needed to find something to keep me here and make me feel something […] finding one
resource, one place that you can go to, someone who understands, makes all the difference
in the world […] But I didn’t find it until 3rd year, and that was after taking a year off school
for personal reasons.

Here, Tiffany is commenting on the lack of information geared specifically to gender and sexual
minority students who are “deep in the closet” and struggling to find their way. She did not
think that Orientation events and residence staff provided an open discussion and support for
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students from a range of sexual and gender identities; instead the conversation was limited to
“being given a free condom and told to use protection.”
Perhaps even more of a concern was residence staff whose religious beliefs seemed to
take priority over student safety. Prior to finding the peer connections noted above, Tiffany
struggled with suicide. In her first year she reached out to her residence Don for LGBTQ2S+
specific supports and was told, “Oh, you could have just as much fun if you come to church on
Sunday, we have a huge community of people, you can be involved. And I was like, ‘Okay, that’s
great, but that’s not what I asked you […].’”
As with Indigenous and racialized students, the alienation noted above frequently, resulted in
students feeling like they were on the margins and “not part of the school.” Indeed, LGBTQ2S+
students believe their perspectives are not integrated into services and staffing, particularly
those dealing with the aftermath of sexual violence. While research assistants did not ask
students to share their experiences with sexual violence several students did talk about being
sexually assaulted, both prior to coming to university as well as while they were at Brock. In the
example below, this student’s narrative illustrated the intersection of violence with the isolation
of living in a deeply heteronormative society:
So my experience with sexual violence wasn’t at Brock, it was when I was nine. I was raped
when I was living at my Mom’s restaurant. As a result of being nine, I was terrified, and I
didn’t tell anybody. I didn’t tell my Mom, and I didn’t tell my Dad. And they just all really
thought I was weird growing up, like really quiet and stuff. And then, add on being queer.
So it was pretty overwhelming […] I’ve experienced youth, child homelessness. You know,
things get taken from you, and you get really used to that (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May
2016).

Students who get used to having “things taken” from them are students who will likely not find
it easy to reach out for resources or support. Given, as noted above, that youth aged 12-19 are at
the highest risk of being assaulted, many students arrive at university having already dealt with
sexual and gender violence. In addition to being heteronormative, many university sexual
violence prevention campaigns and resources focus on university-specific situations, and this
can leave students who have experienced violence prior to university with the understanding
that those services are not meant for them. This minimizes the often unremitting effects of
trauma that have the potential to impact students’ university experiences. As Brock University
has taken little visible leadership to ensure safer spaces for gender and sexual minority and
racialized students this work falls to student-run groups who have few resources and who may
be struggling with various internal tensions—Jenny highlights some of the problems with this:
You can't just expect everyone who isn't straight or cis to hang out in one group and have
the same priorities, culture, and everything [...] but that's how it feels here. Like, “oh all the
not-straight people can hang out together cause you're all the same.” That's been my
experience at Brock Pride as well. I tried it [...], but I heard some racist, homonormative,
transnormative and transphobic things [...] so I just dropped it (Giesbrecht, pers. comm.,
May 2016).

As noted above, all universities operate in a broader context of “rape culture” or the pervasive
belief that gendered violence and harassment, and gendered, racialized and colonial racism are
‘just the way things are’ so that violence is ignored, trivialized, normalized or made into jokes.
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The testimony by students in the previous sections highlighted numerous illustrations of “rape
culture” at Brock University.
Institutional Silence/Student activism
In the interviews, students discussed institutional silence about sexual violence and the lack of
pro-active educational campaigns supported by the university administration as key themes.
Student groups lead most non-classroom educational initiatives on sexual violence. For
example, in 2015-2016, a group called Students Against Sexual Assault hosted film screenings,
workshops, and special events and A Safer Brock provided training, peer support and
counselling. However, students are well aware that these initiatives are primarily organized
through voluntary student labour that is only partially funded by their ancillary fees. Hence,
they conclude that the primary people taking leadership to challenge “rape culture” at Brock are
students. A variety of interviewees took up this theme, contending that leadership should come
from the top. Lyla, an Indigenous student, furthered that sentiment saying: “I think it’s
ridiculous that students pay a levy to an organization in order to get access to services related to
sexual violence. To me, the institution should be providing those services. Especially because
[…] that the burden should not be passed on to students” (Turgeon, pers. comm., May 2016).
While the impact of institutional silence and erasure is significant for all students,
Azad sharply articulated the multiple levels of struggle in relationship to racialized women’s
experience:
For women of colour, I think it’s different because when they do experience sexual assault,
they’re already experiencing day-to-day aggressions from the system that’s set up on
campus, […] it becomes very internalized and you start to feel like you don’t belong here.
“Cause like I said, if you are from a different country or a different cultural background it
might be harder for you to approach your own family and best friends and talk openly about
these issues [...] [so] the burden and those thoughts will continue to stay in your head, and
will rot you, slowly. Because you feel that fear, and you feel that invisibility when you’re
walking around campus and seeing that there’s nobody that you can really connect with and
open up to. And when your experiences are not dealt with, then they will eat you, internally,
you know?” (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016)

When Azad speaks about there being “nobody you can really connect to,” she is drawing
attention to the perception that the residence staff, counseling, health, security and student
services for survivors on campus are not racially and culturally diverse, nor are they
knowledgeable about the situations faced by racialized communities. Her comments about the
internalization of silence, “which rots you, slowly” also highlights the mental health impacts of
this erasure on students in a white dominant institution.
Indigenous students also spoke about the additional barriers they face breaking the
silence about this topic, but stressed their unique history and context:
If you’ve listened to family members talking about what they’ve gone through, and you’ve
seen the pain that puts them through, then if you go through something yourself [an
experience of sexual violence], you’re not going to want to share it with them and put them
through that pain again, right? So I think it kind of compounds the problem and makes it
even worse. And often times you don’t trust people from outside your communities
(Turgeon, pers. comm., May 2016).
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Thus, both Indigenous and racialized women face a multi-layered set of experiences, which
intensify silence and invisibility. This names the increased difficulties they face in a white
dominant educational institution where there may be very little knowledge about gendered
racism, and the impact of the violence implicit in transnational migration, colonization and
intergenerational trauma.
Gender and sexual minority students added to this analysis with a critique of faculty
pedagogical practices that seem to assume that students who deal with transphobia, racism and
gendered violence are not already in the classroom. For example:
I think it's B.S. that for me and many of my friends, our lived experience has essentially
been presented as a thought experiment in lecture […] [The professor] did this thing where
he created a thought experiment using Storm […] whose parents chose to raise them
without imposing any gender norms on them. And then, having my cisgendered classmates
tear apart why that’s terrible […] and being the only trans person in the room […]
(Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016).

Danny reinforced this point, saying that faculty and teaching assistants should be mindful that:
“there are going to be trans people in class […] There’s going to be sex workers in their class. So
many people in university do sex work. And our lives are not hypothetical discussions. We’re
not rhetoric. And casually debating violence against us is really, really hurtful” (Giesbrecht, pers.
comm., May 2016). Kara gave a similar example of a professor teaching about multiculturalism
and failing to field racist comments from students:
I remember just leaving that classroom wanting to cry and being really upset […] It was
another moment where I was really aware of people just not understanding […] If she [the
professor] said something during that seminar, I would not have felt as isolated […]
especially being the only person of colour […] (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016).

Mental Health and Accommodations
Finally, our interviews with students who are dealing with mental health issues across a wide
spectrum highlighted key insights which foregrounded themes of vulnerability, stigma, and
isolation. Consistent with the research, students who deal with mental health issues are more
likely to be vulnerable to perpetrators; or as Valerie put it: “I think knowing that [you] are
specifically targeted by perpetrators because you [have these issues] is terrifying. And that’s
something that you live with every day” (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016). Ginger highlights
the stigma associated with a wide spectrum of mental health challenges by contrasting PTSD
with other illnesses, which do not carry the same social judgments: “We don’t have to explain
what a broken leg looks like why should we have to explain this? [...] [but] the shame of being
molested, it’s always ‘you’re the one that’s got the problem,’ you know?” (Giesbrecht, pers.
comm., May 2016). Finally, students who struggle with mental health issues are also less likely
to talk to fellow students, making them more isolated. In the words of another student: “Part of
the reason I don’t want my classmates to know about my personal struggles is because I know
that it would be used against me […] and when the violence does occur there is that stigma, and
you’re less likely to be believed […]” (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016). As a result, students
with mental health concerns are less likely to report incidents of sexual violence to any
university authority.
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One issue of particular concern is students' ability to gain appropriate supports and
accommodations in the aftermath of sexual trauma to ensure they can complete course
assignments. The current process of registering as a “student with a disability” in order to
obtain accommodations is also more difficult for those dealing with mental health struggles.
Jennica highlighted some of these double binds:
You need a certain level of ability in order to access disability services. It can be very
difficult because they have a lot of assumptions on your ability to go through these motions
[….] I know a lot of people who aren’t registered with a disability precisely because of their
disability, and their inability to go through that whole process (Giesbrecht, pers. comm.,
May 2016).

To contextualize this discussion, we highlight feedback from Equity staff in our expert
interviews. They noted that there is a widespread belief amongst faculty across different
universities that requests for student accommodation indicate students are “taking advantage of
the system.” As one Equity staff person outside of Brock, who wished to remain anonymous, put
it:
I would say that accommodations across the board are a problem, in that they are our
number one complaint in the Human Rights Office. Lack of accommodations, or teachers
not wanting to accommodate students because that’s not how it is in the “real world” […]
It’s a very broad problem where teachers feel that accommodations are a form of special
treatment […]. (Francis, pers. comm., June 2016)

Assuming that the whole area of accommodations is undergoing considerable change across
universities as a result of a new Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) policy,
which recognizes a duty to accommodate “mental health and other non-evident disabilities”, we
offer a summary of student commentary in relation to accommodations for sexual violence
(Accessible Brock University (AODA) Policy, draft, communicated to Francis by email, August
2016). We start with feedback from students about the reasons why so few talk directly to their
teaching assistant or professor to informally ask for accommodation. Aside from the lack of any
policy framework that would provide a context for this conversation, our interviewees also
highlighted a raft of related problems.
First, students in virtually all focus groups were unaware that they could ask for
extensions and consequently they were frightened to make this request. For example, Nicole, an
Indigenous undergraduate noted, “there was nothing advertised for that […] I just went and
took zeros for class “cause I was scared to go back to school” (Turgeon, pers. comm., May 2016).
Racialized students also mentioned that if an assault had not happened on campus, they feared
it would not be seen as an “acceptable” reason for requesting an extension. While this was a
common perception, Kattawe also argued that university policy should recognize that the
aftermath of sexual violence – wherever and whenever it happens – will affect student’s ability
to learn. As she put it:
The repercussions are going to happen on campus. And having a panic attack is probably
going to happen on campus. When you’re having flashbacks, it’s going to be on campus,
when you can’t complete your exam, it’s on campus, you know what I mean? So they need to
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make those steps available […] ‘cause it wouldn’t have happened if we weren’t both students
at your school […]. (Henry, pers. comm., May 2016)

Secondly, students spoke about their sense of shame that they didn’t fit the profile of a
“regular student”, and the consequent difficulties in having to expose themselves in making a
request for an extension. As Jennica put it: “it’s like shame on top of shame. You’re already
feeling a certain way, then you have to expose yourself again, and risk additional shame […].
This produces so much anxiety” (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016).
Third, students have sometimes attempted to talk to their professors about the
aftermath of sexual violence and received troubling responses. Kara described an example that
brought together many of the issues highlighted by students above, but also highlighted new
problems:
Basically I figured out a bunch of stuff happened to me when I was a kid […] Still I had to
finish my assignments, and deal with all these things while feeling like […] no, knowing that
I wasn’t okay […] I remember going to my professor, trying to explain the situation without
explaining the situation. And I distinctly remember him saying, “I can’t help you unless you
tell me what it is that stopped you [from completing the assignment].” And I remember
thinking, do I say this and try and save my grade? Or do I sacrifice the grade, because this is
too hard to talk about? And I remember being in his office, and he shared an office with
someone else, and […] [that person was] right there. And I’m thinking, [do I] have both
these people know? Or, I get zero for this assignment that was worth 25%? And I chose to
get a zero, because I didn’t want to deal with that (Giesbrecht, pers. comm., May 2016).

All of these examples highlight the importance of attending to the power dynamics at play
between professors and students – and the ways these interact with rape myths. Professors are
seen as “gatekeepers” to knowledge, grades, and accommodations, which puts them in a
position of considerable power. As the research on sexual violence reminds us, students may be
unsure if what they’ve experienced is “real rape” or may not feel confident speaking to anyone.
Indeed, most survivors only tell a friend, family member, or peer about the experience, not
professionals. Alternatively, some students are confident naming their experience to themselves,
but be aware that many others blame victims, and misunderstand what constitutes sexual
violence, and consequently they don’t want to risk having to explain and justify their experience
– indeed, this was the sentiment of most of our interviewees.
In sum, students highlighted that they did not ask for accommodations because, in the
absence of a policy framework, they were afraid, felt shamed, had internalized that sexual
violence was not a ‘legitimate’ reason to ask for extra time, or they tried to talk with a professor
and found the process unsafe.

What do We Learn from Working from Margin to Center?
As we learned from our interviews, when our analysis starts with students who are generally an
afterthought in sexual violence research it is clear that interpersonal violence happens in the
context of structural violence – which is inherently colonial, racialized, intergenerational,
economic, embodied, ableist, and gendered. Consequently, any attempts towards institutional
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transformation, including leadership for gender and sexual violence educational campaigns and
support services, must navigate the intersection of personal and structural violence.
Current approaches to sexuality and consent education on university and college
campus rarely address the needs of the people who are most vulnerable to interpersonal
violence, such as sexual assault, intimate partner violence and homicide, as these intersect with
structural violence, such as white settler colonialism, global migration/displacement,
neoliberalism, and ableism (Heberle and Grace 2009, 1-13). Legislative efforts, consent
campaigns and the media largely view sexual violence as exclusively gendered violence (Volpp
2001, 1190), thereby obscuring how; for example, colonial violence and white heteropatriarchal
supremacy are pivotal to all forms of sexual violence, especially that experienced by Indigenous
and racialized people (Smith 2005).
As our interviewees so eloquently suggested, the categories of race, sexuality, and the
colonial state have a huge impact on things like the likelihood of assault, due to, stereotypes
about sexualization; survivors’ feelings about reporting, as marginalized populations are
already subject to over-policing and police brutality; as well as access to support services, many
of which are not culturally competent and so alienate the very people who are most in need, and
who face multiple barriers.
In particular, Indigenous students, staff and faculty invited us to recognize that
gendered violence starts with our relationship to the territory that Brock University is located
on and asked us to re-think “consent” within a land-based framework. Indigenous interviewees
challenged the racial and colonial hierarchies that remain unspoken in virtually all mainstream
sexual violence programming, not just at Brock, but also throughout Canada. The intergenerational legacy of multiple forms of violence (historic, systemic, inter-personal, and
environmental) has been so normalized that sexual violence is just one element of a broader
experience of surviving contemporary colonial rule in Canada.
Racialized and gender and sexual minority students emphasized the impact of
gendered racism and hetero-patriarchal forms of power in their everyday experiences at Brock.
From the racist fetishization of Black and Asian women’s bodies, to the difficulties that gender
and sexual minority students had finding spaces where they could get queer-knowledgeable
supports, they all emphasized significant challenges in “feeling part of the school”. Indeed,
while racialized students recognized that they might be featured prominently on Brock’s
masthead, they did not see themselves represented in the faculty and staff complement at Brock.
Consequently, it is much more difficult for them to imagine they will find safer spaces in which
to talk about sexual and gendered violence or harassment, or to trust that they could seek and
obtain just resolution for a complaint.
In the area of mental health, there was a widespread perception that sexual violence is
not a legitimate reason for accommodation. In this context, the demand by professors for
student disclosures in order to justify accommodations left some students feeling triggered and
unsafe, while others did not want to their personal struggles used as a form of currency to
convince their instructor that their circumstances are “bad enough” to warrant an extension.
The power dynamics at play in these exchanges, and the widely believed notion that requests for
accommodation are a form of “special treatment”, suggest that it is critical that professors
receive sexual violence training, as they are important “gatekeepers” who can facilitate, or block,
students’ access to options for success.
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We conclude, then, that efforts to address gender and sexual violence must include
thinking through a broader set of questions, from Indigenizing the university, to employment
equity across all groups from front-line service providers to faculty, to addressing issues of
equity and justice for gender and sexual minority students, to rethinking the requirements for
accommodations in ways that do not further stigmatize students dealing with the aftermath of
trauma. This analysis highlights the difficult stakes in debates on sexual and gender violence
and invites us to consider how decolonial and intersectional solidarities must be core practices
in future activism, education and policy change aimed at sexual and gender justice.

Notes
1.

I want to acknowledge Sarah Mann, a former MA student in Geography at Brock, who
was critical to articulating this methodology.

2.

The research assistants (RAs) reached out to students through Facebook invitations
and within their respective networks. None of the RAs for this project were part of the
team of student activists who lead the protests against the university's handling of
sexual violence in March 2016. Instead, the RAs were leaders within their own
communities, i.e. with Indigenous, racialized, LGBTQ2+ people, and each had
informal connections with students who both crossed these categories and who
struggle with mental health concerns. All RAs received a full day of training in sexual
violence response from the Sexual Assault Centre of Hamilton (SACHA) prior to
hosting the focus groups.

3.

While the majority of participants were from Social Sciences, Humanities and the
Faculty of Graduate Studies, there was at least one participant from each other faculty.

4.

All interviewees chose their own pseudonym and were sent a draft copy of the final
report for review to ensure they were comfortable with how they were represented This
study was reviewed and received ethics clearance through Brock University’s Research
Ethics Board file number 15-242. For a copy of the full final report see:
http://dr.library.brocku.ca/handle/10464/12729

5.

Hayley is employed by the Sexual Assault Centre of Brant to work at Wilfrid Laurier
University. Personal communication with Francis, June 2016.
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The socio-ecological model of prevention focuses on how one’s social environment
supports rape-enabling attitudes. We propose that an analysis of students’
narratives, as related to their personal opinions about sexual assault prevention,
may provide a different perspective on their attitudes, and insight for the
formulation of strategic prevention messages and programs. Our findings suggest
that student narratives about sexual violence often blame the victims. We explore
these topics by drawing comparisons between the frames for discussing domestic
violence in various print media identified by Nancy Berns (2004) and the framing
of sexual violence in student newspapers in our sample.

Introduction
The incidence and prevalence of sexual assault on college campuses are contentious topics
among students, faculty, staff, administrators, and researchers. According to Tjaden and
Thoennes (2000, 13), in the United States, one in six women and one in 33 men report an
incident of sexual assault during their lifetimes. Not only are the primary victims directly
harmed, but friends, family, and the community as a whole are also affected by these acts of
violence. Moreover, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (2010,
par. 3), the vast majority of existing prevention programs do not employ a socio-ecological
model of prevention that is believed to decrease the incidence and prevalence of these crimes.
Accordingly, reviewing the ways students discuss sexual violence provides compelling evidence
of needed interventions and may guide college and universities in targeting their approaches
and messages.
When discussing targeted approaches and messages, the CDC emphasizes the
importance of the socio-ecological model of prevention. This prevention framework goes
beyond micro-level interventions by addressing how one’s environment, immediate peers, and
the community at large play a role in supporting rape-enabling attitudes (Casey and Lindhorst
2009; Banyard, Moynihan, and Plante 2007; McMahon 2000). For this reason, it encourages
intervention approaches that target the interplay of social interaction at the individual,
relationship, community, and societal levels. For instance, sexual violence prevention programs
that incorporate social norms messages and bystander intervention approaches aim to reach
students individually through information dissemination, and to influence their relationships
by encouraging that they educate others and disrupt ideas and actions that encourage violence
in their daily interactions. These individual actions and interventions would, in turn, lead to
broader community and societal change. In this sense, the socio-ecological model should be
understood as an umbrella-like approach that requires a myriad of tactics that can reach people
at different levels of human interaction.
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Effective prevention strategies are critical on college and university campuses to address
high rates of victimization and to provide students with a safe educational environment. Among
college students, studies have suggested lifetime sexual assault victimization rates for women
that range anywhere from 20 to 50 percent (Foubert and Newberry 2006; Choate 2003;
Banyard et al. 2007; Earle 1996). To make matters worse, in their study of sex crime offenders,
Lisak and Miller (2002, 80) found that campus perpetrators are usually serial offenders who
commit on average six attempted or completed rapes. Because the vast majority of assaults are
never reported (Lisak 2004, 19), understanding and addressing the full extent of this problem is
far from simple. Looking to students’ narratives in the form of student-written newspaper
articles can provide colleges and universities with another source of data to inform their sexual
assault awareness and prevention programs.

Sexual Assault Awareness Programs
Although college campuses are increasing their offerings of prevention education programs,
knowing what works and evaluating the usefulness of these programs continues to be a
challenge (Hawkins et al. 2009; Casey and Lindhorst 2009). Furthermore, while prevention
programs and research tend to explore students’ attitudes within fixed educational contexts and
with specific survey questionnaires and experiments (see Banyard et al. 2007; Foubert, Tatum,
and Donahue 2006; Foubert and Cremedy 2007; Klaw et al. 2005), we propose that an analysis
of student-written newspaper articles as related to their perceptions and personal opinions
about sexual assault prevention may serve to provide a different perspective on their attitudes.
This student perspective might then provide much-needed insight for the formulation of
strategic prevention messages and education programs that are campus specific. At the same
time, students’ narratives may also serve as a way to evaluate whether a campus’ current sexual
assault prevention initiatives have been successful.
Approaches to rape prevention education up to this point include programs that work to
lower women’s likelihood of victimization; programs that dispel rape myths and students’
acceptance of these myths; and programs that take a bystander-intervention approach. Various
studies have evaluated these approaches in high schools (Kernsmith and Hernandez-Jozefowicz
2011), colleges and universities (Breitenbecher and Scarce 1999; Foubert 2000; Foubert and
Cremedy 2007; Gidycz et al. 2001; Moynihan et al. 2010; Rothman and Silverman 2007; Talbot,
Neill, and Rankin 2010), and among military personnel (Rau et al. 2010; Rau et al. 2011). In a
review of studies that evaluated sexual assault prevention programs, Anderson and Whiston
(2005) found that the area most affected by these programs is rape knowledge, followed by
some change in respondents’ attitudes toward rape. Evaluations of programs have also revealed
differences in outcomes by sex and history of sexual assault (Breitenbecher and Scarce 1999,
467-469; Hanson and Gidycz 1993, 1049), especially, when it focuses on specific types of
students, such as athletes and fraternity members (Foubert 2000; Moynihan et al. 2010).
Rape prevention programs focusing on women often do so with the intent of lowering
the risk of victimization, but evaluations of such programs indicate mixed results. In one such
study, Breitenbecher and Scarce (1999) evaluated the effectiveness of a sexual assault
prevention program for women after seven months from the participation date. Their findings
suggest that the program did increase knowledge about sexual assault but had no effect on
ultimately decreasing one’s likelihood of victimization (Breitenbecher and Scarce 1999, 459).
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Results from this evaluation may indicate that a one-hour program is simply not enough to
have an actual effect on rape and sexual assault.
At the same time, some programs have been shown to be effective in reducing the
likelihood of sexual assault among women (Hanson and Gidycz 1993; Rothman and Silverman
2007). This finding, however, was only true for women who had not previously experienced
sexual assault. Women who had experienced sexual assault before the prevention program were
still more likely to experience another assault after the program. Additionally, students who
were gay, bisexual, or lesbians had an increased risk of assault, as well as students who reported
drinking alcohol (Rothman and Silverman 2007, 283).
Research has also explored the long-term effects of rape prevention programs in various
contexts, especially among groups where sexual assault is more prevalent, including in
fraternities and the military (Foubert 2000; Rau et al. 2010; Rau et al. 2011). Foubert’s (2000,
158) work suggests that fraternity brothers’ exposure to a one-hour rape prevention program
has long-term effects of up to seven months. Participants’ responses indicate that seven months
after participating in the program they report being less likely to rape and to believe in rape
myths. However, the program was not shown to have an effect on the participants’ reported
sexually coercive behavior. In other words, participants reported that they were less likely to
commit rape and that they did not uphold rape myths to the extent that they did before the
program, but their reported behavior before and after the program remained the same. While
changes in rape myth acceptance are important, it would seem that this program should not be
considered effective if it does not impact behaviour.
As prevention programs have moved their focus from primarily women to both men and
women participants, it is important to explore not only how the programs affect men’s
likelihood of rape but also men’s attitudes toward the programs themselves in order to have the
greatest impact. Rich et al. (2010, 273) found that many of the men they surveyed would not
voluntarily choose to participate in a rape prevention program and only about one-third agreed
with the necessity or value of such programs. A minority of men reported hostility toward
participating in rape prevention programs, and Rich et al. suggest that while it cannot be
concluded that these same men are more likely to rape or sexually assault, they “did see in their
responses a subscription to multiple rape myths, a lack of empathy toward women, and a strong
tendency to see themselves as victims” (2010, 274). This particular study also reveals that
many of the participants do not view rape as a crime that men are primarily responsible for
preventing (Rich et al. 2010, 274-278). Instead, responses indicate that these participants
subscribe to victim-blaming ideologies that suggest women are able to prevent rape by avoiding
certain behaviours. Other participants’ responses attempted to minimize men’s role in rape by
suggesting that women also have the ability to be perpetrators of rape. Particularly interesting
about this study is the use of open-ended questions that revealed the students’ endorsement of
sexism and rape myth acceptance. The students’ responses may provide evidence of rape myth
acceptance and attitudes toward sexual assault and prevention programs that would otherwise
be difficult to measure in inventories that do not allow participants to provide qualitative
responses.
More recently, programs that focus on changing beliefs in rape myths have been more
closely examined in order to determine whether the messages presented are accessible to
students. McMahon and Farmer (2011, 73) suggest that the language used to describe and
measure rape myths is outdated and so may not accurately reflect the presence of rape myths
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that have taken on new phrasing. They then suggest an updated version of the Illinois Rape
Myth Acceptance Scale (IRMA) as a way to best identify beliefs in rape myths on college
campuses. Their updated measure is the result of focus groups of college students, who work as
peer educators to prevent sexual assault, and so are familiar with the language that students are
using to describe attitudes of rape myth acceptance. Using an updated version of the IRMA,
McMahon (2010, 78) found that even college students, who have likely had some exposure to
sexual assault awareness programs, still hold victim-blaming ideologies. Furthermore, while
these college students report being moderately willing to intervene in instances of sexual
violence, they are much less likely to intervene when others are using sexist language or making
sexist jokes. This present study of newspaper articles aims to advance knowledge of sexual
assault discourse on campuses by identifying current ways in which students talk about rape
and convey attitudes of rape myth acceptance. Through an understanding of student narratives,
colleges and universities may be able to revise and update rape prevention programs to disrupt
detrimental myths that continue to support rape culture.

Media Portrayal of Violence
Research on the media’s portrayal of violence suggests that murder is covered much more
frequently, even though it is not as common as rape (Heath, Gordon, and LeBailly 1981, 50).
While rape committed by acquaintances is much more common, it is underreported in the
media (Heath, Gordon, and LeBailly 1981, 50). Compared to other reports of crime, the
reporting of rape has been found to leave out crucial information, such as where the crime
occurred and whether there was the use of a weapon (Heath, Gordon, and LeBailly 1981, 50-51).
Previous studies of newspaper headlines and articles regarding rape also suggest that rape
myths are not uncommon in this particular medium (Franiuk, Seefelt, and Vandello 2008;
O’Hara 2012; Sampert 2010).
Sampert’s study of English-Canadian newspapers (2010, 304) suggests that the most
prevalent myth found in articles is that rape is about male lust, and therefore fails to
acknowledge that rape is an attack. Other identified myths include: women lie about rape, and
innocent men get accused; racial/ethnic minorities commit rape and sexual assault, not white
Canadian men; married men and men of good social standing do not rape; and that women are
responsible for sexual assault (Sampert 2010, 307-327). In addition to these myths, it is also not
uncommon for newspapers to describe rapes as “alleged,” casting some doubt as to whether a
crime occurred (O’Hara 2012). O’Hara’s (2012) analysis found that even in reports of the gang
rape of an 11-year-old girl, it was the actions of the victim that were more often the focus of
scrutiny in the article, rather than those of the rapists. Ultimately, the rape myths that
newspapers perpetuate may have implications for our broader understanding of the context in
which rape and sexual assault occur.
The media’s portrayal of sexual violence is particularly important because of the effect
that it has on attitudes toward victims and sexual assault. Various media have been associated
with acceptance of rape myths, including television programs, video games, and newspaper
headlines and articles (Franiuk et al 2008; Franiuk, Seefelt, and Vandello 2008; Kahlor and
Eastin 2011; Kahlor and Morrison 2007; Simpson Beck et al 2012). More specifically, Franiuk,
Seefelt, and Vandello (2008, 298-299) explored the effect newspaper headlines have on
students and found that when exposed to headlines that endorse rape myths, students are more
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likely to hold rape-supporting attitudes. The ways that students talk about rape in their own
university student newspapers not only reflects the attitudes of individual students at a
particular campus but may also have a larger effect on the student body reading the paper.
Nancy Berns’s (2004) work has explored the way various media sources write about and
frame the social problem of domestic violence. Analyzing popular magazines and journals,
Berns found that the frame an author uses to discuss domestic violence is related to the
medium in which it appears. For instance, women’s magazines, men’s magazines, conservative
political magazines, and liberal political magazines use different frames when writing about
domestic violence. Berns argues that women’s magazines use four frames of responsibility,
which suggest who or what is responsible for domestic violence: 1) individuals; 2) institutions;
3) cultural and structural factors; and 4) “an integrated analysis focusing on the interaction
among individual, institutional, cultural and structural factors” (Berns 2004, 56). Men’s
magazines and conservative political magazines were more likely to use an anti-feminist frame.
According to Berns (2004), these articles “define the problem as the battered women
movement’s construction of the problem,” rather than focusing on the experiences of victims or
perpetrators, as she most commonly found to be the case in women’s magazines (105). Articles
about domestic violence that appeared in liberal political magazines used a social justice frame,
which goes beyond the individual in order to explore the social and political factors that
influence domestic violence. The social justice framework, as well as the frames Berns
identified in women’s magazines that focus on institutions or cultural and structural factors, are
similar to the principles of the socio-ecological approach to sexual assault prevention because
they look beyond the individual in order to explain why domestic violence occurs. Through
analyzing students’ newspaper articles about sexual violence, we identified characteristics of
Berns’s frameworks, which we believe are indicative of individual students’ perspectives about
rape, but may also represent and influence campus-wide attitudes toward sexual assault. We
believe that students’ articles about rape that focus on cultural and structural factors may
reflect a broader acceptance of the socio-ecological model on campus, while also further
promoting that model to newspaper readers.

Methods
Sample
The sample for this study consists of student-written articles dated from 2000 to 2013. The
total sample includes 157 articles. We initially collected 56 articles, as part of a smaller project
focused on universities in one state in the southern United States. That initial sample included
nine universities located in urban, suburban, and rural areas, as well as one private institution
and one historically Black university. We expanded this sample by selecting university
newspapers based on the Princeton Review of the best college newspapers of 2012 list (Reimold
2012). We selected the top ten newspapers, which included two papers that tied for fifth place
and one newspaper that had already been included in our original sample.The final sample
resulted in 19 newspapers from universities all over the U.S, all of which can be accessed online
(Table 1).
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Newspaper

University

Sample Size

The Daily Collegian

Penn State University

8

The Daily Tarheel

University of North Carolina

20

Yale Daily News

Yale University

10

The Brown Daily Herald

Brown University

9

The Badger Herald

University of Wisconsin-Madison

8

The Daily Cardinal

University of Wisconsin-Madison

9

The University Daily Kansan

Kansas University

8

The Diamondback

University of Maryland

9

The Independent Florida Alligator

University of Florida

10

The Daily Nexus

University of California Santa Barbara

10

The Red & Black

University of Georgia

13

The Emory Wheel

Emory University

10

The West Georgian

University of West Georgia

10

The Signal

Georgia State University

7

The Sentinel

Kennesaw State University

5

Georgia College Colonnade

Georgia College & State University

5

The Spectator

Valdosta State University

3

The Technique

The Georgia Institute of Technology

2

Tiger’s Roar

Savannah State University

1

Table 1: University Newspapers and Relevant Articles Collected
The first 11 are listed in their order of appearance on the Princeton Review 2012 List. The remaining are from the original
smaller sample described in the methods section.
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Sampling Strategy
We selected articles from the nineteen school newspapers in our sample by searching their
databases with the terms “rape” and “sexual assault.” Because we were interested in unsolicited
student narratives, the sample includes pieces that incorporate aspects of personal opinions,
reactions, activist frameworks, and informative content about rape and sexual assault. For this
reason, the mere mention of an incident of rape or sexual violence was insufficient to qualify an
article for inclusion in our sample. Articles that were limited to the objective reporting of
criminal incidents were disqualified from the data set. Additionally, only those articles that
could be clearly identified as written by students or student groups were included in the
compilation. Consequently, any articles that were credited to professors or university staff
members did not fit the sample criteria and were not integrated as part of the set. We continued
to search for articles that fit our criteria from each newspaper until one of the following had
been met: we had exhausted the total search results; found a total of ten applicable articles; or
had searched through up to ten pages (or about 200 articles) of results. All of the school
newspapers recruited from the Princeton Review list resulted in at least eight articles per
school; some of the smaller schools from the original sample, however, had only one or two
articles that matched our sampling criteria.
Analysis
We used an analysis strategy in line with Grounded Theory Method. Open-coding is the first
step in the analytical process (LaRossa 2005, 841). Through the initial open-coding process, we
explored the content present in the articles as we generated questions, comparisons, and tagged
indicators in the texts to appropriate emerging concepts. Following this method, we began to
notice similarities emerging between our coding of articles and themes from Berns’s work on
media portrayal of domestic violence.
Based on this similarity, we focused our coding to allow for a comparison of the
discussion of rape in our sample to Berns’s analysis of articles written about domestic violence.
Through axial coding, we identified connections between Berns’s frames found in students’
articles and other indicators, such as the violence prevention strategies that students discussed.
In our selective coding process, we focused on students’ writing strategies that typically made
use of one or more of four themes—individuals involved in rape (the [potential] victim or
perpetrator); community or campus-wide approaches to prevent rape; the broader cultural
ideologies that contribute to rape; and the role of institutions (most often the university) in rape
cases. Some articles addressed more than one theme, and this was noted. The next section will
discuss our findings within each of the frames we identified: individual, anti-feminist, and
community, institutional, and cultural frames.

Findings
The Individual Frame
The individual frame approaches sexual assault through the perspective of the people involved.
Student articles that included interviewing a student who had been a victim or had been
accused of committing sexual assault would fall under this frame. In our analysis, we identified
students’ articles that used an individual frame and further specified whether their focus was on
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the victim or the perpetrator. Overall, when students used an individual frame, more of the
focus was on victims or potential victims than on perpetrators. Victim-focused stories were not
always about individuals who had experienced sexual violence but also included articles that
were aimed at future potential victims. When the intended audience of a story was potential
victims, authors almost always addressed women students. In these articles, writers would warn
women about the potential dangers of rape and sexual assault on campus. Typically, these
stories included strategies to educate readers by citing statistics, quoting advice from law
enforcement officers or school administrators, or promoting safe behaviours for socializing on
or off campus.
It was quite common for students using the victim-focused individual frame to write
about the victim’s responsibility in preventing and challenging sexual violence. Risk-reduction
advice ranged from refusing drinks from strangers, watching one’s drink, avoiding communal
drinks, going out in groups, having a designated ride home, looking inside one’s car before
getting in, wearing modest clothing, taking self-defense classes, using pepper spray, to showing
confidence. We believe that this conception of responsibility was not always intentionally
victim-blaming on the writer’s part, but it did include the belief that sexual violence can be
stopped if potential victims, particularly women, are aware of their vulnerability and learn to
practice safe behaviours and avoidance tactics. Specific ways we saw this frame used include the
writing by a student in 2005 who proclaimed that “ladies are the weaker of the two sexes and
need to arm themselves accordingly” (Morgan, par 13). In 2010, Varner (par. 9) wrote that
“women have to be constantly vigilant […], especially while wearing skimpy outfits, getting
inebriated, then walking home alone at 3 a.m through a deserted parking lot,” and again in
2010, women were warned “to accept the risks that come with being surrounded by alcohol and
hormones” (Bush, par. 6). Because these ideas are so ubiquitous, we posit that students offer
them as advice or reasonable precautions to take with little contemplation or awareness of the
victim-blaming messages they are actually sending. Despite what is likely meant to be helpful,
students using this frame in their school newspapers are ultimately perpetuating the message
that women are accountable for sexual violence, not perpetrators.
Another common strategy offered to combat sexual violence that fell under a victimfocused individual frame was through direct response. Indicators for response included
recommended actions that survivors were encouraged to take after an assault in order to either
prevent future attacks or to remedy their situations. The importance of and necessity to report
sexual violence were especially common. In an interview from 2009, the Badger Herald
published a survivor's account in which she stated that if she knew who had assaulted her, “they
would be going to jail, [she’d] press charges, [she would] have a police investigation going on”
(Brewster & Bargnes, par. 25). This statement emphasizes the victim's responsibility to report
and press charges, but while reporting is important, the survivor's statement also demonstrates
a lack of understanding of the complexities and challenges of the criminal justice system. Other
examples of direct response advice in students’ articles included offering information on local
and national resources and encouraging students to go to hospitals for the collection of forensic
evidence.
Other student writers acknowledged that individuals committing violence are often
overlooked and so chose to emphasize the perpetrator’s role in committing crimes, along with
the need for interventions that are meant to restrain their behaviours. Perpetrators are
condemned for purposefully using predatory drugs to target women, and their actions are
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framed in terms of deviant behaviours and by a lack of morals. As a female student wrote in
2000, “sick men routinely target women as their victims” (Fink, par. 3). Later in 2013, another
student explained, “Society should make it clear that rape is not the victim’s fault. It is the
rapist’s. No means no. If she says no, resists or hesitates, men have to respect that” (Ayaz 2013,
par. 17). In 2010, another article emphasized the importance of “recognizing that rapists […]
deserve the reprimands” (Holbrook, par. 10). While these are important messages, the
emphasis on personal deviance fails to acknowledge the invisible presence of potential
assailants among one’s peers. This particular frame was much less commonly found compared
to the victim-focused individual perspective or the community, cultural, and institutional
frames.
The Anti-Feminist Frame
Another frame that emerged that is similar to the individual frame is one that focuses on the
victim or perpetrator, but through what Berns describes as an anti-feminist approach. Some of
the ways one might see the anti-feminist approach portrayed are through narratives blaming
the victim, shifting focus to men as victims of violence or men as wrongly accused of being
perpetrators, or attacking the ways the problem of sexual violence is constructed, investigated,
prosecuted, or portrayed in media. Of the different frames found in our sample, the antifeminist approach was by far the least common. Despite this, we believe it is important to call
attention to it because it helps to highlight areas that sexual assault prevention programs and
educators may want to address in the future. These articles made use of the anti-feminist frame
in several different ways, including by criticizing sexual assault programs, questioning statistics,
identifying that men can be victims of women who “cry rape,” and suggesting that the system is
set up to believe women victims over accused men perpetrators.
Two different articles pointed out what they believed to be some of the problems with
sexual assault programs on campus. One writer, in an article written in 2013, explained that a
campaign to raise awareness is unlikely to work and instead “will constantly remind female
students of their supposed vulnerability and powerlessness—while at the same time wagging a
finger at male students, reminding us of our potential violence and criminality” (Garshfield, par.
7). A 2009 article suggested that sexual assault programs rely on and perpetuate exaggerated
numbers of sexual violence (like the one in four statistic) as a way to make money (Smith).
After spending much of the article attempting to convince readers that the commonly cited
statistic that one in four women will be raped in their lifetime is wrong, the author explained
that one of the reasons these numbers are intentionally inflated is because “entrepreneurs are
making money off college girls’ fear and insecurity—fears that these very organizations help to
propagate” (Smith 2009, 8).
Another aspect of the anti-feminist frame we found in our sample was the demonstration
that men can also be victims, often by being wrongly accused or held responsible when he
otherwise should not be. For example, one student asked, “And what if both the man and
woman are drunk? Do they simultaneously rape each other? If the woman is not responsible for
her actions while drunk, why should the man be?” (Garshfield 2013, par. 9). Another student
wrote that “there are two sides to every story,” and in referring to a highly publicized case at the
time asked readers, “What if [the victim] wasn’t actually raped, and she really is harassing her
ex-boyfriend?” (Collins 2013, par.6). In a 2010 article, the writer suggested that the district
attorney in a case involving a star athlete referred to the “accuser as a ‘victim,’ which suggests
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that [he] believes [the athlete] is guilty” (Yu, par. 10). Similarly, the articles identified what they
believed to be problems in the way that sexual violence is defined by society—including the
ideas that sexual violence is more of a miscommunication, “consensual sex while drunk”
(Garshfield 2013, par. 9), or a problem of next-day regrets and false reporting. Campus sexual
assault prevention programs would benefit from continuing to challenge rape myths and
victim-blaming attitudes, as well as discussing the ways in which sexual scripts and gender roles
impact relationships negatively by engendering rape culture. While it is unlikely that prevention
programs can change every attendee’s mind, they can help prevent the spread of these ideas by
arming students with the ability to think more critically if and when they see articles like the
ones described above.

Community, Cultural, and Institutional Frames
Community Frame
We identified frames that moved beyond the individual, and that looked toward other
explanations for sexual violence as falling into either a focus on the roles of community, culture,
or institutions. When students used a community focus, they often wrote about campus events,
programs, or strategies aimed at reducing sexual violence. What distinguished this frame from
articles that focused on the individual is that the authors proposed that sexual violence affected
everyone, and the entire campus, or even the larger community as a whole, needed to work
together to solve the problem. One student emphasized this idea when she suggested that
campus would be safer if everyone looked out for each other: “If we can get just six people
taking care of each other, taking care of their friends, how many instances of sexual assault
would that prevent?” (Donavan 2013, par. 14). Some students suggested the importance of
identifying the problem, with one student explaining: “Not only rape but the whole spectrum of
sexual assault does occur here, and being frank about this fact is the essential first step toward
crafting a safer community” (Meropol 2012, par. 1). Going further, another student suggested
that ignoring the problem hurts more than just the individuals who experience sexual violence:
“They [victims] have a right to be heard and believed. And keeping silent about it on any level
actually harms the whole community” (Dulaney 2013, par. 18).
When proposing solutions to ending sexual assault on campus, writers using a
community frame highlighted the need for cooperation between various individuals,
organizations, and community members. Sometimes these solutions could be more general,
including a suggestion from 2013 that “everyone needs to be on the same page in terms of fixing
the problem” (Beatty, par. 20), or more specifically, like the description of a new campus group
aimed at addressing sexual assault: “Its membership includes a wide range of voices and
perspectives—including faculty, community members, students, administrators and even law
enforcement officials—and many members have experience working directly with sexual assault
issues” (“Sexual Assault Task Force” 2013, par. 6). These articles also commonly advocated for
the importance of community members getting involved or looking out for each other, or what
might be called the bystander approach. One student described how to intervene on an
individual level by writing “Personally, I think everybody needs to call out individuals who do or
say sexist things (or racist things, or homophobic things, or transphobic things—really, all the
ignorant things)” (Gwynn 2013, par. 7). Similarly, in 2000, a male student addressed the need
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to challenge his “peers for their sexist beliefs” (Sentell, par. 3), and in an article from 2010
another student encouraged his peers to intervene in situations where “someone [was] pumping
alcohol into a girl, messing with drinks, or leading a girl away from the public’s eye” (Bush, par.
6). Other articles mentioned the bystander approach by name when discussing various campus
events or workshops, as in a 2013 article that described an interviewee as saying “she hopes the
[Sexual Violence Awareness] week will teach students about bystander intervention, which is
when people are in situations where they can stop sexual violence” (Shapiro 2013, par. 42).
Cultural Frame
Articles that pointed to larger societal attitudes, often those about gender and sexuality, fell
under the cultural frame. These articles discussed ideas that moved beyond the action of
individuals’ roles in sexual violence. One piece touched on this idea when quoting a student
who said,“‘Everyone involved—the perpetrators, the victims—they’re people,’ [the interviewee]
said, ‘and it’s coming from somewhere in our culture that can be changed if we all stand up
together’” (Koh 2013, par. 58). Similarly, another student urged, “When dreadful things happen,
a more helpful response would be to ask why these ideologies exist at all, rather than wondering
what the victim was wearing or what time it was” (Edwards 2013, par. 12). These instances
suggest that students have learned that focusing on the role of the individual is not the best
approach to solving the problem of sexual violence, and instead are calling into question the
ways that values and norms perpetuate violence on college campuses.
Some of the cultural values that students challenged were more specific to the
environment of the college campus, such as when a student in 2013 explained, “Consent is
further complicated by the party scene, where alcohol plays a dominant role” (Koh, par. 42).
These students suggest that the college campus is a unique environment where sexual violence
is more likely to occur because of the combination of alcohol, parties, and uninformed students.
It is not only that students go to parties with alcohol, but they are not always aware of how to
interact in these situations, or that consent is a necessity. This was described by one student
quoted as saying, “There are some misconceptions about what sex should look like in college in
general. Especially when drinking is involved, there needs to be some clarification” (Saglow
2013, 3). Another student writer paraphrased a campus activist who explained that “there is a
cultural ignorance surrounding sexual assault” (Harvey 2013, par. 29). These students
acknowledged that sexual violence on campuses is a problem and that it goes beyond the poor
choices of a few individuals.
Other students pointed to gender inequality or patriarchy as responsible for creating a
tolerance of violence against women. In an article discussing a rape case in India, the writer
drew a connection between violence and masculinity as problematic all over the world by
quoting another student who said in 2013, “America, as well as many other countries, remain
dominated by notions of masculinity and unequal treatment of women” (quoted in Kramer, par.
10). Achieving gender equality was seen as necessary to end violence, as when one student
wrote, “The first step is to get everyone to recognize that respecting a woman is respecting all
parts of her—how she dresses, how she talks, how she thinks and everything else. You just can’t
pick and choose. When that changes, we will be one step closer to shutting down rape culture”
(Romas 2013, par. 7).
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Institutional Frame
Students taking an institutional approach looked at who should be held accountable for solving
(or sometimes exacerbating) the problem of sexual violence on campus. Not surprisingly, the
institution that students pointed to most often was the university. In many of these instances,
preventing violence was less about changing the behaviours of individuals or larger cultural
values, but making sure that the systems in place to address violence after it happened were
able to respond accordingly. Student writers made connections to current events when
discussing how universities handle rape accusations, such as one article that explained:
In early March, President Obama signed an updated version of the Violence Against
Women Act. A newly added law, the Campus Sexual Violence Elimination Act, requires
universities to inform students who have been sexually assaulted of their rights, as well as
where to seek legal help and psychological resources. (Hricik 2013, par. 18)

Another article discussed a recent request by some students and student organizations
for the university to ban Facebook pages that they believed contained sexually explicit material
that perpetuated rape culture (Quiambao & Jooharian 2013). In other instances, students wrote
to call attention to what they perceived as universities’ failure to address the problem of rape on
campuses adequately (McCabe & Vest 2013).
Considering the increased media attention and government response and investigation
into allegations that universities mishandle campus rape cases, it is no surprise that students
have also picked up on this problem and are critical of their university’s response. Some articles
focused on individual students’ negative experiences with college administration when
reporting rape, such as a 2009 article that stated, “the victim alleges [an assistant dean] and the
university were of no help to her in the months following her assault” (Brewster, par. 32).
Another suggested that not only do universities mishandle these cases, but they have an interest
in trying to keep them hidden:
Of course, it’s no surprise that universities make an effort to cover up scandals, especially
ones concerning sexual violence. The cost of one rape victim’s transfer out of the college is
far smaller than negative national attention, especially for highly ranked schools. (“Victims
are Punished in Rape Culture” 2013, par. 9)

In a sense, it might seem that this frame was less about prevention and more about
reaction, and in many instances, like those above, this was the case. However, there are also
clear examples where students have written about how institutions impact social norms and
values. For these students, it is important to recognize the leading role of institutions to help
create cultural ideologies and bring community members together. This idea was expressed in
statements like: “But, what us Americans can take away from this event is that a country’s
attitude toward rape tends to be shown in how that country creates laws to protect its victims”
(Flannery 2013, par. 4) and:“A culture in anything starts from the top. The leader allows and
disallows certain beliefs and actions to occur within his or her own unit” (Jones 2004, par. 10).
These students seemed to believe that administrative action on the part of the university was
necessary, even if it was not the best way, to end campus sexual assaults. While most articles
using the institutional framework were critical of their schools, some continued to stress how
important university action is and even commended their university for the reforms they had
started to make, including a student who wrote in 2012, “Administrative discussion is not mere
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institutional cant. Even if it progresses rheumatically, [the university] is not failing us.
Administrative action is the best chance we have” (Powers, par. 17), and another who in 2013
explained, “The university’s willingness to forge ahead on the issue and revamp its legislation is
commendable, and it comes as a sharp contrast to other institutions’ handling of sexual assault
allegations” (“Battle Against Sexual Assault,” 4). As these examples suggest, student narratives
provide important current cultural perspectives which higher education administration can
utilize as a platform for the development and dissemination of sexual assault support services
and prevention initiatives.

Discussion and Conclusion
Our analysis of student newspaper articles suggests that current events, the media’s more
recent attention to sexual assault on campuses, and the trend among sexual violence educators
to focus on a socio-ecological model of prevention are clearly impacting students’ attitudes.
However, there are still clear examples of risk-reduction advice taking the form of cautionary
tales and avoidance strategies. This focus is emphasized by both women and men students, but
is also supported by the quotes and interviews students acquired from other students, staff, and
administrators, and aligns best with Berns’s description of the individual frame.
Unlike articles that focus on the role of the individual to prevent violence, articles that
use a community, cultural, or institutional frame take more of a primary prevention approach.
The goal of primary prevention is to address sexual violence at different levels of human
interaction by challenging rape-supporting attitudes and by engaging students in bystander
intervention (Casey and Lindhorst 2009; Banyard et al. 2007; Banyard, Plante, and Moynihan
2004). Thus, rather than providing resources to potential survivors, or teaching avoidance skills
(like those articles using an individual or sometimes institutional frame), a primary prevention
approach aims to reduce the incidence of sexual violence before it occurs by directing its
educational and interventionist focus toward community members and potential perpetrators.
While many articles talk about the notion of primary prevention as an ideal solution, some
writers were unable to provide actual examples of what primary prevention strategies should
look like, particularly when using more of a community frame. This suggests an apparent gap in
students’ knowledge that sexual violence prevention programs on campuses could address.
When students were able to identify primary prevention strategies more specifically,
they often focused on bystander intervention. Our analysis suggests that students, who are
writing for their school newspapers, as well as many of the students interviewed, are getting
some exposure to the messages that campus sexual assault prevention programs support, and
these ideas are then being disseminated in students’ writing. What is not always clear is where
students are picking up these messages. Students may be learning from prevention programs
provided by the university, on-campus events, or even from classes that discuss topics like
gender inequality and sexual violence. Future research could benefit from exploring other
possible ways that students learn about gender-based violence on college campuses.
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Limitations
This study is limited in that our findings are not generalizable to all U.S college campuses. For
this reason, the information presented in this paper does not necessarily represent the overall
culture and beliefs of the average college student. While we attempted to diversify the sample to
include a myriad of voices and perspectives, it is important to acknowledge that not every
possible student’s opinions are represented. The attitudes expressed in student newspapers are
biased toward students who are likely more engaged on their college campuses and who have
stronger opinions about sexual assault. Future research should find other ways to gauge the
attitudes and beliefs of students who are less likely to contribute to their student newspaper.
Follow-up studies could also attempt to measure what kinds of effects campus newspapers have
on other students and community members.

Implications of Universities
Student media narratives provide a rich source of common messages and attitudes on college
campuses. Based on the existing content in the media of a university, campus staff and
administrators can follow current trends among the student body, and strategize ways in which
prevention messages can be disseminated. The development of a common language to be
shared among campus staff, administrators, and student leaders can standardize appropriate
messages, and discourage certain content that can be perceived as victim-blaming.
Regardless of students’ preconceived attitudes vis-à-vis the causes and prevention of
sexual violence, the process of writing opinions and articles has specific motives and provides
strategies that students believe to be helpful and useful. In this regard, we propose that the
roles of campus educators are to both recruit and nurture students presenting positive attitudes,
but also to challenge unhelpful and victim-blaming strategies. While it is unrealistic to expect
that campus staff would be able to respond to all incorrect and damaging information students
distribute among themselves, this is a role in which we believe peer educators can be of
assistance. Because student newspapers provide a democratic forum where students can share
their opinions, student editorials and articles are a good source of information for sexual
assault prevention educators, and other interested parties to keep track of the campus climate.
Even if they do not correspond to generalizable attitudes, student articles can provide feedback
for existing initiatives and ideas for future programs and targeted messages. Student articles
may also provide a sample of leaders from which to draw membership for student organizations
that address sexual violence. Furthermore, by understanding the development process of
student-authored narratives, schools and educators may also be better equipped to understand
the potential contexts in which their quotes can be used. As such, campus-led initiatives must
be careful to emphasize certain prevention messages per the campus’ desired learning
objectives and educational outcomes. While the accepted norms about sexual violence
prevention have yet to change completely, students are talking and writing about sexual
violence, and at the campuses from which the sample were drawn, the issue is certainly not
invisible.
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#silence=violence OR … Centuries of Activism Insisting on Justice
Feminist Art Gallery

#silence=violence is a collaborative installation made by the Feminist Art Gallery
as commissioned by the University of Toronto’s Doris McCarthy Gallery in
response to the University of Toronto Sexual Violence Policy implemented in
January 2017. Two murals depict the activists that have put pressure on
institutions of education, law, government, and the media to address the conditions
of toxic masculinity, white supremacy, colonialism and other inequalities that
breed and even encourage sexual violence and other oppressions. These activists
flank the centre mural that depicts the university and the complicated relationships
that individuals have as insiders, outsiders, perpetrators, survivors, and policy
makers.

#silence=violence is an installation made by the Feminist Art Gallery (FAG) as a collaboration
between artists Heidi Cho, Deirdre Logue, Allyson Mitchell, and Morgan Sea. The installation
was commissioned by the University of Toronto’s Doris McCarthy Gallery to contribute to the
ongoing discussion of sexual violence in the Canadian context, particularly, on university and
college campuses. The work is in part a response to the University of Toronto’s Policy on Sexual

#silence=violence OR …
Centuries of Activism Insisting on Justice
Feminist Art Gallery

Violence and Sexual Harassment, which was implemented in January 2017. This policy is the
product of Bill 132, the Sexual Violence and Harassment Action Plan Act, which was passed by
the Ontario government in March 2016, and requires workplaces, campuses, and communities
to address sexual violence and harassment. Publicly assisted post-secondary institutions were
instructed to have their own stand-alone sexual violence policies that would undergo review
every three years.

FAG writes in the artist statement accompanying the installation: “In anticipation of this
policy, and with the knowledge that this policy and the process of its creation and
implementation will be flawed and its outcomes fraught, still we have hope that because of
centuries of activism insisting on justice for survivors and the annihilation of rape culture, the
most marginalized people will move from margin to centre.” (“FAG Feminist Art Gallery” 2017).
This collaboratively-made installation includes two large murals that depict the
movements and individual activists that have put pressure on institutions of education, law,
government, and the media to address the conditions of toxic masculinity, white supremacy,
colonialism, and other structural inequalities that breed and even encourage sexual violence
and other forms of oppression. These activists flank the centre mural that depicts the university
itself and the complicated relationships that individuals and communities have as insiders,
outsiders, perpetrators, survivors, and policy makers: a collective body that comes together with
the project of learning and problem solving that has great potential to decolonize curriculum,
center survivors and support those who are most marginalized. Unfortunately, this is most
often not the case and it is up to “us” to stay vigilant to hold together, make space for voices to
make change, and insist on socially just accountability in structured and everyday ways.
The title, #silence=violence, honours the student-driven movement to end sexual
violence on university campuses that is happening right here and now. #silence = violence is
also a call to action that is multi-pronged and useful as it flags the connections between
censorship, suppression of information, complacency, and fear that allow for the abuse of
power to continue as seemingly unchangeable.
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This project preceded the establishment of the Sexual Violence Centre that was opened
at the University of Toronto Scarborough in the spring of 2017. The mural is intended to be
hard-hitting in its critique of how the University of Toronto and all Ontario post-secondary
institutions have proceeded in creating sexual violence policies. Public meeting times and
student consultations have been made inaccessible and unavailable to many, thereby
continuing to foster mistrust of the institution for survivors seeking to create fair, just, and
productive policies. The mural seeks to disrupt the image of the benevolent educational
institution and give credit to the survivors and activists upon whose work and voices these
policies are predicated but not centred. The mural works to illustrate how feminist critiques of
institutions are unproductive when positioned as “us” vs. “them” and instead recognizes that we
are all part of institutions and thus must act as agents in their
reform/accountability/transformation. The mural was installed in the winter of 2018 at the
University of Toronto Scarborough campus. It was positioned in a high-traffic atrium across
from a popular coffee shop and just outside of a large lecture theatre. During the installation,
students were lining up beside #silenceisviolence while they waited to write their winter exams.
This is the public that #silenceisviolence was intended for. We hope the mural addresses
ambivalence, fears of complacency, and the widespread confusion of how to act and make
change in the present moment.
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A Pair of Eyes
Priyanka Arora

“A Pair of Eyes” is a poem about the “male gaze” that haunts women
indiscriminately. It talks about the segregation in place and how it does not solve
the issue at hand. Segregation in fact separates the two sexes further, creating a
greater barrier. The poem starts with the female position as the victim that
gradually then asserts herself with the “I” and taking charge, decides to blind
these haunting pair of eyes. There is a pun on “I”. The violent end is a reference
and inversion from Shakespeare’s King Lear which is described to be the most
gruesome scene.

A Pair of Eyes
A pair of eyes
Haunt my existence
Wherever I may be.
Oh so omnipresent!
I curse God for giving vision
To those pair of eyes
That haunt my days and my nights.
Oh so inexhaustible!
Come experience the hellish fires
In their breath and in their bosom,
Come save my honour from Sin.
Oh so shameful!
The convulsions of my stomach,
The quickness of breath defines
Those pair of eyes that leave me.
Oh so naked!
Piercing through my flesh
Into my very soul,
Demanding, extracting me from myself.
Oh so devilish!

A Pair of Eyes
Priyanka Arora

This intangible torque
Of energy that flows
From this fiendish oculus.
Oh so tumultuous!
No purdah, no veil, no “ghunghat”1 I need,
No “zenana”,2 no reserved coaches please.
I
Will make those pair of eyes suffer,
And How,
“Out, vile jelly, where is thy lustre now?”3

Notes
1.

Veil or a headscarf. It is often worn by Hindu and Jain women to cover their heads and
faces especially in the presence of men. It is etymologically derived from “Avagunthana”
meaning veil or hiding and hence is associated with covering one’s face.

2.

Harem. It literally translates into “of the women” and hence in South Asia, mostly
Persian and Muslim cultures, ‘zenana’ was part of the households that used to be
reserved for women. It existed in opposition to “Mardana” or “of the men.”

3.

Shakespeare, William. The Arden Shakespeare: King Lear. Ed. R. A. Foakes.
Bloomsbury, 2013. pp 301. Cornwall, the second son-in-law of King Lear, utters these
words to Earl of Gloucester, while he blinds Gloucester in Act III Scene VII by gouging
out his eyes. It is a sight of violence and physical abuse. It leads to the transfer of
power from Gloucester to Cornwall as Gloucester becomes a blind, helpless and
dependent being.
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Rape-Related Mourning on a Social Network Site: Leah Parsons’s “Facebooked”
Grief and the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons Page
Nicolette Little

Rehtaeh Parsons died by suicide after she was sexually assaulted, then “slut
shamed.” I explore Rehtaeh’s mother, Leah’s, use of a Facebook memorial
immediately following Rehtaeh’s death, demonstrating that Facebook played
multiple, complex and beneficial roles for Leah, permitting her to memorialize her
daughter, and providing channels for emotional release and support. It also
permitted Leah to develop her activist sensibilities, contradict society’s branding of
Rehtaeh as a “suicidal slut,” and call those responsible for Rehtaeh’s suffering to
account. In our highly digitized era, social network sites (SNSs) offer support to
parents grieving the ultimate loss: a child.

Introduction
In November of 2011, Rehtaeh Parsons was allegedly raped by four boys while intoxicated. One
boy photographed her as she vomited out of a window and was simultaneously penetrated by
one of his friends, who adopted a “thumbs up” pose for the camera. The photographer text
messaged the photograph to peers and it quickly spread community-wide (Leah Parsons,
personal communication, Dec. 7, 2015; Blatchford 2015).1
The term “Rape culture,” coined by 1970s feminists, is defined as:
[A]complex set of beliefs that encourage male sexual aggression and supports violence
against women. It is a society where violence is seen as sexy and sexuality as violent. In a
rape culture, women perceive a continuum of threatened violence that ranges from sexual
remarks to sexual touching to rape itself. A rape culture condones physical and emotional
terrorism against women as the norm. (Buchwald et al. 1993, vii)

Keeping this definition in mind, Rehtaeh suffered mercilessly as a result of Canada’s rape
culture both the night she was sexually assaulted, as well as over the 17 months that followed.
Victim blaming and slut-shaming began almost immediately. As Leah Parsons, Rehtaeh’s
mother, states, this photograph’s viral dissemination led Rehtaeh to become a “target of
relentless harassment” (Parsons 2015, n. pag.). “Everyone started calling her a slut,” and
Rehtaeh’s “friends turned against her. People harassed her. Boys she didn't know started
texting her and Facebooking her asking her to have sex with them. It just never stopped”
(Parsons as qtd. in CBC News 2013). Even Rehtaeh’s “best friend” updated her Facebook status
to read, “Sluts need to leave this school anyway” (Parsons, pers. comm., January 27, 2016).
On April 4, 2013, worn down by constant bullying, Rehtaeh Parsons hanged herself. She
was taken off life support on April 7. In the immediate aftermath of her death, Leah did what
21st-century mourners often do: she took to Facebook. A family friend created the Angel
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Rehtaeh Parsons Facebook page for Leah the same day Rehtaeh died, and on the very next
day–as well as over the weeks and years since–Leah put it to extensive and memorable use
(Parsons, pers. comm.).
Rehtaeh’s suicide–along with that of BC teen Amanda Todd, who similarly died by
suicide following online sexual exploitation and unrelenting slut-shaming–has been a
flashpoint for renewed discussions about sexualized violence against women and girls (VAWG)
in Canada. In the years since her death in 2013, Leah has become a recognizable advocate in the
fight to expose and end rape culture, speaking out at schools across Canada, through various
social media, Ted Talks, and more. The Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page is the venue where her
mourning, rage, frustration, pain, and desire for change first exploded in a highly visible way,
and its opening post was read around the world within hours by a vastly socially networked
public. It is important to understand where and how Leah took her first steps towards the antirape activism she is known for today.
In this paper I explore Leah Parsons’s use of the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page
immediately following Rehtaeh’s death. I pay special attention to Leah’s lengthy opening post,
which was quoted broadly by mainstream media in early coverage of Rehtaeh’s case, as well as
Leah’s engagement with the site over the week following her daughter’s death. In doing so, I
demonstrate that Facebook played multiple and complex roles for Leah as she attempted to
process her tragedy. Certainly, she memorialized her daughter through this site–which is one of
the more typical functions of a social network site (SNS) memorial (McNeill 2004; Church
2013). But it also provided a channel for the cathartic release of emotions connected with losing
a child, as well as a means of surrounding herself with unprecedented support during her early
bereavement. Importantly, the page permitted Leah to reclaim her own and Rehtaeh’s “side of
the story,” vocally contradict society’s branding of Rehtaeh as “suicidal slut,” and call to account
the people and institutions Leah deemed responsible for Rehtaeh’s suffering and death. I
refrain from making cyber-utopic statements about Facebook being a uniquely rehabilitative
tool for the bereaved. Indeed, Leah herself envisions social media as a “Catch-22” type of tool
(Parsons, pers. comm., December 7, 2015)., having watched her daughter face interminable
harassment through digital media, and having faced the odd offensive post mounted on Angel
Rehtaeh Parsons page, as I will discuss. Yet, this SNS provided an outlet for Leah’s convoluted
grief and a fertile ground from which her anti-rape culture and anti-bullying activism could
grow. Her use of Facebook also demonstrates this SNS can function as a dynamic channel
through which rape culture can be called out and made visible. In our highly digitized era, SNSs
provide unique support to parents grieving the ultimate loss–that of a child, and through sexual
assault, no less.

Framework and Review of the Literature
I locate my study of Leah Parsons’s use of Facebook in the digital memory studies and feminist
media studies fields. Since I explore Leah’s SNS use as a means of responding to broader
systemic social barriers and attitudes that hurt girls and women like Rehtaeh, focus on user
practices, and consider Facebook posts as cultural products of significance for study, this
research also emerges from a cultural studies framework (Kellner 2011). Following my review of
the literature in the fields of digital memorial studies and feminist media studies, I indicate
where my work fits within each.
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Digital Memorial Studies
The social media mourning studies field is in its infancy. Academic interest was more intensely
piqued after Mark Zuckerberg’s 2005 creation of Facebook. Even after Facebook’s inception, as
Scott Church (2013) implies, it took some time for users to begin to die (184). Pamela Roberts
(2004; 2012) identifies affordances of online mourning sites that reverberate throughout
subsequent studies of SNS grieving. Pamela Roberts and Lourdes A. Vidal (2000) note that web
memorials are accessible to those who cannot easily attend a funeral due to mobility issues,
allow mourners to feel that the dead are still “present,” and permit web mourners to unite in a
virtual community (43). Roberts and Vidal conclude that “all indicators suggest that creating
web memorials has a positive impact on the bereaved” (43).
Other authors, although focusing on SNS grieving in particular, closely follow
Roberts’s (2004; 2012) and Roberts and Vidal’s (2000) footsteps. Brian Carroll and Katie
Landry (2010), Jessa Lingel (2013), Church (2013), Tony Walter, Rachid Hourizi, Wendy
Moncur and Stacey Pitsillides (2012), and Jed Brubaker, Gillian Hayes and Paul Dourish (2013)
note that social media mourning disrupts long-held funerary traditions in the West and almost
uniquely portray SNSs as positive mourning spaces for the bereaved. Carla J. Sofka (2009),
Carroll and Landry (2010), Kimberly Hieftje (2012), Roberts (2012), and Joanna Pawelezyk
(2013), for example, envision SNS memorials as spaces for emotional release and processing:
these sites help mourners express, as well as understand, their loss.
In addition to being channels for healthful expression, Carroll and Landry (2010),
Hieftje (2012), Brubaker, Hayes and Dourish (2013), Church (2013), Lingel (2013), and Walter
et al (2010) concur with Roberts and Vidal (2000) that social media allow mourners to grieve
accessibly. In terms of psychological inclusivity, Carroll and Landry (2010), Hieftje (2012) and
Korina Giaxoglou (2014) point out that SNSs provide a venue for what J.K. Doka (1998) terms
“disenfranchised mourners,” especially those who feel left out of traditional mourning practices,
to express and have acknowledged their feelings of loss (Doka, quoted in Brubaker, KivranSwaine, Taber and Hayes 2012, 2).
Another oft-repeated point in the literature is that SNSs permit the living to experience
a continued sense of connection with their dead (Roberts 2012; Hieftje 2012; Church 2013),
while some scholars extend this point by suggesting that SNSs allow the living to communicate
with the dead, or even “type the deceased back into being” (Brubaker, Hayes and Dourish 2013;
Carroll and Landry 2010; Church 2013, 184). In addition to SNSs being a connective force
between the dead and the living, scholars such as Church (2013) and Roberts (2004; 2012)
agree that SNSs unite the living in an “imagined community of bereavement” (Church, 184).
While the literature on SNS grieving is largely cyber-utopic, a few scholars consider the
pitfalls of SNS memorializing. Walter et al. (2012), Giaxoglou (2014), and James Meese, Martin
Gibbs, Marcus Carter, Michael Arnold, Bjorn Nansen and Tamara Kohn (2015) note that SNS
memorials allow strangers–people who did not know the deceased–to intermingle with
mourners, compromising what was once a private act of grieving loss. Michael Harris (2014),
who considers the cruelly vandalized SNS memorials dedicated to Amanda Todd, and
Giaxoglou (2014), albeit both in passing, note the fertile soil memorial sites present for the
Internet’s scourge: trolls.
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Feminist Media Studies
In addition to contributing to social media memorials scholarship, I situate my work in the
feminist media studies field, within a subset of studies that explore feminist uses of new media
to call out sexism and misogyny. Recent scholarship explores the uses of social media to call out
sexism, sexual assault, and violence against women and girls VAWG (Jane 2017; Rentschler
2014; Keller, Mendes and Ringrose 2016; Powell 2015; Armstrong, Hull and Saunders 2016;
Horeck 2014), or offer support for survivors of sexual assault and VAWG (Rentschler 2014;
Keller 2015; Jane 2017; Keller, Mendes and Ringrose 2016). A number of scholars note that
such social media use forms bonds of solidarity among feminists (Powell 2015; Keller, Mendes
and Ringrose 2016; Mendes 2015), that young feminists learn about, or experience facilitated
entrance into, feminism through related SNS communities (Keller, Mendes and Ringrose 2016;
Sills et. al. 2016; Keller 2015; Rentschler 2014), and that feminists gain important technological
skills and knowledge through their experimentation with digitally mediated feminism
(Rentschler and Thrift 2015). Other recent works explore the use of social media to organize
and coordinate offline protests against rape culture (Mendes 2015; Keller 2015), and Keller,
Mendes and Ringrose (2016) have taken the unique approach of exploring the affective
experiences of teen feminists who use social media to call out sexism.
While the above-mentioned scholars focus on digital media’s uses for augmenting
feminists’ voices or facilitating activism, Horeck (2014), Jackson and Banaszczyk (2016), and
Jane (2017) question digital media’s actual benefits with regards to addressing sexism and/or
VAWG. Horeck (2014) notes, for example, that while social media provide unprecedented and
immediate avenues for challenging sexism, these media also facilitate sexist discourse and
women’s humiliation through the sharing of intimate images (1106). Jackson and Banaszczyk
(2016) also note that the racial marginalization that women of colour experience in daily life
gets reproduced in the Twitterverse, as black feminists are attacked and marginalized not only
by misogynists, but also by their white feminist counterparts. Looking at Facebook rather than
Twitter, Jane (2017) concludes that using social media to call out instances of online misogyny
can lead to trouble at work for, or online attacks against, women–as well as the shuffling of
onus for addressing sexism onto women’s shoulders and a detrimental public complacency born
of the sense that sexism has been successfully remedied. Other scholars interrogate the SNSmediated sharing of intimate images from assaults similar to Rehtaeh’s. They suggest that such
photographic sharing destroys the survivor’s ability to rebuild her identity after rape (Heyes
2016), and that such sharing is further indicative of rape culture’s existence, as the photographs
are “read as entertainment or as evidence against the victim’s character rather than as evidence
of sexual assault” (Dodge 2016, 71).
Few media studies address media in relation to Rehtaeh’s tragedy specifically. Those
that do focus on problematic mainstream media reportage around this case. Alison Fyfe (2014),
for example, contends that journalists’ reportage on Canadian teens Rehtaeh’s, Amanda Todd’s
and Rina Virk’s deaths simultaneously locates these girls as the cause of their own assault and
demise while diminishing the seriousness of the attacks they faced. Other scholars suggest that
the media use vague language related to “bullying” to obscure the fact that sexual assault and
societal power imbalances that favour men and boys caused these girls’ suicides (Darch and
Jiwa 2015). Armstrong, Hull and Saunders (2016), while focusing on the Steubenville, OH rape
case, also touch upon Rehtaeh’s death. These scholars note that the mainstream media fail to
convey important case details that could shift public perception in victims’ favour, rhetorically
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transfer blame onto victims, and re-traumatize survivors. Other media-focused works that
address Parsons’s case take the form of anti-cyberbullying and mental health promotion
treatises (Stanbrook 2014; Zhang, Osberg and Phipps 2014) that regrettably, similar to the
mainstream media reportage discussed above, fail to consider the sexual exploitation she faced.
My study of the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page unites the digital media studies subfields of
SNS memorials and feminist activism. It also extends scholarship in these subfields in several
ways: First, with regard to digital memorial studies, scholarship overwhelmingly considers SNS
mourning practices of students (Sofka 2009; Carroll and Landry 2010; Hieftje 2012; Williams
and Merten 2009) and the elderly or immobile (Roberts 2004; Lingel 2013), but does not
address those of grieving parents, let alone of one of Canada’s most recognizable mourning
mothers: Leah Parsons. Furthermore, the majority of studies explore the lingering social media
profiles of the deceased to study loved ones’ grieving and memorializing practices, whereas I
transfer the study of mourning to a separate SNS page created by a living family member.
Finally, while Giaxoglou (2014) and Meese et. al (2015) suggest that SNS memorials permit
strangers to intrude in others’ grieving, they do not examine the ways that strangers’
involvement impacts mourners or the sites on which they mourn, but problematize this access
nonetheless. In contrast, I examine ways that Facebook users, who were strangers to Leah,
engaged with the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page and helped sustain Leah in her darkest times. No
other studies focus specifically, on the uses of an SNS memorial to address a rape-related death
and carry out related activism.
Second, with regard to the feminist media studies field, scholars to date explore teens’
and/or young women’s SNS-based feminism (Rentschler 2014; Keller 2015; Keller, Mendes and
Ringrose 2016). No studies, however, explore such SNS-mediated challenges to rape culture by
middle-aged or older women (at the time the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page was created, Leah
was in her 40s), or mourning parents of sexual assault victims. Moreover, no research examines
Leah Parsons’s SNS-mediated grassroots feminism or call-outs of rape culture. It is important
to explore Leah Parsons’s use of this SNS memorial site to hold her daughters’ rapists, bullies,
and the institutions that failed her accountable, as Leah has since become a significant voice in
national and government discussions and policymaking around VAWG and the digital sharing
of intimate images. In 2016, Leah Parsons and I were both called (separately) as Expert
Witnesses for the federal government’s 2017 Violence Against Young Women and Girls Study,
which has already had policy and legal implications on ways VAWG is addressed around
Canada (House of Commons 2017; Little 2016). It is important to see where her contributions
to women’s well-being in Canada began; it is also important to understand how a middle-aged
woman with no previous experience in feminist activism was able to speak out against rape
culture and about her daughter’s loss with, as I will demonstrate, international resonance. It is
with such knowledge that we may better facilitate others’ entry, across a broader demographic
range, into making SNS-mediated interventions in rape culture.

Methodology
Leah Parsons is a prolific Facebook user. This is evident in her creation and/or use and
administration of three sites: her personal Leah Parsons page, the Rehtaeh Parsons Society
page and the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page. There is abundant posting activity across all three
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accounts. I explore the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page for several reasons: First, it is a public
group, and this allows me to study a dedicated SNS memorial while respecting Leah’s privacy.
And second, the public nature of the site permits me to use Netvizz, a Facebook data extraction
application, to collect and analyze data from the page. Netvizz, for ethical reasons, only permits
data extraction from public, rather than private, Facebook accounts (Felt 2016).
There has been abundant activity on the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page since its April 7,
2013 inception. From this date to that of my data extraction, April 6, 2017, Leah posted 2,137
times. These posts generated 73,635 comments and 629,340 reactions from visitors. This
paper’s scope, as well as the sheer amount of data, does not permit me to explore all posting
activities on this page: Over the month, immediately prior to my data extraction alone, 75 posts
were made to the site and visitors left 526 comments (Netvizz, April 6, 2017). Culling a
manageable sample from this vibrant memorial was a necessity.
I explore the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page activity during the week following its creation,
to determine Leah’s immediate post-loss mourning practices. Since Leah founded the site on
April 7, 2013 but did not post until April 8, 2013, I include April 8 to April 15, 2013 in my sevenday sample. During this week, Leah posted 42 times, garnering 11, 307 comments, 52,990
reactions, and 11,013 shares from site visitors (Netvizz, April 6, 2017). I focus on Leah’s posts
within this time frame, paying particular attention, through discursive textual analysis, to her
lengthy and widely cited opening post. I also, however, consider site visitors’ responses from
April 8 to 15, 2013. Because the site received 4,650 posts and 11,754 comments from visitors
during this week (and 31 posts and 6,903 comments the first day she posted!), I examine each
of the 31 posts made the day Leah published her opening post, to determine the immediate
support she received.
I interval sampled every 100th of the remaining 4,619 visitors’ posts from April 8 to 15 to
get an overview of the timbre of the responses she received (Netvizz, April 6, 2017). Because
studying comment threads, in addition to the Wall posts above that inspired them, would take
significant time, I leave comments out of my current sample. Using content analysis and
discursive textual analysis, I explore responses to Leah’s opening post as well as visitors’ Wall
posts throughout the first week. These methods permit me to determine the level and type of
feedback and support Leah received through the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page and to
interrogate the ways in which critiques of rape culture were discursively produced during this
early and intense period of mourning. Finally, I draw upon semi-structured interviews that I
conducted with Leah during an earlier phase of this study. These interviews provide insight into
Leah’s personal experiences with social media after Rehtaeh’s death.

The Angel Rehtaeh Parsons Page: Not Your Typical SNS Memorial
The “About” Section
The casual observer might initially deem the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page to be a “typical” SNS
memorial. A profile picture of Rehtaeh, full of life and making the symbol of a heart with her
hands, greets viewers to the site. A larger cover picture shows another image of Rehtaeh, this
time on a placard held aloft in a mourning crowd, reminding us that while she passed on, she
will be remembered. Also seemingly typical is the fact that this Facebook page was created by a
living loved one, and is explicitly dedicated to a lost child: indeed, the “About” section reads,
“Our Angel, born December 9th, 1995… Tragically passed away on April 7, 2013” (Parsons, April
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7, 2013). This “About” section closely aligns with what Laurie McNeill (2004) describes as the
highly conservative and often conflated death-writing genres–including memorial tributes,
death notices or eulogies–in the fact that the deceased’s biographical details (dates of birth and
death) are provided, she is idealized (likened to an “Angel”), and the writer claims close
connection with the dead (Leah uses the possessive, “Our,” to introduce her “Angel”) (McNeill
152; Parsons, April 7, 2013).
However, Leah’s use and capitalization of the adverb “Tragically” stands out in the
“About” section, and deeper exploration of the page indicates that it plays a more convoluted
role. The emphasis she places on the nature of Rehtaeh’s loss disrupts conventional deathrelated writing’s focus on the lived life of the deceased, as described by McNeill (2004). This
word’s prominent and accentuated use suggests that the page creator, and the page itself, are
actively engaged in remembering Rehtaeh’s “Tragedy” along with Rehtaeh herself. This singlesentence snippet, which simultaneously evokes Rehtaeh as a beloved and idealized being and
hints at darker reasons for her death, hints at the complex functions this page will play for
Leah: On the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page, Leah will remember, grieve and present her
daughter in an idealized light, yes–but she will also step outside of the typical honouring,
remembering, and mourning foci of death-writing genres (McNeill 2004; Church 2013) to vent
anger, call the people she feels are responsible for Rehtaeh’s death to task, and re-write
Rehtaeh’s “story” posthumously. This page facilitates Leah’s battle cry against the scourges she
feels ended her daughter’s life: rapists and rape culture.
Leah’s Opening Post
While the “About” section hints at the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page’s commemorative
complexity, Leah’s first post, published at 2:20 pm on April 8, 2013, confirms these suspicions.
As the site’s opening post and the official, “pinned” “Story,” it reveals much about Leah’s drives
in using the SNS memorial, as well as what she hopes Facebook users will take away from their
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page visit.
The opening post, like the “About” section, opens with typical memorializing words:
“This page is dedication [sic] to my wonderful Daughter who was smart, beautiful, and full of
life with a deep compassion to animals” (Parsons, April 8, 2013). Of the entire 804-word
passage, however, only four sentences (approximately 55 out of 804 words)–the above-noted
one at the passage’s opening and three near the end–continue in this typically commemorative
style. Almost immediately, the post veers into different thematic and rhetorical territory.
Leah’s prompt thematic shift indicates this page will provide a channel through which
she “sets the record straight,” both for herself and Rehtaeh. After her November 11, 2011 rape,
Rehtaeh was widely taunted as a “SLUT,” rather than being supported as a victim of assault
(Parsons, April 8, 2013). Rehtaeh’s reputation was repeatedly attacked for a crime that was not
her own, and Leah felt ignored, silenced, and/or maligned by her community, the police,
medical institutions, and the justice system as she tried to get help and/or seek justice for her
daughter’s rape, then death (Parsons, pers. comm.). Although Leah went to the police after
Rehtaeh’s assault, for example, the police did not confiscate the accused’s phones or interview
them. Law enforcement officers told Leah that the photograph the rapists sent around as well as
the bullying Rehtaeh faced was a “community” issue that they could do nothing about (Fleeman
2013). Further, after the rape, Rehtaeh dealt with depression and suicidal thoughts, and
admitted herself to hospital. There, after she became upset one evening, she was stripped by
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hospital guards and held in isolation for twenty-four hours (Parsons, pers. comm.). She was
eventually released from the hospital on the condition that she attend outpatient group therapy,
but was placed in a session meant for drug addicts, not those who have experienced sexual
assault, and in which there was a boy she knew from the school at which she had been intensely
bullied (Rau 2015). These actions show profound insensitivity and/or disregard for Rehtaeh’s
circumstances and well-being.
Additionally, when Leah tried to address Rehtaeh’s bullying with her school’s
administration, Leah was told that Rehtaeh–rather than the rapists or those circulating her
images–should change schools to minimize disruption. As Leah notes, “nobody was taking me
seriously,” and Rehtaeh, rather than the rapists, seemed to be taking the blame (Parsons, pers.
comm.). Rehtaeh and Leah felt silenced, ignored, and mistreated by the people and institutions
that were supposed to help.
The Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page permits Leah, unheard during Rehtaeh’s ordeal, to tell
her version of what happened. Through this channel, she actively contradicts rape culturebased narratives about Rehtaeh and presents her own “corrected” version instead. In the
opening post, Leah explains that, after Rehtaeh was raped, “[b]ecause the boys already had a
‘slut’ story, the victim of the rape, Rehtaeh, was considered a SLUT” (Parsons, April 8, 2013).
After identifying this corruptive–and frankly, all too common–slut-shaming narrative, Leah
counters it, asserting, “Again, she was the one raped […] she was the victim being victimized
over and over” (Parsons, April 8, 2013). Leah also addresses the issue of Rehtaeh’s suicide,
stating that “to stop any rumours from spreading […] She acted on an impulse but I truly in my
heart of heart do not feel she meant to kill herself” (Parsons, April 8, 2013).
In Leah’s above-noted reframing of Rehtaeh’s sexual assault, Leah refers explicitly to the
rapists’ “story,” and does so in a statement that she pins as the official “Story”–with a capital
“S”–on her page (Parsons, April 8, 2013). She literally and symbolically challenges and replaces
the rapists’ narrative with her own, which she insists should reign as the dominant version.
Leah’s immediate turn to “explaining” in the opening post, as well as the prominence and
length of this explanation, suggests that this statement and the SNS memorial to which it is
posted–although ostensibly created “to celebrate the Rehtaeh we knew and loved” (Parsons,
April 8, 2013)–prioritizes getting Rehtaeh’s and Leah’s versions of the story “out there” and
posthumously clearing Rehtaeh’s name and reputation. While classic memorializing idealizes
the dead (McNeill 2004), Leah first strives to exorcize harmful rape culture-based narratives
about Rehtaeh, then replaces them with her own more positive versions.
After eradicating false conceptions of Rehtaeh, Leah reminds visitors of who Rehtaeh
was. As previously mentioned, while Leah opens her post by briefly describing Rehtaeh as a
“smart, beautiful” girl who was “full of life with a deep compassion for animals” (Parsons, April
8, 2013), this first sentence’s presence appears to exist primarily to introduce Rehtaeh topically,
or for convention’s sake. Leah really only focuses on portraying who Rehtaeh was–typically a
major and sustained attribute of death writing–much later in the post, where she presents
Rehtaeh as someone who was genuine and who disliked hypocrisy (“One of Rae’s pet peeves
was that when someone passed away, suddenly they were liked and people cared”), who “stood
up for others, showed compassion to animals and people,” and who “was an amazing artist”
(Parsons, April 8, 2013). After debunking the formerly discussed stereotypes people ascribed to
Rehtaeh, Leah offers a more nuanced and sympathetic vision of her daughter. The opening post
and the page it graces reveal a complex exercise of “false” or “imposed” identity erasure,
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followed by identity re-establishment in a kinder light. SNS memorials, then, are sites in which
competing narratives about the deceased’s identity can be (re)negotiated, and where the site’s
administrator has ultimate narrative power to determine who the deceased “was.”2 No doubt
this offers some sense of control to mourning parents, who feel chaotically adrift in their newly
childless world. More specifically, for parents dealing with a child’s loss following sexual assault,
Facebook can offer a medium through which the appendages of rape culture–the myths,
stereotypes, biased judgements, and reputational attacks–can be vociferously challenged.
It is interesting to consider that the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page–which bears Rehtaeh’s
name, profile picture, and biographical details–may in some way embody Rehtaeh, and, in
doing so, provide avenues for wish fulfillment for Leah. In life, Rehtaeh’s body was violated. In
death, Leah protects Rehtaeh’s new cyberspace entity, “Angel Rehtaeh,” and ensures it remains
untarnished. Leah states in the pinned Story that this page is reserved for people who “knew
and loved” Rehtaeh (Parsons, April 8, 2013). Then, directly addressing the “people who bullied
[Rehtaeh], talked about her, put negative statuses about her over the past year, and sent awful
messages to be on this page,” Leah demands, “if you were one that felt it OK to bully someone in
so much pain–STAY AWAY.” Additionally, a “NOTE” at the bottom requests that page visitors
“please respect the family’s wishes and DO NOT publish the names of the four rapists on this
page” (Parsons, April 8, 2013). While this request may have had some legal underpinnings,
Leah makes it clear that anyone who hurt Rehtaeh in life is not welcome to defile her digital
remains by posting hurtful messages like the ones she endured in life, or to even come near the
page. The “rapists,” who forcibly penetrated Rehtaeh and helped ruin her reputation during her
lifetime (Parsons, April 8, 2013), are especially barred from accessing or tarnishing her digital
body: in fact, the mere inscription of their names on the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page is
prohibited. This SNS memorial permits Leah to re-constitute her lost daughter and police her
body and well-being in cyberspace, in a way that Leah was unable to do during Rehtaeh’s life.
While the agency this page gives Leah in terms of digitally resurrecting Rehtaeh and protecting
her online remains cannot bring this girl to life again, it may offer Leah some benefit: notably,
the ability to articulate and police her personal boundaries, as well as her daughter’s,
posthumously, thus affording Leah some measure of control over her tragically upended world.
In addition to clearing Rehtaeh’s reputation and protecting her digital “body” from
further abuse, Leah castigates those who hurt her daughter through the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons
page. Leah calls out the “four young males,” one of whom “took a photo of [Rehtaeh] being
raped and decided it would be fun to distribute the photo to everyone in Rehtaeh’s school and
community” (Parsons, April 8, 2013). She also states to “the people who bullied [Rehtaeh],
talked about her, put negative statuses about her over the past year, and sent awful messages”
to be posted to the site, “I know who you are,” before closing with the most condemning
statement of the post:
Rehtaeh is gone today because of [t]he four boys that thought that raping a 15 yr old girl
was OK and to distribute a photo to ruin her spirit and reputation would be fun. Secondly,
[a]ll the bullying and messaging and harassment that never let up are also to blame. Lastly,
the justice system failed her. Those are the people that took the life of my beautiful
girl…When Rehtaeh was born I dedicated everything to her and promised her the world.
Others in this world took that away. (Parsons, April 8, 2013)
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Leah lets those who harmed Rehtaeh, notably her rapists and bullies, know that, while they may
not have been punished by Canada’s law enforcement or judicial bodies–both of which Leah
also directly blames–she will not forget their actions (Parsons, April 8, 2013). In fact, in the face
of the police and justice system’s perceived failures, she uses this SNS to pronounce Rehtaeh’s
tormentors’ guilt clearly, publicly and broadly, albeit informally and through extra-state
measures.
Expressing feelings and healthfully communicating anger are promulgators of health
and mental well-being (Sood 2013, 253). The Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page provides a cathartic
conduit through which Leah conveys her anger and expresses negative emotions such as
frustration and blame. Sofka (2009), Carroll and Landry (2010), Hieftje (2012), Roberts (2012),
and Pawelezyk (2013) correctly assert that SNS memorials allow mourners a means of healthful
emotional release. They also assert, however, that these memorials offer mourners the chance
to better “understand” their loss. On this latter point, the function of the Angel Rehtaeh
Parsons page differs: While Leah certainly uses it for self-expression, she already has a firm
grasp of what led to Rehtaeh’s death and how she feels about the people who caused it. The
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page is a channel for emotional release, yes, but also for promoting
accountability on individual, community and institutional levels, especially in the face of justice
system and policing oversights. Although Leah acknowledges that social media can be
damaging, she notes: “It can also give you a platform to speak out and reach a lot of people
about social injustices that need to change” (Parsons, pers. comm.).
Responses to the Opening Post
Turning my focus from Leah’s opening post to the plethora of responses it generated, the
Netvizz data shows that Leah’s opening commentary generated an incredible number of
“Likes”(15,262), comments (6,589) and “Shares” (3,963) (Netvizz, April 6, 2017). While these
significant numbers infer that Leah received support from page visitors, this fact is emphasized
by the quality of the messages she received. Examining the 31 posts visitors made the day the
opening statement appeared reveals kindness and well-wishing rather than cruelty. Most
frequently (11/31), people offer variations of “Rest in Peace” (e.g. “RIP,” or “Rest in Paradise”),
express sadness (31 out of 31 messages), liken Rehtaeh to an angel (10/31) or call her “beautiful”
(10/31) (Users 352788434820904 and 352740748159006, April 8, 2013). Examples of these
posts include, “I didn’t know her but as a parent I am heart broken [sic]. RIP Angel!!!” (User
352761748156906, April 8, 2013), and, conveyed in more religious terms, “Thoughts and
prayers going out to you and your family. These things should never have to happen. No one
should have to endure the things she had gone through. Rest in peace” (User 352753298157751,
April 8, 2013).
In addition to offering condolences, a third of the responses (10/31) echo Leah’s
condemnation of the justice system and/or call for the punishment of Rehtaeh’s rapists. User
52782181488196 states, for example, “I still hope the boys get what they deserve,” while User
352788624820885 says, “I hope and pray that one of those days things will be repaid to those
who ruined a precious life” (April 8, 2013). In “This Time it is Different: Social Media,
Networked Activism, and the Long Cycle of Dissent,” Daniel Drache (2013) refers to social
media as a “megaphone” that allows dissenters’ voices to be amplified and proliferated in ways
that far exceed former generations’ expectations (11). In Leah’s case, social media served as a
similar “megaphone” for her feelings of maternal loss and anger. And people heard her call and
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responded in kind. Visitors to the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page responded to Leah immediately
with words of love, support, care and concern, and, most importantly, affirmation. People
offered Leah what she calls out for in her opening post, and what she appears to have needed
badly: positive, not cruel, words about Rehtaeh, and blame re-apportioned to the people–the
rapists and bullies–who hurt and/or failed this girl. Both the quality and quantity of responses
generated by her opening message indicate just how powerful and clear a voice this memorial
page gave Leah and suggest its potential uses as a channel through which frustrated and hurting
mourners might “vent” their emotions and secure support.
Support Through the April 8-15 Period
The support explored above did not end with Leah’s first post. It continued throughout the
week. The previously mentioned Netvizz statistics, which indicate her posts over the April 8 to
15, 2013 period garnered 50,254 “Likes” and 11,013 “Shares”–“Likes” and “Shares” being tacit
indicators of Facebook users’ support–as well as 4,650 posts and 11,307 comments from
visitors, quantify this support (Netvizz, April 6, 2017).
Looking more closely at 40 of the 4,619 remaining visitors’ posts from this week (one of
every 100 posts other than those already examined from April 8), 23 express condolences
and/or sadness for Rehtaeh’s loss, 12 suggest the “rapists” should be held responsible or
punished, and 10, that the justice system needs an overhaul. Rehtaeh is once again frequently
referred to as “beautiful” (7) and/or an “angel” (7), and visitors commonly express their hope
that she will “Rest in Peace” (7) (Netvizz, April 6, 2017).
In the “Other” category of posts, where posts do not fit the common themes above,
people write Rehtaeh poetry, express a desire to have been able to protect her by “sending her
power and advices [sic] to dodge attacks,” or provide links to a Facebook site that combats
bullying by fostering related discussion in a positive online space (Users 353355771430837 and
352644484835299, April 10, 2013). Another parent of a teen who died by suicide also
commiserates with Leah (User 352644484835299, April 10, 2013). While no public Facebook
site would be complete without a few unintelligible or strange comments, the only message in
this sample that fits this category contains two lines of keyboard symbols (e.g. “Î‘Î¹Ï‰Î½Î¯ˉÎ±
Ï...”) rather than words (User 353268394772908, April 10, 2013). There is nothing evidently
malicious about these symbols, however, and they may even be interpreted as a non-Western
Facebook user’s inability to make sense of Rehtaeh’s experience (e.g. Western keyboard symbol
groupings such as “@*%!&$” are sometimes used to indicate the typist’s astonishment, or to
stand in for an expletive).
Of importance is the fact that these April 8 to 15 responses indicate this Facebook
memorial permitted Leah to “be heard.” The fact that her words reached, were acknowledged
by, and resonated with others is evident in both the number of responses Leah received, and the
fact that the visitors’ posts echo her words. As discussed, Leah strongly articulated her desire
that Rehtaeh be remembered in positive ways rather than as the bullies represented her, for the
justice system to be overhauled, and for responsibility to be doled out to her rapists and
tormentors. The examined visitors’ posts indicate that people overwhelmingly heard and
fulfilled Leah’s request: in large numbers, site visitors repeat Leah’s accusations and honour
Rehtaeh as the beautiful and kind girl Leah knew.
Of course, it is interesting to note that, while the compliments afforded Rehtaeh, who is
presented as “beautiful,” “precious,” and “angelic” (Netvizz, April 6, 2017), are kindly meant,
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they are traditionally feminine and idealized. Rehtaeh is presented as the millennia-old
feminine ideal: “The Angel in the House” famously extolled by Coventry Patmore in his
eponymous 1854 poem, or the “femme mourante”–a typecast that evokes sweet, innocent, selfeffacing, angelic and victimized femininity, and that is the polarized opposite of the “femme
fatale” (e.g. whore and temptress) typecast (Showalter 1977; Little 2006; Andres 2005). These
polarized and typecast representations of femininity reverberate throughout Western art and
literature, appearing again and again as tragic chaste heroines and Madonnas on the one hand,
or fallen Eves and Circes-like witches on the other (Andres 2005; Little 2006). So, while visitors
have indeed joined Leah in refusing to allow the slut-shaming and victim blaming that Rehtaeh
faced in life to cling to her posthumously, they have countered one polarized and unrealistic
representation of her (“Whore”) with another (“Angel”). While the rapists and bullies
tormented Rehtaeh as a whore for perceived unfeminine or culturally unacceptable forms of
sexual engagement (e.g. outside of marriage or a relationship, regardless of whether the sex was
consensual), her well-wishers attempt to help by recasting her as the virgin. Thus, in the wellintended responses of visitors, we see Rehtaeh, in death, yet again held hostage by unrealistic
expectations and stereotypes of girls and women. Such responses reveal the continued
existence, and cultural prevalence and power, of the virgin/whore dichotomy in conceptions of
femininity. In an ideal world, we would finally eradicate and fully avoid these typecasts that
continue to put immense pressure on girls and women to present themselves as chaste and
proper, or risk intensive castigation and societal censure.
The breadth and depth of support Leah received, although tinged by our culture’s deeply
entrenched and conflicted ideas about femininity, is further emphasized by the fact that the
above-mentioned responses came not only from Canadians, but from Facebook users
worldwide. Posts from April 8 to 15, 2013 appear in many languages and from people in many
countries. Poster 353355771430837 writes, for example, “I read now the story at a Hungarian
site. I’m sorry that there are so spiritless people [sic] who can do this,” while User
353373568095724 states, “I will pray for your family! Sorry about my English!” and signs off
“Leiliano Reis from Brazil” (April 10, 2013). Poster 353043598128721 writes in German, a
translation of which reads, “Sad, sad […] I did not know you but it hurts me badly to see
something like this happen” (April 9, 2013). Leah, quite literally, found a world of support at
her fingertips during this fraught week. Sympathy, solidarity and support was extended to her
across community, regional, national and international borders. Rentschler (2014) defines
response-ability as “the capacity to collectively respond to sexual violence and its cultures of
racial, gendered and sexuality harassment [...] based in networks of media production and
distribution” (68). In the abundant responses Leah received in response to Rehtaeh’s suicide, it
can be said that Leah’s use of the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons SNS memorial medium both
evidenced “response-ability” (68), and powerfully spurred the same–not just from other
feminists, but from people in general around the world, who became aware not only of
Rehtaeh’s tragic loss, but also of the rape culture that contributed to it. While feminist media
scholars consider feminist response-ability amongst teens and young women (Rentschler 2014;
Keller, Mendes and Ringrose 2016; Sills et al. 2016; Powell 2015), however, Leah’s Facebook
use demonstrates that social media, and SNS memorials specifically, can be dynamically
engaged by older women and mourning parents to expose rape culture and its harms on a truly
international scale, and to invite others to do the same.
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Leah’s own appreciative posts from this period indicate that she indeed benefited from
the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons community’s support. For example, on April 10, 2013 Leah writes,
“I do want to thank everyone again for their kindness” and “words of support.” On April 13,
2013 she acknowledges the international scope of the posts the page received, noting, “The
outpouring of support globally has been a very positive and uplifting experience”. She also
offers words of appreciation for the photos of Rehtaeh posted by friends and family, and for
“beautiful tribute[s] to my girl” that someone posted (April 15, 2017). By creating and engaging
with this Facebook memorial in the wake of Rehtaeh’s death, Leah surrounded herself with an
extensive and highly supportive network of well-wishers, as well as people who were willing to
engage in the memorializing and meaning-making process with her by contributing their own
photos, tributes, and posts of remembrance of Rehtaeh. Leah’s words of thanks reveal that this
page offered her solace during an extremely dark time, and that SNS memorializing proffers
some benefits to parents mourning tragic loss.
Leah’s Posts Through the April 8-15 Period
We have discussed the support shown by Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page visitors during the week
following Rehtaeh’s death. But how did Leah employ the site through this period? Did her
posting style remain consistent after her opening post? What changed? Surveying Leah’s 41 (far
less lengthy) posts from the April 8 to 15, 2013 period indicates that after the cathartic
purgation of intense emotions, such as anger, pain, disbelief and love, in the opening post, Leah
turned her focus more to mourning and remembering. The Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page settled
more conventionally into being a space for online grieving and remembrance. Of Leah’s 41 April
8 to 15 posts, 16 commemorate Rehtaeh. For example, Leah posts a photo of Rehtaeh to a site
album, as well as tribute videos in which revolving images of Rehtaeh as a baby, early
adolescent, then teen are set to the song “In the Arms of the Angel,” by Canadian singer and
songwriter Sarah McLaughlin (Post 352844711481943, April 9, 2013; Post 433500253407097,
April 8, 2013).
Interestingly, while most of these memorializing posts are the product of Leah uploading
memories of Rehtaeh, visitors who appear to be known to the family, as mentioned above,
contribute memories as well. Church (2012) and Hieftje (2012) note that SNS grieving creates a
community of mourners, while Brubaker, Hayes and Dourish (2013) note that “post-mortem
SNS profiles are techno-spiritual spaces in which identities of the deceased are intersubjectively produced by the contributions of SNS Friends” (154). Indeed, in addition to
offering Leah outpourings of solidarity, we see that keeping Rehtaeh’s memory alive on
Facebook unites visitors with Leah in a process of active memory co-production. SNS
memorializing on the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page is a networked and collaborative effort. The
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page serves as a type of central repository, where people contribute
their photos, memorial videos, and words of remembrance regarding Rehtaeh. In doing so,
visitors help Leah–and the site’s users in general–achieve a “whole” Angel Rehtaeh. When we
consider that human memories can fade, and that even the pain of loss gradually loses its
sharpest edges over time, SNS memorials help loved ones combat the subtle fragmentation and
fading that a loved one’s identity suffers after death.
I would like to add, however, that this networked co-constitution of Rehtaeh through
visitor-contributed “memories” remains firmly under Leah’s control: Leah, as the site’s creator
and administrator, has ultimate power to accept or veto “memories” attributed to Rehtaeh.
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Again, returning to the notion that the ability to establish and maintain boundaries and
personal control contributes to one’s sense of well-being and health (Sood 2013), Leah’s
representational control in the role as site administrator may be beneficial to her healing
process, and to feeling that, at least in death, Rehtaeh’s identity and reputation may remain
inviolable via this Facebook page.
We have discussed the fact that Leah’s degree of memorializing rose after her explosive
opening post. This, however, does not mean her need to allocate responsibility for Rehtaeh’s
death was expunged. Instead, in her April 8 to 15, 2013 posts, this allocation was achieved in
more implicit ways. Altogether, 16 of Leah’s posts during this period question the police, the
justice system, or infer that sexual assault and/or bullying are issues that require societal
redress. Rather than being articulated as directly, overtly or angrily as in her opening post, this
questioning is carried out through a form of memorial site-based “produsage”–a term Laurie
McNeill and John Zuern (2015) use to describe Internet “authors’” collection and reissuing, or
“Sharing,” of others’ pre-existing online content, in order create their own online persona
and/or content (xxiv).
Instead of posting explicit comments or criticism on the site, Leah wordlessly shares
online content that implies her stance. For example, she posts links to articles that critique the
investigative, judicial, bullying, and rape culture-related “issues” surrounding Rehtaeh’s death
without further commentary of her own. On April 9th, 2013 she posts a Chronicle Herald
article, “Who Failed Rehtaeh Parsons?” (Ross 2013). In this article, Leah, who is interviewed,
articulates that she is “unhappy with what she saw of the investigation” (Ross 2013) and
criticizes the fact investigators told her this was not a criminal issue, “[e]ven though [Rehtaeh]
was 15 at the time, which is child pornography” (quoted in Ross 2013). A day later, she posts
“School Administration Didn’t Probe Incident,” an article that opens with the condemning
sentence, “Administration at Rehtaeh Parsons’s school knew of the allegations that she was
raped by four boys but did not step in to question those involved or address bullying” (Willick
and Colley 2013). On April 10 she posts yet another link, this time to a People.com article. Its
tagline, which appears on the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page along with the article’s featured
image, reads, “Rehtaeh Parsons hung herself after four boys allegedly raped her and weren’t
charged” (Fleeman 2013). In the previously discussed opening post, Leah blasted page visitors
with an epic statement that blatantly externalized her anger. The subsequent shift in Leah’s
posting style does not indicate that she has given up fighting for justice for Rehtaeh. Rather,
having “set the record straight” and articulated barriers against digital intrusion, or
participation, by the bullies, rapists, and other “bad” entities, she has migrated the Angel
Rehtaeh Parsons page towards a slightly more standard SNS memorial format–and has found
other avenues for explicit advocacy, notably, in being interviewed for newspapers and broadcast
media. With the early “heavy work” of clearing Rehtaeh’s reputation and name, and expressing
Leah’s anger and desire to blame, achieved, Leah could focus her engagement with this page
more on honouring her lost child. But, as she notes in an April 12 post–where she writes that
the page visitors’ “kindness” is “truly giving [her] strength” to achieve “justice for [Rehtaeh] and
change for the future”–her fight for justice and to call the perpetrators to account is only just
beginning elsewhere. And it is powered at least in part by the support she finds on the Angel
Rehtaeh Parsons page (Post 353807358052345, April 12, 2013).
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Facebook Memorials as Anti-Rape Platforms: Checking Cyber-Utopianism
Nevertheless, some negative comments were submitted or posted to the page. As Leah notes in
the opening post, a few people “sent awful messages to be on this page” (April 8, 2013). Later,
in an April 13 post, an administrator for the site, Sonya, comments that a separate website has
been set up to mock Rehtaeh and that people should report it to the police. While most trolling
appears to be occurring on sites other than the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page, Sonya still notes
that she is “monitoring this [p]age to ensure any inappropriate content is removed and abusive
users are banned” (Post ID 354337161332698, April 13, 2013).
Trolling behaviours can mar the commemorative aspect of SNS memorials in general,
and those dedicated to girls who have become iconic in the fight against rape culture and
VAWG are particularly vulnerable to graphic and malicious cyber-hate (Harris 2014). In fact, a
fake Facebook page, Rehtaeh Dead Parsons, was created after Rehtaeh’s death by one of the
alleged rapists’ sisters, displaying photoshopped pictures of Rehtaeh with blood dripping from
her body and a noose around her neck, while BC teen Amanda Todd’s Facebook memorial was
ruined by online trolls (Parsons, pers. comm.; Harris 2014). Such desecration is undoubtedly
upsetting and destructive for mourning parents.
Yet, as both Leah and Sonya note, Facebook site administrators have the ultimate power
to delete such negativity and ban users (April 8, 2013; Post ID 354337161332698, April 13,
2013). This, added to the fact that the amount of incoming positive support on SNS memorials
can be extensive, demonstrates that pages like Angel Rehtaeh can be positive spaces for
expression and remembering nonetheless. Parents who wish to mourn a child and/or challenge
a societal ill that led to their death–and especially an inflammatory social scourge, such as
recent national discussions of sexual assault have highlighted it to be–would do well to follow
Leah’s approach in appointing “arm’s length” administrators to remove hurtful and offensive
materials, rather than subjecting themselves to reading trolling content that is intended to hurt.
As Leah acknowledges, “the Facebook Page was an enormous help in my darkest moments. I
had people from around the world raising me up” (Parsons, pers. comm.).

Conclusion
Leah Parsons’s Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page is not your average SNS memorial. While it bears
similarities with standard SNS memorials in the venue it provides for commemorating,
honouring, and mourning Rehtaeh, and expressing emotion and allowing the formation of a
united group of mourners (McNeill 2004; Church 2013), a number of clues in the “About” and
“Story” sections alert readers that the cause of Rehtaeh’s death will be just as much a focus of
this Facebook memorial as Rehtaeh herself.
Indeed, beyond memorializing, the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page plays a number of
unique and beneficial roles. Leah uses this site to annihilate false and negative rumours and
identities attributed to Rehtaeh, and to reallocate blame for Rehtaeh’s rape and death on her
rapists and bullies, as well as the systems (police, medical and justice) Leah feels are
responsible for her daughter’s death. After clearing Rehtaeh’s reputation and exorcizing false
narratives and stereotypes, both of which are reputationally hazardous products of rape culture
for many survivors/victims, Leah presents a new and positive representation of Rehtaeh to fill
the identity “gap” that remains. Interestingly, participants in the Angel Rehtaeh community
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actively contribute to this recreation of “digital Rehtaeh”: Their posting of photos, videos and
anecdotes about Rehtaeh help Leah reconstitute her lost daughter in the digital realm
(Brubaker, Hayes and Dourish 2013).
In addition to the intense renegotiation of Rehtaeh’s identity that takes place on the
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons page, this SNS memorial permits a measure of wish fulfillment for
Leah: It is a space in which she articulates clear boundaries about how Rehtaeh’s memory
should be formulated and treated, and in which she polices the integrity of Rehtaeh’s postmortem digital “body,” ensuring it remains inviolable in death. Leah, as site administrator,
however, has ultimate control of Rehtaeh’s online reconstitution.
While the reality of SNS memorials is that they provide opportunities for uninvited
“strangers” to witness the bereaved’s mourning, and for trolls, the Facebook interface permits
the deletion of negative messages and banning of abusive users, and thus affords page creators
and administrators the power to maintain the overall integrity of a page. Parents who wish to
memorialize their children on Facebook, and who may be subjected to the virulent online
trolling and abuse that discussions of sexual assault and rape culture engender, may strongly
benefit from having trusted supporters act as page co-administrators, or “censors”, ridding the
page of upsetting materials prior to the parents’ use. Fortunately, however, as the many posts
made by unknown visitors to the Angel Rehtaeh site indicate, strangers, like known page
visitors, have an abundance of kindness and empathy to share. Over the four years the Angel
Rehtaeh Parsons page has been operational, and up to the date of my April 6, 2017 data
extraction, 49,339 people from 46 different countries–from across Europe, Asia, the Americas,
Africa and Australia–have offered Leah words of care (Netvizz).

Notes
1.

Leah Parsons, personal communication (December 5, 2015-March 30, 2016).

2.

For a similar discussion concerning identity creation on SNS memorials, see Brubaker
and Vertesi (2010) and Brubaker, Hayes and Dourish (2013). While these authors note
that identity contestation occurs on memorial sites, they envision this process as one
that occurs between Facebook Friends–and not as the product of a mourning mother
and/or site administrator’s attempts to control identity representation.
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Data Sets
*All data retrieved on April 6, 2017, from the Angel Rehtaeh Parsons public community
Facebook page, using Netvizz.
Site visitors’ posts
Date
April 13, 2013
April 10, 2013

User (Post) ID
354337161332698
353355771430837

April 10, 2013
April 10, 2013

352644484835299
352644484835299

April 10, 2013

353268394772908

April 10, 2013

353373568095724

April 9, 2013

353043598128721

April 8, 2013

352753298157751

Content
Please report inappropriate content to Facebook
I read now the story at a Hungarian site. I’m sorry that there are so
spiritless people whos can do like this. If she still would live I’d send for
her power and advices to dodge these attacks. Need strong faith in God
and clarity to avoid this type pain what can cause for example a sexual
abuse. Persist and maybe the time can solve every problems and disappear
all bad memories. I’m sorry her death... :( [sic]
http://www.facebook.com/groups/394997743847683/
This is unspeakably sad. Rehtaeh and her family were unconscionably
abandoned by the RCMP, the Crown, the school and her classmates. It is
hard to imagine how any of them are getting any sleep. Speaking for
myself the four boys will forever be known as child killers. From one
parent of a suicided teen (age 19, 1986) to you, my heart and prayers are
yours.
Î‘Î¹Ï‰Î½Î¯Î± Ï„Î·Ï‚ Î· Î¼Î½Î®Î¼Î· ! ! ! ÎÎ± ÏƒÎ±Ï€Î¯ÏƒÎ¿Ï…Î½ ÏƒÏ„Î·Î½
ÎºÏŒÎ»Î±ÏƒÎ· Î±Ï…Ï„Î¿Î¯ Ï€Î¿Ï… Ï„Î·Î½ Î¿Î´Î®Î³Î·ÏƒÎ±Î½ ÏƒÏ„Î¿
Î¸Î¬Î½Î±Ï„Î¿ . . .
I really hope you can find strenght to carry on without your lovely
daughter here! I have a niece (16yo) and a sister (14yo) and I cant imagine
to live without them! It is probably the worst feeling a mom could feel in
life! I will pray for your family! SOrry about my english! Leiliano Reis
from Brasil!
Sad, sad…I did not know you but it hurts me badly to see something like
this happen. [translation from German]*
Thoughts and prayers going out to you and your family. These things
should never have to happen. No one should have to endure the things she
had gone through. Rest in peace.
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April 8, 2013
April 8, 2013

352761748156906
52782181488196

April 8, 2013

352788624820885

April 8, 2013
April 8, 2013

352788434820904
352740748159006

I didn’t know her but as a parent I am heart broken. RIP Angel!!!
my heart goes out to the family although I don’t know her. This is a very
sad story and I still hope those boys get what they deserve. It’s sickening.
May she rest in peace.
What a sad story to read. This young girl should have never gone through
so much turmoil. We have enough of that in our so called normal lives.
Where do any human being(s) get off with doing so much destruction to
another human being. It’s so unfair. I don’t even know this young lady
but be assured I hope and pray that one of those days things will be repaid
to those who ruined a precious life. Love your kids. They are our
inspiration for our lives. God Bless the families!!!! and Give them the
strength that they need to get through this.
Rest in Paradise beauty <3
Rip beautiful. Loved and missed by many. The most beautiful angel. A
gift to god <3

Leah Parsons’s Posts
Date
April 15, 2013
April 13, 2013

April 10, 2013

April 9, 2013
April 8, 2013
April 8, 2013
(The “Opening
Post”)

User (Post) ID
354492094650538
174410596047220

Content
Isn’t this a beautiful tribute to my girl...such an angelic voice.
The outpouring of support globally has been a very positive and
uplifting experience... Locally I would like to make special
mention to Metro Transit the employer of a family member and
the ATU Local 508 for their amazing show of strength and
solidarity... 2 buses were made available to bring transit brothers
and sisters to the funeral. And an amazing show of support for
handling the refreshments for the reception by ATU Local 508.
353181494781598
I want to thank all of you for your kind words and support. It
truly does help...the words, food, helping with our dogs - it would
have given Rae faith in humanity.
352844711481943
Angel Rehtaeh Parsons added a new photo to the album: Untitled
Album.
433500253407097
http://youtu.be/V8S_5Jj6Z7g
This page is dedication to my wonderful Daughter who was smart, beautiful, and full of
life with a deep compassion to animals. The Person Rehtaeh once was all changed one
dreaded night in November 2011. She went with a friend to another’s home. In that home
she was raped by four young males…one of those boys took a photo of her being raped
and decided it would be fun to distribute the photo to everyone in Rehtaeh’s school and
community where it quickly went viral. Because the boys already had a “slut” story, the
victim of the rape Rehtaeh was considered a SLUT. This day changed the lives of our
family forever. I stopped working the following week and we have all been on this
journey of emotional turmoil ever since.
Rehtaeh was suddenly shunned by almost everyone she knew, the harassment
was so bad she had to move out of her own community to try to start anew in Halifax.
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She struggled emotionally with depression and anger. Her thoughts of suicide began and
fearing for her life, she placed herself in a hospital in an attempt to get help. She stayed
there for almost 6 weeks. The bullying continued, her friends were not supportive. She
needed a friend and eventually along the way a few new friends came along and a few old
friends came forward.
Rae then moved back to Dartmouth, always with the concern of what will be said
about her, said to her. Again, she was the one raped…she was the victim being victimized
over and over again. One year later the police conclude their investigation to state that it
comes down to “he said, she said.” The photo sent…”well Leah, that’s a community
issue!” The bullying never stopped but she learned to keep her head high and
surrounded herself with the ones who truly cared. I will have eternal gratitude for her
friends Jenna, Dawid and Mike for the past few months. They are the ones she leaned on
for strength and courage.
Just two weeks ago she stopped smoking pot, started looking for work and with
the help of one of her teachers and a new therapist she was making progress. When the
calming effects of the pot subsided, her feelings of anger began to re-surface and she was
struggling. I will say that she has told me many times that “Mom, although I often feel
like killing myself…I could never do that to you because you would be devastated.”
This past week she was having lots of mood swings and her boyfriend Mike and
Jenna wore the brunt of it but Thursday April 4th she had a great day, made plans for the
weekend etc. Later that evening she had an outburst, acted on that impulse and locked
herself in the bathroom. And to stop any rumours from spreading…. She acted on an
impulse but I truly in my heart of heart do not feel she meant to kill herself. By the time I
broke into the bathroom it was too late. My beautiful girl had hung herself and was
rushed to the hospital after the paramedics worked on her for 45 min to get a heartbeat
back. She remained on life support until last night.
This page is to celebrate the Rehtaeh we knew and loved. One of Rae’s pet peeves
was that when someone passed away, suddenly they were liked and people cared. She
wouldn’t want people who bullied her, talked about her, put negative statuses about her
over the past year, and sent awful messages to be on this page. I know who you are
because every message was a pain we shared together, there was not much that she
didn’t tell me or show me. People were so very cruel to her so if you were one that felt it
ok to bully someone in so much pain –STAY AWAY. Rehtaeh is gone today because of
The four boys that thought that raping a 15yr old girl was OK and to distribute a photo to
ruin her spirit and reputation would be fun. Secondly, All the bullying and messaging
and harassment that never let up are also to blame. Lastly, the justice system failed her.
Those are the people that took the life of my beautiful girl. Rehtaeh stood up for others,
showed compassion to animals and people. She was an amazing artist. She made my life
complete. When Rehtaeh was born I dedicated everything to her and promised her the
world. Others in this world took that away from her.
NOTE: please respect the family's wishes and DO NOT publish the names of the 4 rapists
on this page
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Crystallized Tent
Heather Prost

This visual poem titled “Crystallized Tent” is a response to intimate partner
rape and violence. In the project, I include lyrics to musicians that were
important to my ex-partner and I that I now struggle to listen to. In a move to
reclaim beloved songs, I am exploring the complexities of trauma: how it
blocks out certain events and how it makes other experiences lucid. In this
radical form of healing, I am recollecting, reclaiming, and exploring memories
of pain. This visual poetry component is an exploration of the song
“Crystallised” by The xx.

Crystallized Tent
Heather Prost

You say I'm foolish
For pushing this aside
But burn down our home
I won't leave alive
—The xx
camping in broken teeth
fitted sheets are 300-scream count
ripped into bags, plastic scratched
glowing plaque lanterns humming
dingy hours, dusk is inaudible
tell me again:
how old are these coniferous stumps?
asylum chopped down
rings of repugnance line
floor board ceilings
welcome curse words
come in rattling wind
curtains are blue security guards
indiscreet privacy lurks behind
bulky rope bracelets call out
stone air
dominance anchors this shelter
my home?
home is survival
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Artist Statement
My piece of erasure poetry titled “Crystallized Tent” is part of an ongoing poetry project in
response to intimate partner rape and violence. When I practice erasure poetry—the strategic
emphasis and removal of words from an existing text—the creative act centres the control that
was taken from me. Through this process, I rediscover aspects of my identity that have been
damaged. My process includes practicing mixed media art and poetry; although I had
previously participated in these two crafts, the abuse I experienced made expressing myself
through these creative forms difficult.
In this erasure lyric poetry series, I include lyrics from musicians that invite me to
revisit difficult, painful, and traumatic memories. This specific poem and visual poetry
component is an exploration of the song “Crystallised” by The xx. I carefully listen to the
song(s) and note how my body, skin, and mind react and which images of trauma resurface. To
create a safe space for myself while I explore the dangers of trauma, I ensure that I have a crisisline number readily available, as well as a supportive person nearby.
The mediums used for this piece (paper, ink, and acrylic paint) are a nod to materials
that I was fond of prior to my abusive relationship. I also used fire as a medium, burning
portions of the paper to commemorate feelings of loss and destruction.
The imagery explores trauma as attached, and part of, the body. Trauma, as aspects of
skin and hair, shedding, and yet, continually manifesting in new forms. It represents
dissociation of identity.
With this project, I create a space for myself where I begin to repair aspects of my
identity that have been affected by sexualized violence and abuse. Poetry, especially erasure
poetry, is an act that allows me to extract, dissect, and attempt to make sense of repressed
trauma. The image included with my erasure poem is an illustration of how my body feels and
reacts while I listen to triggering songs.
In a move to reclaim beloved songs, I am exploring the complexities of trauma: how it
blocks out certain events and how it makes other experiences lucid. I reflect on how music is a
crucial component of memory making and breaking. A single lyric has the power to punch you
in the gut or render you completely numb.
This radical form of healing allows me to recollect, reclaim, and explore memories of
pain, abuse, and trauma, and to generate a documentation of tangible healing.

HEATHER PROST is a queer settler that lives, works, and studies on the unceded ancestral territories of the
Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples. She is a recent Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies Simon
Fraser University graduate and is currently enrolled in an Expressive Art Therapy program. Her paid work, volunteer
commitments, and research predominantly centre around survivors of sexualized violence and exploring various
healing methodologies. She is a mother to three cats.
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Feminist activism arises in multiple genres of literature. Although studying
feminist poetry frequently, critics often neglect pop musicians’ lyrics as indicative
of trends within feminism because of high-low cultural thinking. In this paper,
which is taken from a section of my master’s thesis, I first explore how academics
discuss rape rhetoric. I then analyze Marge Piercy’s rhetorical consideration of
audience in “Rape poem,” “For Inez Garcia,” and “The grey flannel sexual
harassment suit.” Piercy, I argue, provides feminist and rhetorical backgrounds for
understanding Lady Gaga’s approach to her audience in “Til It Happens to You,”
which I analyze last.

Introduction
“The personal is political” was the slogan for feminists in the 1960s and ‘70s during what
scholars such as Sophia Phoca and Rebecca Wright (1999) categorize as the “Second Wave” of
feminism (the First Wave starting with the women’s suffrage movement in the late 1890s). This
connection ignited strident debate among feminists and those outside the Movement1 about
what values feminists truly espoused. Even after the Second Wave, the Movement continued to
receive criticism about what it aimed to accomplish, which intensified in the ‘90s as the new
generation of feminists felt that the older generation’s sexual emancipation rhetoric restricted
rather than liberated them (Phoca and Wright 1999, 170). More than twenty years after this
initial rejection, those who profess a belief in equity and equality still distance themselves from
feminism. Toril Moi (2006) notes this distancing in the attitudes of past students of her
Feminist Classics class at Duke University: “[O]n my liberal, privileged American campus,
young women who would never put up with legal or institutional injustice believe that if they
were to call themselves feminists, other people would think that they must be strident,
domineering, aggressive, and intolerant and—worst of all—that they must hate men” (1736).
The ad hominem discourse Moi describes has persisted at least since the late 90s when Rush
Limbaugh popularized the term “feminazi,” which has since developed into a commonly used
slur against feminists (Williams 2015, “Feminazi”). Not surprisingly, feminists struggle to
recover feminism’s reputation from the negative connotation these malicious attacks have
entrenched. Sheinin, Thompson, McDonald, and Clement (2016) report that a Kaiser poll
divided its respondents into two halves and posed a different question about the Movement’s
perception to each half’s respondents. One half was asked “whether feminism has a good or bad
reputation” while the other was asked the same question substituting “women’s movement”
instead. They found that in the first half of the group, 55% see the word “feminism” negatively.
54% of the other half, who were asked the same question about “women’s movement,” viewed
the term positively (Sheinin et al. 2016).
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Even feminist activists express concern about feminism’s decline in positive recognition.
Janet Albrechtsen (2015) and Andi Zeisler (2016) each argue that millennials (those born in the
late 80s to 2000) have, to a certain extent, tainted the Movement. Zeisler’s main argument is
that she can no longer call herself a feminist because of the corruption she sees within
feminism’s increasing lack of political goals and cohesion (2016). Similarly, Albrechtsen (2015)
claims that feminism should fight for the freedoms of oppressed women in other countries, not
issues within the U.S. like the gender gap, misogyny, and sexism. Instead, she urges feminists to
work toward abolishing female genital mutilation, child marriages, and honor killings (5).
Instead of acknowledging sexism, she qualifies it as “assumed” sexism, hinting that Western
women are no longer experiencing sexist oppression, they only assume they are. This critical
backlash from Zeisler, Albrechtsen, and others against the century-long Movement calls into
question whether millennials’ take on feminism differs so drastically from feminism’s original
goals. To parse this developing question among critics of whether feminists’ attentions have
shifted, I analyze the poems of feminist Marge Piercy and compare Piercy’s thematic foci to the
lyrics of feminist millennial pop musicians like Lady Gaga.2 By comparing Piercy’s feminism
with the feminism espoused by millennial pop musicians, I demonstrate both that Piercy’s
poetry merits closer scrutiny from scholars and that feminist ideals have not changed as
drastically as critics would like to argue.
To understand millennial feminists’ relationship to feminists of the past, I draw from
Rebecca Munford and Melanie Waters (2014), who connect the claims of the death or tainting
of feminism to hauntology (18). They explain: “If feminism is an ontology, a way of being, then
it is also a hauntology in the Derridean sense – a way of being that is shaped by anxieties about
the past, concern for the future and an overarching uncertainty about its own status and ability
to effect change in a world where its necessity is perpetually cast into doubt” (20). In discussing
their present circumstances, millennial feminists cannot help but refer to past feminists’
rhetoric and goals. Munford and Waters state these historical ties “impl[y] persistence, a refusal
to go away” (21). They also describe Third Wave feminists, which represent part of the
millennial generation, as existing within a “state of perpetual daughterhood” in their constant
rebellion against their parents, the Second Wave feminists (23). This theory explains the
resistance of Albrechtsen and Zeisler, who acknowledge and disapprove of the rebellion of the
younger generation. It also factors into my analysis of the pop musicians. In the following
analysis, I demonstrate that these women do hearken back to their “mother” feminists but in
positive rather than negative ways, thereby refuting Munford’s and Waters’ negative portrayal
of the “post-feminist mystique” while also validating the connection between these generations.
In addition to these feminist controversies, many might question my reasoning in
bringing an American poet and pop musician into the same analysis. While I will not be
discussing the structural similarity of lyrics and poetic verse, plenty of other academics have
done so. Jean-Louis Cupers (2004), for example, describes this similarity as a “Chinese puzzle,”
but as he begins his attempt at solving said puzzle, he contradictorily rejects the need to solve
by stating, “there is no hiatus between language that is spoken and language that is sung. One
passes insensibly from one to the other. This phenomenon, frequently overlooked, is
particularly clear when one listens to language without actually understanding it” (309). He
then goes on to discuss melopoetics, which is the intersection of literature and music,
commenting on the “emancipation” of music from literature and literature from music that
began in the 18th century. Nevertheless, he concludes his essay urging that the two be brought
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together again: “Melopoetics can only succeed if it manages to work in both ways, illuminating
literature through music, illuminating music through literature. Like all genuine
interdisciplinary endeavour, it is on the imperious condition of a mutual benefit ensuing from
the encounter that research and effort will succeed in enforcing its viability” (316). Though I do
not discuss the music of Lady Gaga’s song, I discuss her lyrics, which, according to my
application of Cupers’ theory, are equivalent to Piercy’s poems spoken aloud. Although he offers
no guidance for practical applications of melopoetics in academia, I suggest that studying Piercy
and Gaga together allows the media of music and literature to benefit each other rather than
remaining separate (309). We can appreciate one better by looking at it in tandem with the
other.
Furthermore, this enduring question of whether two artists of different genres can
coincide in the same academic discussion raises the question of what is canon and other
highbrow-lowbrow arguments. Barbara Christian (2009) argues that Black feminist criticism
can only continue flourishing by relinquishing the binary opposition perpetuated by high-low
thinking. She calls on her fellow Black feminist critics to embrace the high, the medium, and the
low without judging, to talk about it all without boundaries. “In ignoring their [low brow] voices,
we may not only truncate the movement but we may also limit our own process until our voices
no longer sound like women’s voices anymore” (243). By discussing all forms of women’s
contributions to literature, Christian posits, Black feminist critics continue to honor the
multiplicity of women’s voices and do not succumb to venerating just high culture, which was
long dominated by men’s voices. Similarly, if feminist critics refuse to integrate low culture into
our years-long discussion of high culture, we run the risk of ignoring extremely promising texts,
thus “truncat[ing] the movement [and] limit[ing] our own process” (243). As Christian argues,
we need both-and, not either-or, and that is the approach I take here by discussing Piercy’s
poetry alongside Lady Gaga’s lyrics.
Moreover, Paul Lauter (2009) elaborates upon the difficulty feminist critics face in
constructing a theoretical framework and eventually offers his own calls to action for future
feminist critical theorists. Lauter asserts that the “first task in the project of feminist criticism
[is] the recovery of lost works by women, and the restoration of the value of disdained genres”
(85). Not only is Marge Piercy a poet whose work needs recovering,3 but pop music lyrics clearly
constitute a disdained genre because few academics address them on their own textual merit,
instead choosing to discuss artists’ public personas and music videos. Lauter closes his
argument by stating the goal of feminist scholarship: “not to describe the world but to change it”
(89).
Toward that goal, I offer a different way to discuss feminists’ voices: mixing the high
and the low just as Christian exhorts to recover Piercy’s lost voice and connect it with voices
who hold weight in the contemporary pop music world. In seeking to shed more light on an oftforgotten feminist poet, I read the poems of Piercy, a Second-Wave feminist, to discover ways in
which the feminism of her generation has helped to inform the feminism evident in the lyrics of
Lady Gaga. I will discuss the song “Til It Happens to You”.4 Before analyzing this song, I engage
with related critical discussion and closely read three of Marge Piercy’s poems. This structure
helps the reader understand the trajectory of feminist thought in its growth and changes so that
it becomes clear feminism has not become tainted as Zeisler and Albrechtsen suggest. Though
each generation seems affiliated with a set of issues, I demonstrate both generations concern
themselves with the same set of issues. This study also serves the pedagogical purpose of
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directing millennials, who follow Lady Gaga, to a poet and feminist who potentially speaks for
them. Piercy, in her continued dedication to feminism, remains in touch with its core values of
equity and equality for all, the same values that thrive in this American feminist pop musician’s
lyrics. Critics like Zeisler and Albrechtsen attack millennial feminists for losing touch with the
Movement, but by studying Piercy’s poetry alongside these pop musicians, I demonstrate that
these attacks are unfounded. The Movement’s ideals match the ideals of millennial women, and
Piercy’s poetry connects them all.

Deciphering Audience in Rape Culture
In 2015, Lady Gaga released her single “Til It Happens to You” in conjunction with The Hunting
Grounds, a documentary about sexual assault on college campuses. Nearly 40 years earlier, in
her 1976 collection Living in the Open, Marge Piercy paired “Rape poem” and “For Inez Garcia”
to discuss and analyze rape culture. She also wrote about sexual harassment two decades later
in her 1997 poem “The gray flannel sexual harassment suit.” Both Piercy and Gaga address their
audience as their opposition, writing to refute, satirize, and, in Gaga’s case, speak directly to
those who victim blame, rape, or otherwise perpetuate rape culture. Reading these women’s
works chronologically, I suggest that their message becomes increasingly direct and inclusive,
as if the audience has not been listening, and that this failure to listen demonstrates the
continued importance of addressing sexual violence in U.S. society.

Critical Discussion
“Rape” is uncomfortable in our ears. As Carine M. Mardorossian (2002) states, it is “academia’s
undertheorized and apparently untheorizable issue” (743). Discussing physical violence can be
uncomfortable, but the stigma surrounding rape feels different somehow. Ellen Rooney (1983)
posits a compelling answer as to why people might feel this way: confusion (1274). Various
works of literature depict rape and seduction within a dichotomy. That dichotomy makes the
two acts appear so ambiguously similar that critics debate which act occurs within a text. Tess
of the D’Urbervilles and The Rape of Lucrece are two examples (1271). In her reading of Tess,
Lyn Parker (1992) avoids choosing by referring to the scene as the “seduction/rape in the Chase”
(275). Similarly, W. Eugene Davis (1968) posits there is too much ambiguity for such an
argument to be made, yet he asserts that despite that ambiguity, he reads Tess as having
consented and later regretted her decision (399). This criticism suggests a patriarchal influence
on rape culture. Rooney agrees, stating, “in one sense, the compound ‘seduction or rape’ is
symptomatic of our failure to escape the ‘old Patriarchal system,’ the system that bound
seduction to rape” (Rooney 1983, 1272). Though awareness of rape culture continues to
increase, inappropriately confusing sexual violence with seduction endures and is one reason
names like Brock Turner, Bill Cosby, and Donald Trump are so widely dispersed via media
coverage, but the names of famous survivors like Inez Garcia and Joan Little, who appear in
Piercy’s poetry, are obscured. Patriarchal values teach reverence for men who seduce like
Casanovas, but who they seduce is never important. Because the rape-seduction dichotomy still
thrives through rape culture, seduction explains away these men’s actions by turning them into
heroes, a debacle I will discuss later in this section.
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Emilie Buchwald, Pamela R. Fletcher, and Martha Roth (2005) define “rape culture” as
“a complex of beliefs that encourages male sexual aggression and supports violence against
women. It is a society where violence is seen as sexy and sexuality as violent” (xi). Their
definition coincides with Rooney’s rape-seduction dichotomy. By blurring the lines between
seduction, which is considered “normal,” and rape, which is considered violent, “rape culture
condones physical and emotional terrorism against women” (xi).
Every major piece of rape criticism I have read focuses on female survivors, but
neglecting male survivors perpetuates the rape culture Buchwald, Fletcher, and Roth advocate
against. Effects of the culture reach all gender identities. According to the Rape, Abuse, & Incest
National Network (2015), 1 out of every 10 rape survivors is male (“Victims of Sexual Violence:
Statistics”). Moreover, “21% of TGQN (transgender, genderqueer, nonconforming) college
students have been sexually assaulted, compared to 18% of non-TGQN females, and 4% of nonTGQN males.” (“Victims”). While advocating for female survivors, feminist criticsseem to have
have lost track of the male and trans survivors, unknowingly contributing to the culture they
seek to dismantle; as I analyze Piercy’s and Gaga’s decisions in portraying rape culture to their
audiences, I will retain these oft-neglected minorities.
It also is important to pay attention to the rhetoric of rape. For example, many survivors
reclaim the agency they feel they have lost after being raped by speaking about their
experiences, creating a sense of power over their rapist by controlling their own narrative.
Nevertheless, as Carine Mardorossian (2002) asserts,
Rape is a reality that feels anything but real to the victim, yet this very same unreality can
become the basis of a representation the speaker can manipulate and gain control of, that
can command an audience’s attention and be made intelligible in other than the available
cultural terms. Empowerment in this respect is about accessing one’s life as material rather
than depth. (765)

Although survivors perceive benefit from speaking out about their trauma, Mardorossian
asserts the more they repeat their story, the more they begin to see their experience as
“material,” thus losing its “depth” and meaning. I do see merit in her view that problematizes
speaking out. Survivors benefit from speaking out about their experiences, but what
Mardorossian seems to be saying, and what I argue in this section, is that speaking out
accomplishes little if the audience is not listening, or, if they are listening but misunderstand,
misinterpret, or misuse survivors’ recounts. If feminism achieves nothing from creating more
rape narratives, we must change the conversation.
Scholarly discussion of rape differs from survivors’ discourse, and sometimes, the
difference is not beneficial. Sabine Sielke (2004) extensively overviews the history of rape
rhetoric, and, like Rooney, acknowledges its background in seduction but traces the rhetoric
back to the 18th century, arguing that it is the rape discourse, not the act of rape itself, that has
contributed to rape culture (371-372). Sielke supports her assertion by reviewing the power
dynamics within rape discourse, telling how women become victims, and how that is
supposedly the role from which, for decades, feminists have been attempting to remove them.
Sielke’s argument parallels Piercy’s later argument in “grey flannel,” that white women are the
most popularly depicted rape victims. Furthermore, though she brings up fascinating points
and compellingly radical notions on feminist critical theory, Sielke confines her discussion of
rape rhetoric strictly within prose. She uses the term “literature,” but she never discusses
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contemporary poetry like Piercy’s. As Sielke asserts, in reading the rhetoric of rape, scholars
also reveal the “ideologies, cultural anxieties, and contradictions that crystallize in
representations of rape- ideologies, anxieties, and contradictions that feminist theory has
tended, at least in part, to perpetuate” (374), so discussing poetry and lyrics should prove
significant to feminist criticism because these kinds of discussions broaden the amount of
rhetoric and therefore determine whether feminists are, as she argues, “perpetuating” a harmful
stereotype or promoting a helpful view of rape (374). Sielke claims to reveal more about
contradictions in how rape is portrayed yet neglects the glaring contradiction of male and trans
rape survivors, who also deserve portrayal. Timothy Beneke (1982), in his preface to Men on
Rape, acknowledges male survivors of sexual violence, stating, “I wanted to interview a man
who had been raped, but was unable to find a man who would consent to an interview. That fact
alone may say more than the interview would have. For what it’s worth, men also rape other
men. […] At its source if not in its effect, the issue is the same as in the rape of women: male
sexual violence” (xiii-xiv). Thus, though Sielke makes a significant contribution to the
discussion of rape rhetoric, her blind spots in both alternative literary genres and lack of
inclusivity diminish her effectiveness.

Analysis
“Rape Poem”
With these definitions and concepts of rape rhetoric in mind, I read as indirect in “Rape poem”
Piercy’s (1976) message to her audience about the internal and external complexities dealt with
by survivors. She repeatedly begins her early stanzas with the phrase “There is no difference
between being raped” and follows this phrase with a graphic but realistic metaphor for how
survivors feel, thereby juxtaposing tangible external trauma with the intangible internal trauma
survivors suffer. Being raped is the same as “being pushed down a flight of cement steps /
except that the wounds also bleed inside” (88). Piercy conveys this sense of the internal trauma
those outside of the survivor community cannot understand. Ruling out internal bleeding,
which is a physical possibility, I instead suggest emotional and mental scars are the “wounds
that also bleed inside.” Sielke and Mardorossian each argue that focusing on the inner turmoil a
rape survivor feels places that survivor in the role of victim, removing their agency. However, in
this instance, I suggest that Piercy’s focus on the inner is unique in its specific application to her
audience. Her indirect method of prevention and spreading awareness is to humanize survivors.
I also note the lack of gender-specific pronouns as that lack is inclusive of all survivors and
alerts the audience that every person who is raped has humanity and the capacity to feel these
emotions.
Piercy’s metaphors connect to Rooney’s argument about the rape-seduction dichotomy.
Because societal norms dictate women enjoy seduction, if men cannot discern seduction from
rape, they might expect women to respond to both with equal enjoyment. Therefore, by
describing survivors as being run over by a truck and being asked if they enjoyed it, Piercy
highlights the obvious conclusion that they would not enjoy that physical trauma; therefore,
they do not enjoy the trauma of rape. Although she begins to narrow her idea of survivors as
female only, more importantly, Piercy emphasizes the ridiculousness of the cajoling in which
rapists and victim blamers participate. She portrays rape in a way that could help this
antagonistic audience understand their unacceptable treatment of survivors.
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Addressing victim blaming, Piercy states that we do not ask people bitten by
rattlesnakes how short their skirts were (88). People who blame victims fail to look at the root
of the problem: toxic masculinity, which Terry A. Kupers (2005) aptly defines as “the
constellation of socially regressive male traits that serve to foster domination, the devaluation
of women, homophobia, and wanton violence” (714). Piercy’s metaphor instead blames the root
of the cause, the rattlesnake, which she equates to the rapist and toxic masculinity. The
rattlesnake would have bitten the ankle regardless of the person’s clothing, and Piercy asserts a
similar claim is true with rape. The rapist is not going to ignore a woman who covers herself.
Physical appearance, the outer, is not the primary focus for him as Piercy argues later in the
poem. Though the survivor she envisions is female, I argue that male survivors similarly
experience victim blaming. As Beneke asserts, the fact that we do not talk enough about male
survivors places a blame on them for reporting (who would believe them?) before they even
have a chance to do so (xiii-xiv). Survivors, regardless of gender, feel fear after their attack, and,
veering back into describing their internal trauma, Piercy discusses a fear of “half the human
race,” a characterization that avoids gender altogether (88). Although earlier stanzas specify
being raped by men and utilize traditionally female characteristics, “half the human race” could
include men raped by men or by women.
Providing more details on toxic masculinity, Piercy suggests that because of the
pervasiveness of it, rapists could be “your boyfriend’s brother or any other ‘normal male’” (88).
Anyone masculine, from the survivor’s perspective, is a potential threat. In fact, RAINN (2015)
reports that seven out of ten rape survivors knew their rapist (“Perpetrators of Sexual
Violence”). Piercy (1976) alludes to this tragic phenomenon, stating, “Rape fattens on the
fantasies of the normal male / like a maggot in garbage” (89). Her analogy encompasses both
Kuper’s definition of toxic masculinity and Piercy’s understanding rape culture. The latter exists
because of the former; fantasizing about dominating women is considered “normal,” so, rape,
like maggots, thrives in the “garbage” of men’s fantasies.
Piercy carries this figurative language into her description of a survivor’s constant fear,
paranoia, and vigilance against the men of the world:
Never to open the door to a knock
The fear of the dark side of the hedges,
The fear of the smiling man
in whose pocket is a knife.
The fear of the serious man
in whose fist is locked hatred. (89)

To a survivor, every man is a potential rapist. Toxic masculinity can seep into any man, and it is
unknown how little could trigger his violent impulse to rape. Piercy’s focus on the male rapist,
though statistically accurate, creates more stigma for survivors raped by women. However, in
1976 when she published this poem, one of the major pushes in the feminist movement was to
protest violence against women. Violence perpetrated by women was much less common, so it
is slightly unrealistic to expect Piercy at that time to consider female rapists, who were rare
enough to exclude from rape rhetoric of that era. In contrast, as I will discuss, Gaga avoids
stigmatizing male and trans survivors by not using gender-specific pronouns.
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Nevertheless, while Piercy does not include women in her demographical
consideration of a rapist, she does reveal the circumstances needed for a male rapist to develop
his violent tendencies. “All it takes to cast a rapist” is for a man to hate his body and to see it as
a “weapon” a “jackhammer,” a “blowtorch” (89). These men push that hatred onto women (“the
soft alien flesh”) in the form of rape. Piercy utilizes language like “invincible as a tank” and
“possess and punish” to clearly delineate toxic masculinity. Ultimately, she argues that male
rapists rape women because these men hate themselves and, unfortunately, literally thrust that
hatred upon women who are not closed but “open to love” (89), a trait that infuriates them in
their misery.

“For Inez Garcia”
In “Rape poem,” Piercy establishes for the antagonistic or ignorant audience a basis of
understanding of what a survivor must go through; in “For Inez Garcia,” (1976), which directly
proceeds it, she explores the survivor’s experience and explicates further implications for
current definitions of men’s and women’s honor. Piercy begins by defining a woman’s honor.
She is the “possession of her keeper” and has “speed / like a race horse” and a “bloodline / of a
pedigreed bitch” (90). Furthermore, “no other man [should] spoil / his wife, nor his ox, nor his
ass.” By using animals and words like “possession,” “bloodline,” “pedigreed,” and “spoil,” Piercy
reveals the commodification and subsequent devaluation of women through their supposed
honor. Woman is property, just like any animal a man would keep, so, damage to her, to her
“honor,” would result in lessening of her value (being “spoiled”).
Contrastingly, Piercy’s definition of a man’s honor shows the inequality between the
genders. Honorable men aspire to be a “samurai,” a “knight,” a man with “noblesse oblige” (90).
This hyper-masculine hegemonic definition of honor reveres fighting but not the
commodification of men. Class comes into play in the various levels of honor, but men never
experience the degradation women do consequently for any diminishing of their honor. Men
without honor are simply lower in the class system, not devalued as animals no longer worth
their full price. Piercy questions this traditional distinguishing of the genders and where a
woman’s will begin and ends: “Am I everyman’s urinal? / What does it mean to say No? / What
does it mean to say No to a superior force?” Piercy’s capitalization of “No” emphasizes the lack
of agency women possess in this honor system. Because they are valued only as a man’s
property, their voice in their life diminishes, so to oppose that “superior force” merits
recognition. Not surprisingly, Piercy characterizes men as the “superior force” because, as she
shows earlier in the poem, men’s honor increases or decreases through fighting and the class
system. They have the power and are better than the “animal” that is woman. Classifying
woman as “animal” implies not only a dominant gender but also normalizes the same toxic
masculinity Piercy introduces and discusses in “Rape poem.” Although critics like Mardorossian
and Sielke argue that using this kind of classification, even critically, supports the idea of
women as victims, I disagree. Piercy understands women are not victims and does not treat
them as such. Instead, she criticizes the current structure in place and offers potential solutions.
Continuing her criticism of the patriarchy, Piercy explains further women’s roles and
why they do not benefit women: “The man’s body is a weapon and the woman’s / a target. We
are trained to give way” (90). Rachel Hall (2004), in her discussion of rape prevention,
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criticizes organizations that place the responsibility for not being raped on women, labeling it
the “tough target” suggestion: “A (re)action hero, she is stealthy and quick with an expert
awareness of her own vulnerabilities. To be a tough target, a woman need not be tough, just
hard to catch” (6). The label of target holds too many negative connotations, and Piercy
seemingly agrees with Hall’s idea of women as targets. She ends “Rape poem” by stating
masculinity ends with men militantly forcing their self-hatred as “a weapon” onto women,
whose softness makes them “targets,” and in “For Inez Garcia” she criticizes those who
encourage women not to fight back or resist, to be docile:
don’t argue,
give in, keep quiet, make peace.
Speak to the rapist nicely, speak softly
and reasonably, assure him you have
his best interest at
heart. Kiss the knife.
Perhaps he will not injure you that much. (Piercy 1976, 90)

Tragically, as “Rape poem” and the rest of the poems and lyrics in this article suggest, this
advice backfires for women. Piercy implies that those who have power perpetuate rape culture.
In this scenario, men hold power. Women are taught to acquiesce for self-preservation, but that
strategy does not work. Men and women need equity and equality so that both men and women
can feel safe saying no and can express their feelings in a healthy manner that does not let selfhatred build or make any person a “target.”
By following these lines with more lines beginning with “perhaps,” Piercy creates a
repetition that forces the reader to recognize the life-threatening chance the hegemonic
patriarchal society tells women to take:
Perhaps he will not kill you today.
Perhaps the injury will close to scar tissue.
Perhaps you will forget to be afraid
the rest of your life. (91)

Perhaps women will not get injured, but this chance only masks the docile role the power
dynamics have forced upon them. Forgetting and healing, while mitigatory, need not happen if
women possessed more power and were taken seriously in their assent and dissent. Piercy
presents the hegemonic guidelines as possibilities, not certainties. The hope expressed is false
and misleading because women still have no agency or directive. Piercy advocates against the
passive role of “perhaps” that Rooney asserts contributes to mistaking rape for seduction.
The unequivocal active/passive dichotomy is attributed to rape. Thus, the absence of
feminine desire in rape is read as simple (unequivocal) passivity. This maintains the
valorization of the dichotomy of the rapist, the subject of the discourse of desire in rape.
Because the "object" of rape is finally helpless, her defeat is read as passivity, and her
passivity is totalized. As a consequence, her resistance (her activity) goes unread. Ironically,
it is this activity—the resistance of the victim—that makes rape rape. But victimization is
not passivity. Or rather, it is necessary to think the negativity of the victim's lack of desire
without valorizing her passivity, her place as mere object. (Rooney 1983, 1271-1272)
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Rooney points out how survivors’ fighting, their activity, becomes overshadowed by the fact that
the rapist overpowers them (into passivity). Thus, the rapist, in the seduction-rape dichotomy
retains and performs his masculinity in subduing the woman, and this valorization of passivity
Rooney discusses fits aptly with Piercy’s earlier discussion of women’s honor. Men objectify
women, placing them in the role of passivity. When men position themselves next to that
passivity (by being the controlling partner in a relationship), their honor increases. Piercy,
however, would like to see more equal footing for each gender and their honor systems.5
Mardorossian would agree that feminist critical theory has failed by holding onto the rhetoric of
victimization. Concluding her discussion of therapists’ strategy of revamping victimization into
agency, she states that for these therapists, “passivity itself becomes a defense mechanism and
can no longer be opposed to agency unless it is reduced to an internal logic that is divorced
from material considerations” (Mardorossian 2002, 768). By continuing to discuss survivors in
the passive rather than active sense, feminist critical theorists strip them of their agency. I
connect this neglect by critics to the overutilization of rape narratives. Repeating survivors’
stories and painting them passively does not further feminist aims. Contrastingly, Piercy has
established women’s passivity but also its lack of positive results. Now, Piercy argues, is the
time for change, and the last line, “Perhaps it would be good to open him,” invites retaliation.
Piercy vocalizes this retaliation by exhorting, “To say Yes one must be able / to say No:
No to the other” (Piercy 1976, 91). The binary opposition of “Yes” and “No” reflects true consent.
There are no “Blurred Lines,” as Robin Thicke would like to believe.6 Rape is a question of
assent or dissent. When people blame victims, they posit the existence of a fictitious middle
ground, and their position breeds the microaggression in survivors that I later discuss in “Til It
Happens to You.” Moreover, saying “No” after saying “Yes” or remaining silent becomes
difficult because women (or men) are saying it to a “superior force” who, likely, has never heard
dissent previously. That “No” is not guaranteed respect. As Rachel Hall (2004) discusses in her
evaluation of the “No means no” campaign of the 1990s, the whole purpose for the project is
that some men do not understand the meaning of no, so trying to educate them seems
unproductive, “reassign[ing] women to a reactionary position within the field of sexual
relations generally, and within the rape script specifically” (9).
Yet, Piercy does demonstrate knowledge of consent and the power dynamics involved:
“Power accepts no lesser currency” (Piercy 1976, 91). Fighting back against the rapist is okay.
Inez Garcia,7 the woman whose case inspired the poem, is justified according to Piercy: “A
woman’s honor / is rooted in being able to say yes, / to say no and make each stick fast, / that
ghostly will that rises” (91-92). She aims to redefine the traditional concept of women’s honor,
thus redistributing agency equally. Women need to be taken seriously in their dissent and
assent alike:
There is no
holiness without terror, no will
without responsibility and consequence
no entire person without boundaries,
and the will to guard what goes
out and what comes in. (92)

Piercy firmly establishes the binary opposition of consent in these lines. We cannot have one
without the other. Women need to be autonomous just like men. Their commodification must
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end as society rethinks gender roles. In continuity with Piercy’s call for autonomy, I suggest the
same can be said for transgender individuals.
Coincidentally, Piercy envisions a new beginning for feminism. Survivors have the
right to self-defense, the right for which Inez Garcia and Joan Little fought. Drawing from the
hope these women give to survivors, Piercy returns to her metaphor of the ghost, which she
uses earlier in the poem, to give the reader hope. A “frail ghost of a new whole / conscious self”
signifies the new direction of feminism. From the frailty of their commodified past, women
emerge stronger and more equal, but that equity and equality, like the wisps of a ghost, is still
fleeting.
Because she presents to those who disagree with her (those who blame the victim, men
with toxic masculinity, etc.), Piercy builds her argument as a defense for Inez Garcia. Her
language represents a call to action: “Let Inez Garcia, Joan Little become /[ . . .] an army, / each
defending her body, defending her sister” (Piercy 1976, 92, my emphasis). These lines embody
Piercy’s vision of feminism: a sisterhood in which women help each other defend not only their
bodies but themselves against patriarchal oppressors. This vision of sisterly defense
characterizes each poem I discuss, and it signals their attack on the patriarchy, not, as
Mardorossian would argue, the victimhood of feminists. Piercy, Garcia, and Little have not been
“irremediably and unidirectionally shaped by the traumatic experience of rape,” and they are
not “incapable of dealing with anything but their own inner turmoil” (Mardorossian 2002, 768).
These women use their voices to defend themselves against rape culture.
“The grey flannel sexual harassment suit”
Two decades later, Piercy’s (1997) response to rape culture continued in its strength. In “The
grey flannel sexual harassment suit,” she satirically vocalizes the perspective of the patriarchy
and therefore creates a different reading experience. The speaker’s highly judgmental tone
works to “other” women who experience sexual harassment and are part of demographics
outside the speaker’s narrow, white-washed vision. He uses “cannot be sexually harassed” and
“can be sexually harassed” to denote this radical opinion that only certain women are innocent
and therefore vulnerable to sexual harassment whereas all other women, through their actions,
appearance, or ethnicity, invite it (Piercy 41). Sexual harassment can be defined as lewd or
suggestive comments, gestures, or innuendos that insinuate unwanted sexual advances from
the sender to the recipient. Within rape culture, I work within the definition of sexual
harassment as the non-violent exercise of toxic masculinity because the harassment does not, in
most cases, result in the bodily assault of rape.
Even though women who are sexually harassed encompass a widely diverse group, the
speaker’s mindset implies men only desire to attack one type of woman. He would not accept as
fact that Native Americans are twice as likely to experience rape as compared to all other races
(“Victims of Sexual Violence: Statistics” 2015). Instead, a woman who can be sexually harassed
“is white of course as unpainted / plaster, naturally blonde / and speaks only English” (Piercy
1997, 41). No minorities, brown-haired women, red-haired women, black-haired women,
rainbow-haired women—no one outside of a White Anglo Saxon Protestant (WASP) idealized
female figure—can be sexually harassed. If they claim to have survived any kind of sexual
violence, the patriarchy ignores and silences them, choosing instead to believe its own twisted
narrative.
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Furthermore, the speaker believes what a woman is wearing has everything to do with
whether she can be harassed. Women who can be harassed wear
white cotton blouses
buttoned up to the throat, small
pearl clip-on earrings,
grey or blue suits and one
inch heels with nylons. (41)

The description the speaker further supports my analysis of his conservative ideology. While
not immediately apparent to the reader, it is clear Piercy intends the speaker to be male and act
as a representative of patriarchal values. Thus, he believes a woman who is sexually harassed
must be covered up. Wear a blouse and suit, but button every button and show as little skin as
possible. Wear neutral colors like white, blue, or grey so as not to stand out with anything
vibrant like red or even pink. Notice, too, that a woman cannot have her ears pierced. She must
have “clip-on earrings.” Having her ears pierced signifies that an outside force has penetrated
her, and that piercing, or penetration, defiles her purity and therefore her honor and
commodified value to men. If she is already seen as “damaged,” damaging her further through
sexual violence, the speaker fallaciously reasons, does not matter as much as it would if she still
possessed her honor. Additionally, the speaker’s need for women not to draw attention to
themselves relies upon the assumption that men lack self-control around women who are the
least bit provocative. However, men, specifically the speaker and the patriarchy he represents,
are not willing to admit this flaw because it is a weakness and an affront to their honor. Their
toxic masculinity causes them to attack women who show skin, who wear bright colors, or who
have pierced ears, but the speaker chooses to ignore these implications. Regardless of his
hypocrisy, the speaker persists in designating the women he believes can be harassed.
Further perpetuating this narrow demographic and contributing to the development of
the patriarchal speaker’s voice, Piercy’s speaker defines the parameters of a woman’s purity. If a
woman has been sexually harassed, she “should be a virgin” for the claim to be believable
(Piercy 1997, 41). Immediately the speaker’s use of “should” reveals the identity politics at play.
“Should” implies a recommendation, expectation, and idealized norm and is not like the
boldness Piercy displays in “Rape poem” and “For Inez Garcia.” Conversely, too, this speaker is
antagonistic, believing only in the sexual harassment claims of women who are virgins.
Furthermore, “Her immaculate house is / bleached with chlorine tears” (41). “Immaculate”
evokes the Virgin Mary, piecing together the picture the speaker has been creating for what a
sexually harassed woman looks like. Only innocent, pure, holy women can be raped, assaulted,
or otherwise sexually harassed. Obviously, purity or a lack thereof does not exempt women
from sexual violence. The satire of the poem lies in the assumption the patriarchy only accepts
claims of violence from the specific woman the speaker describes, not the countless women he
“others.” This failure to acknowledge all survivors rather than a small subset angers Piercy, so
she writes “grey flannel” to make her readers feel that anger with her as they become more
aware of the travesty of injustice the patriarchy perpetuates.
Adding to Piercy’s anger, the speaker’s word choice of “should” and the concept of
purity refuse to go away. A woman “should” only know two men: her father and the “minister /
who patted her head / with his gloves on” so as not to soil her (Piercy 1997, 41). Being safe with
only two men implies that women who are engaged in various levels of sexual activity or,
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perhaps, women who simply have male friends, cannot be sexually harassed because they put
themselves in danger by being in the presence of these unsafe men. It also fails to recognize acts
of incest and molestation that have been perpetrated by fathers and clergymen. Additionally,
Piercy’s specificity of the minister’s gloves again reveals a requirement of cleanliness. Women,
who know more men, do not believe in God, or both, will not be believed if they are sexually
harassed because they are “unclean” already. The speaker’s need for cleanliness connects to
Piercy’s earlier point concerning women’s honor in “For Inez Garcia.” If a man’s property is
unclean, it is devalued, so it makes sense for the perpetrators of rape culture to perpetuate these
purity standards in identifying women whose sexual harassment claims they choose to believe.
Nevertheless, it is also important to note that men are the ones who defile women. The
speaker hypocritically states that a woman “visited by female / angels only” can be sexually
harassed, but women who are in contact with men other than their father or a clergyman cannot
be (Piercy 1997, 41). This distinction establishes a heteronormative existence for all women and
a problematic, inconsistent portrayal of men. If these two men are honorable enough to be
allowed into a woman’s inner circle, certainly the others in their gender could not be blamable
for a woman’s impurity through sexual violence. The speaker would be forced to admit his toxic
masculinity and blindness to rape culture. Those who blame victims utilize these types of
arguments fallaciously, never focusing on who has sexually harassed the woman, only on her
personal qualities.
Ultimately, the speaker makes explicit his position, echoing what I have already
unpacked in my analysis:
If you are other than we have
described above, please do
not bother to complain.
You are not a lady.
We cannot help you.
A woman like you simply
cannot be harassed. (Piercy 1997, 41)

This stanza is the only place in the poem where the speaker uses first-person pronouns, and the
“we” serves to exemplify the “we” of rape culture. “We” implies more than one person whereas
“a woman like you” is one individual. This scenario has quickly devolved into “Us vs. Them,”
and, utilizing Piercy’s concept of “superior force” as previously discussed in “For Inez Garcia,” I
suggest the woman, or, in a more inclusive sense, survivors who make up the “Them,” will not
and cannot win. The survivor is “not a lady,” implying yet again that she is subhuman,
imperfect because she does not meet the heteronormative, conservative, clinical mold of female.
In her study of rape “management,” Rachel Hall (2004) acknowledges this bias in U.S. culture.
Authorities in law enforcement and the medical community most often approach rape
prevention in terms of restricting women’s bodies rather than addressing the toxic masculinity
that Piercy argues “casts” a rapist (1-2). They also ignore the same bias Piercy discusses in “grey
flannel”:
The metonymic treatment of some women's bodies as rape space builds on an American
tradition in which the politics of race and sexual violation are inextricably linked.
Historically, the treatment of white, middle-class women as uniquely vulnerable has worked
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in tandem with two other fictions: the myth of the black male rapist and the stereotype of
the sexually voracious black female. (4)

Moreover, Piercy’s lines also imply both men’s lack of control (“We cannot help you”) yet, at the
same time, their power in harassing women (Piercy 1997, 41). Because no one will help these
women, men can do anything they want to them. No one would believe the women because they
do not fall within the parameters set forth by the speakers, thus creating an environment in
which rape culture continues to thrive. I suggest we can apply this kind of logic to male
survivors just as aptly if not more so, given their greater stigma in speaking out. As Beneke
noted, male survivors feel greater stigma because of the lack of attention shown to their
demographic. Directing more attention to these neglected survivors will help generate
awareness that men do not just rape but suffer rape.
Furthermore, Piercy’s use of “we” and “you” establishes a clear audience, telling us that
the speakers are the majority, the patriarchy responsible for rape culture and what Piercy would
call the “superior force.” The obvious audience is women outside the restrictions the speaker
describes, the “you” in the poem. However, men could also read and identify with the “othered”
women or, realistically, the patriarchal speaker himself. Piercy uses a confrontational structure
to chastise the hegemonic powers responsible for rape culture. Satire works, and while it is
possible her readership includes only women who would agree with her, her multi-faceted
approach benefits her case with a much more diverse audience. Even if the audience does not
belong to either the “we” or the “you,” they can see the power dynamics at work and the
inequity of how the “you” is treated. Thus, Piercy achieves her goal of promoting awareness of
rape culture and, I argue, inclusivity.

“Til It Happens to You”
Receiving the torch that Second Wave feminists like Piercy have passed her, Lady Gaga (2015)
understands audience just as expertly as she addresses rape culture in “Til It Happens to You.”
Rhetorically, Gaga directly addresses her opposition using second-person pronouns, which,
perhaps most importantly, are not gender-specific pronouns. There is a “you” and a “me,” so all
survivors are included. Furthermore, because this song debuted nearly 40 years after “Rape
poem” and “For Inez Garcia” and almost 20 years after “grey flannel,” Gaga’s direct address is
significant. Piercy, as I argue, never explicitly addresses her audience, especially in “grey flannel”
but in the earlier poems as well. Gaga, on the other hand, remains direct in her pronoun choice.
Piercy’s poems and Gaga’s song need to be read and heard to spread awareness and promote
changing the toxic culture in which rape breeds.
In “Til It Happens to You,” Gaga uses repetition astutely to further her message, using
it like a personal mantra, but with motivation that falls flat because the mantra comes from
someone outside the survivor community. “It gets better, it gets better” leads to “pull myself
together, pull it together” (Lady Gaga 2015). This remonstrance becomes
what the hell do you know
what do you know
Tell me how the hell could you know [?]
How could you know [?]
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While in “grey flannel” Piercy utilizes third-person pronouns and reserves her second-person
“you” for the end of the poem, Gaga uses second-person pronouns to directly address her
audience throughout her song. She speaks directly to the people who want to help her, firmly
rebuking them for not understanding (“how the hell could you know”) and therefore not
helping. Similarly, Gaga utilizes repetition to accuse those outside the survivor community of
not providing adequate support to survivors. “You tell me hold your head up / hold your head
up” signals to the listener that those who are not survivors have too often encouraged survivors
without understanding the gravity of their situations. Surviving is not merely a matter of
holding one’s head up, and, in these lines, Gaga reflects that mindset. Still, she continues,
“’Cause when you fall, you gotta get up / You gotta get up and move on.” The appearance of
2nd-person pronouns introduces the out-group in-group situation. There is a “You” telling the
speaker to get past her sexual assault.8 Nevertheless,the speaker is angry and hurt that the “You”
would be so dismissive of her experience:
Tell me how the hell could you talk[?]
How could you talk?
’Cause until you walk where I walk
It’s just all talk.

Gaga plays with popular sayings in these lyrics: “Walk a mile in my shoes” and “walk the walk”
versus “talk the talk.” Actions speak louder than words. What has the listener, the “You,” done
to help survivors? Gaga, in her rebukes, suggests the “You” is only talking and needs to do more
walking to understand her experience.
Likewise, Gaga uses repetition to allow the seriousness of rape to sink into the
listener’s cognition:
How it feels
How it feels
'Til it happens to you, you won’t know
It won’t be real
No it won’t be real
won’t know how it feels. (Lady Gaga 2015, my emphasis)

Repeating “How it feels” lets the message sink in with the listener, and once that message sinks
in, Gaga further rebukes the listener who has not been raped, establishing a clear out-group and
in-group. Rape is an in-group experience. Those who have experienced it understand fellow
survivors, but those who do not, cannot. It “won’t be real” because they have no idea “how it
feels.” While Piercy works to explain survivors’ mindsets to her readers, Gaga decides it is best
to respect survivors and the solemnity of their experiences and not attempt an explanation.
Mardorossian might find this focus on a survivor’s inner trauma antifeminist in its
characterization of the speaker as “victim,” but for Gaga, appealing to the out-group for
empathy and acknowledgement is how she achieves her agency. She does not need their version
of help but help that works for her.
Subsequently, Gaga gives the listener a glimpse into the reality of a survivor, letting
them walk into the in-group briefly so they can understand the kind of help survivors need:
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’Til your world burns and crashes
’Til you’re at the end, the end of your rope
’Til you’re standing in my shoes, I don’t wanna hear nothing from you
From you, from you, ’cause you don’t know. (Lady Gaga 2015)

Gaga reveals the origin of the microaggression survivors develop as they navigate the world of
rape culture. I define microaggression in the feminist sense as continually feeling slighted by
hegemonic society and thus lashing out at each new affront. Gaga is tired of hearing how to
handle herself from people who do not share a similar survivor’s experience. Her subsequent
microaggression echoes the criticism Mardorossian makes against feminists whose only
activism involves speaking for survivors rather than letting them speak for themselves. The
lines also connect to “grey flannel” because the speaker assumes he knows survivor
demographics but is grossly mistaken just as the out-group assumes they understand rape
survivors’ experiences but are chastised by Gaga. Piercy and Gaga demand an end to victimblaming and greater emphasis on helping survivors instead of overwhelming them with false
platitudes.

Conclusion
In reading their sung and written words, I argue there is a clear shift in how each artist
addresses her audience. Both women denounce victim blaming, but Piercy tackles toxic
masculinity in a way Gaga does not; however, Gaga’s directness and inclusivity resonate in the
community of survivors who have long endured patriarchal society’s hegemony. Gaga and other
survivors ask for acknowledgment and healing instead of victim-blaming. The out-group cannot
possibly understand the in-group, but the out-group can help dismantle rape culture as an ally.
Accordingly, Hall offers three rape prevention suggestions for feminists. First, target an
audience of men, not women (Hall 2004, 11). Both poets, to an extent, have done this, although
I argue Gaga’s inclusivity is much more apparent. Second, overcome the idea of women as
victims. Critics like Mardorossian might argue Piercy struggles with this suggestion, but, as I
have demonstrated, she does fight against it, as does Lady Gaga. Finally, Hall recommends
avoiding the naturalization of rape through survivors’ sharing of their terrifying stories (12-14).
Piercy never directly shares survivors’ stories but instead uses metaphors to help those in the
out-group understand survivors’ mindsets, and Gaga also avoids this mistake. Ultimately, I
would be fascinated to read a similar study 20-40 years from now. Will we have made more
leaps in disintegrating rape culture? I certainly hope so.

Notes
1.

Piercy was part of the Women’s Liberation Movement, a feminist intellectual organization,
in the 60s until its dissolvement, and so whenever she discusses feminism in her writings,
she uses the term Movement. I echo her usage as an homage.
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2.

This article is adapted from one section of my thesis. In that thesis, I study songs from not
just Lady Gaga, but also Meghan Trainor, Beyoncé, and Taylor Swift.

3.

Piercy is rarely anthologized or taught when compared to fellow feminists Adrienne Rich
and Sylvia Plath, who are now canonized poets. In fact, it was difficult to find any criticism
of her work at all, let alone criticism of the poems I have discussed. Most scholars tend to
discuss her novels, notably Woman on the Edge of Time, Vida, and He, She, and It. For that
reason, this study and more like it are needed to recover Piercy’s remarkable contributions
to feminist poetry.

4.

Though I only discuss “Til It Happens to You” in this adapted version of my thesis, the
original, longer work covers “All About That Bass” by Meghan Trainor, “Born This Way” by
Lady Gaga, “Formation” by Beyoncé, and “Blank Space” by Taylor Swift.

5.

I acknowledge my dichotomous discussion of gender here but am referring to the
dichotomy Piercy creates in “For Inez Garcia” when she discusses men’s and women’s
honor systems. Perhaps the lack of transgender inclusivity is lost historically in Piercy, but I
am unsure how to remedy this lack without detouring from my analysis.

6.

Thicke’s 2013 song “Blurred Lines” centers on a man’s dilemma of knowing whether a
woman consents to sexual activity. Thicke misunderstands the notion of consent to be yes
when she is silent or when her body language seems inviting.

7.

Both Garcia and another woman named Joan Little went on trial for different murders in
1974. Garcia was accused of killing the man who held her down while another man raped
her. She was found guilty after a psychological defense and served two years before she
received a retrial. Her new lawyer then changed her defense to a simple self-defense, and a
jury acquitted Garcia. Similarly, Joan Little went on trial for the murder of a jailer who she
killed as she defended herself against rape. She also was acquitted.

8.

I use feminine pronouns to reflect Gaga as the speaker, not to exclude other gender
identities from the survivors’ mindset.
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Laurie Halse Anderson’s Speak is often used as a tool to engage students in
conversation about rape. “Caught Between Voices, Caught Between Pages”
examines Speak as a pseudo-feminist text, which allows readers to uncover a type
of unbearable knowledge about the verbal violence Melinda, the protagonist,
experiences post rape and the lack of female empowerment that follows. As a result,
Melinda’s sexual trauma is compounded by the shame her peers subject her to,
which cuts her off from having meaningful relationships, except with two
secondary male characters. Although Speak seeks to disrupt rape culture, it
reinstates a hyper patriarchal worldview.

I was seven years old when my brother, who was seven years older than I, molested me in the
walk-in closet of my grandparents’ basement. I later found out that my brother had also
molested my younger brother, who, in turn, raped my youngest sister. When my mother was
twelve years old, she was raped and forced to bear her rapist’s child, alone in a home for unwed
mothers. She told me this story when I was sixteen, in one of her drunken fits. Today, I am
thirty-four years old, my sister would have been twenty-four had she not passed away from an
overdose in February 2017, and my mother is fifty-six. As Hélène Cixous (1976) writes in The
Laugh of the Medusa, woman “has always functioned ‘within’ the discourse of man, a signifier
that has always referred back to the opposite signifier which annihilates its specific energy and
diminishes or stifles its very different sounds” (424). Following Cixous, the relationship
between my mother and my sister’s voices, the signifiers, and the “discourse of man,” the
signified, speaks for—and through—the symbolic order. Neither my mother nor my sister had a
voice to call their own, outside of the sexual politics of the patriarchy.
My voice was stolen from me long before I even realized I had one. I, like my mother
and my sister, did not have the language with which to speak about my experience. As a
consequence, one question has always haunted me: who would have believed me? In On Lies,
Secrets and Silence, Adrienne Rich (1979) notes that women “must take seriously the question
of truthfulness between women [and] truthfulness among women” (186). She wonders about
the implication of believing in women: “As we cease to lie with our bodies, as we cease to take
on faith what men have said about us, is a truly womanly idea of honor in the making?” (186).
Accordingly, I have spent the majority of my life living in silence. In fact, my father died three
days after my sister, and he never knew what his stepson had done to two of his daughters. I am
tired of this lie playing out on the bodies of women. Feminist discourse teaches us that women’s
writing is capable of “dislocate[ing] this ‘within,’ to explode it, turn it around, and seize it; to
make it [mine], containing it, taking [the discourse of women] in [my] own mouth [. . .] to
invent for [my]self a language to get inside of” (Cixous1976, 424). For me, the only it that I have
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found that unburdens my pain is the work of committed feminist scholars like Cixous and Rich,
as both women have not just given me a voice, but my voice.
It is impossible to deny that my daughters and my son—my children—are growing up
in a society that breeds rape culture. As such, it is absolutely vital that young women and men
find their voices amongst the texts they read. However, even in the face of an immense body of
feminist scholarship, society continues to commodify women’s sexuality and objectify their
bodies. This process pre-exists the woman, and it will continue long after she is gone. Not only
is commodifying a woman’s physical corpus profitable, thanks largely in part to neoliberal
politics and capitalism’s free market economy, but it also foregrounds the identity politics that
allows the patriarchal structure to maintain its control. As an ideology, the mechanisms of the
patriarchy are rampant in Western consumer culture, and the media often depicts the
subjugation of women as socially normative.
Thus, from multiple venues, adolescents are bombarded with conflicting messages
about sex and sexuality, which posits the media as a powerful agent of socialization. In
Disturbing the Universe: Power and Repression in Adolescent Literature, Roberta Seelinger
Trites (2000) observes, “[a]dolescent novels that deal with sex, whether they are obviously
ideological, usually contain within them some sort of power dynamic wherein the character’s
sexuality provides him or her with a locus of power [and] [t]hat power needs to be controlled
before the narrative can achieve resolution” (85). Notably absent from Trites’s scholarship is a
conversation about the representation of rape and sexual violence in young adult literature;
consequently, the locus of control in early rape narratives in young adult fiction never break
free of patriarchal ideology, which makes it all the more important that such texts not remain
outside the scope of literary criticism.
One text that explicitly addresses the subject of rape in young adult literature is Speak
by Laurie Halse Anderson. The novel was published in 1999, and was named one of the
National Book Award finalists and an honoree of the Michael L. Printz Award in that same year.
Moreover, Speak was also named one of the Best Books for Young Adults by the American
Library Association and turned into a made-for-television movie starring Kristin Stewart that
aired on Showtime in 2004 (Malo-Juvera, 2014, 415). Additionally, the American Library
Association lists Speak as one of the top 100 banned books between the years 2000 and 2009
(“Top 100”). Most recently, however, Speak was challenged in July 2013 after Richard Swier, a
Tea Party activist, attempted to challenge the novel in a Sarasota County public school in
Florida on the grounds that it constituted child pornography, which Anderson herself details in
a blog post on her website, Madwoman in the Forest (Anderson 2013, para. 1). Thankfully, the
review committee in Sarasota County, Florida decided to keep Speak in the curriculum
(Anderson 2013; Alsup 2003; O’Quinn 2001), a testament to the novel’s staying power and its
longevity in the classroom.
Speak follows Melinda, a fourteen-year-old girl, as she navigates her freshman year of
high school while attempting to deal with the traumatic effects of rape. At the time of the rape,
Melinda is just thirteen. The rape occurs at a summer party, and her rapist, Andy, is the most
popular boy in the senior class. In response to Melinda’s calling the police and breaking up the
party, her female friends ostracize her and she becomes a social pariah around school.
Approaching Speak as a pseudo-feminist text highlights how Anderson misses several
opportunities to foster a women’s culture, as it asks a student reader to consider how Melinda’s
trauma might be lessened if the other females in the story were not oppositional agents of
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socialization put in the service of the patriarchy, but instead a diverse group of women
strategically positioned to empower her on her journey toward self-healing. It also calls into
question how Melinda’s journey would change if its two secondary male characters, Mr.
Freeman, her art teacher/mentor, and David, her lab partner, were women—or at the very least,
from a marginalized group.
It is not surprising that the first time I encountered Speak was during my
undergraduate studies in a course that specifically focused on young adult literature. At the
college I attended, students like myself, who were seeking a degree in English Language and
Literature, often shared the classroom with those pursuing careers in secondary education to
teach English in high school, which resulted in a clear line of demarcation as to how we
approached the novels we read in class. While students of literature are primed to examine a
text’s intrinsic traits and extrinsic contexts, students of education are concerned with
developing pedagogy as well as finding best practices to teach their future students the
necessary reading and writing skills to be successful in the classroom. On the night the
professor introduced Speak to our class, she was quick to praise the text as an aspirational one
for engaging in a conversation about sexual violence, a fact she solidified by confessing that it
was the only text that she consistently assigns each semester. Although the intentions of the
professor were well meaning, she did little to prepare any of us for a discussion regarding sexual
assault and rape. Rather than positioning Speak as a rape narrative worthy of critical inquiry
for its depiction of a silent epidemic, she framed it as a “dark problem novel,” as if this generic
label alone was meant to explain the significance of its subject matter. Yet, by approaching rape
in a roundabout way, as my professor did in a classroom of future educators, we in academia,
do a disservice to students. Why exactly are institutions, academics, and students resistant to
addressing issues of sexual violence in the classroom? Here, the most obvious reason is
patriarchy, yet this assumption overshadows one of its invisible—even deniable—structures,
rape culture. How can we speak of issues of consent or sexual violence in a patriarchal society if
sexuality and sexual desire are split between dichotomies that oscillate between active/passive
and dominant/submissive?
The answer, I argue, lies in the complexity of subjecting rape narratives, like Speak, to
critical inquiry. Rich states: “There is no ‘the truth,’ ‘a truth’—truth is not one thing, or even a
system [as patriarchy is]. It is an increasing complexity. The pattern of the carpet is a surface.
When we look closely, or when we become weavers, we learn of the tiny multiple threads
unseen in the overall pattern, the knots on the underside of the carpet” (Lies 1979, 188). Thus, it
is the aim of this article to situate Speak as a pseudo-feminist text and highlight several
instances in the text where Anderson fails to subvert the anxiety of authorship. Speak treats
Melinda, the novel’s protagonist, as if it is her task in life to find the power to liberate herself,
within herself, and by herself—largely cut off from other women.
As a concept, the idea of a pseudo-feminist text came to me as I closely read Speak as
an undergraduate. Something about Melinda’s experience after the rape, and her coping skills
provoked a visceral, affective response in me that I could not make sense of. Although, the
residual affect of Anderson’s novel has always stayed with me, it was not until the months
leading up to the 2016 presidential election in the United States that I began to revisit the idea
of pseudo-feminism in lieu of Donald Trump’s campaign. I noticed that my students—female
college freshmen—in a course about women writers were increasingly shying away from any
conversation that related to politics and women’s writing. One of my students proclaimed that
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the feminist movement “is dead and irrelevant.” This student inadvertently provided me with
the teachable moment I needed for us as a class to explore the reasons why they might feel
hostile towards feminism. As we started to speak to one another, it became clear to me that
these young women were balking at “consumer feminism” (Zeisler 2008, 105), as they
identified the feminist movement being something akin to Taylor Swift’s girl posse, or as a
brand to commodify girl power.
To that effect, I directed our attention to Annette Kolodny (1980), who makes an
important connection between how young adults learn to read, and how they learn to interpret
literature. She writes, “[f]or insofar as literature is itself a social institution, so, too, reading is a
highly socialized—or learned—activity” (1980, 482). Unfortunately, the gains made during
Second Wave Feminism give way to a trend that aligns with Kristin Anderson’s (2014) theory
about post-feminism that arises in the nineties (3). In Modern Misogyny: Anti-Feminism in a
Postfeminist Era, K. Anderson (2014) claims, “[t]he media help undermine feminist objectives
by placing the focus of women’s empowerment on self-transformation rather than social
transformation” (1; my emphasis). It is K. Anderson’s position that the years spanning the end
of the second wave and the onset of a neoliberal economic system in the eighties and nineties
that effectively neutralized the appeal of feminist activism. It is not a coincidence that arrival of
Speak correlates to this time period. Consequently, I am continuously baffled by the lack of
feminist literary scholarship on rape narratives in young adult literature, as these texts provide
ample opportunity to sustain a dialogue about the invisibility of rape culture.
Further, I noticed when my students started to explore consumer feminism, they
noticed that capitalism is dependent upon commodifying products—of which women’s bodies
are only one. This is not to say that consumer feminism is not real feminism or bad feminism,
but for the purpose of a college writing course, I wanted my students to engage with feminist
literary theorists, and it was the ideas connected to “pop feminism” that proved to be the
stumbling block from propelling the conversation forward. Hence, I began to use the term
pseudo-feminism rather than K. Anderson’s conception post-feminism, because I did not want
my students to assume that feminism as a movement is dead.
Subsequently, I turned our attention to closely read Speak. It is easy to read
Anderson’s text as empowering, but this does not excuse the anxiety of authorship that posits
girl against girl, or else puts them next to one another so they can bond over their shared
oppression. Moreover, Anderson’s characterizations of the men that orbit around Melinda are
not her allies—they are her saviors. Too often, feminist scholarship adequately identifies the
societal ills that plague the patriarchal culture, like rape culture, but does not offer any
workable long-lasting solution beyond merely critiquing cultural scripts. While the work of
feminist literary critics calls the validity, aesthetic value, and “greatness” of the literary canon
into question, it pays little attention to the paradox in contemporary feminist young adult
fiction within the young adult genre, and this oversight fails to address the contradiction of
pseudo-feminist text. Yet, navigating a pedagogy that teaches students about sexual violence
does not have to be a site of contention in which the instructor attempts to subvert rape myths
without first acknowledging their pervasiveness and presence in popular culture. It is possible
for the literature that adolescents encounter to simultaneously embrace gender equality and
promote solidarity among the population it caters to.
Consequently, Melinda’s circumstances adhere to the theory of verisimilitude, in which
Anderson uses rape as a plausible trope to grant Melinda the implausible physical strength to
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thwart her rapist at the novel’s conclusion. This type of narrative mirrors Sandra Gilbert and
Susan Gubar’s (1979) conception of a palimpsest text, in which the “text’s surface designs
conceal or obscure less [socially] accessible levels of meaning [and allows a female writer] to
simultaneously conform to and subvert patriarchal standards” (73). Yet, the palimpsest mode is
oddly inverted in Speak, as Anderson’s anxiety of authorship flows through her pen and into
Melinda’s stream of consciousness. The paradox in Speak is that it first appears to subvert the
patriarchy— rather than conform to it—as the trajectory of Melinda’s story moves from a life of
silence, an alien existence, to a life of action, in which, like the title suggests, she is not afraid to
speak. Nonetheless, in doing so, Anderson conforms to dichotomous gender ideology, as
Melinda’s stable female-identified friendships from childhood deteriorate and fall apart in lieu
of her trauma. Thus, the unbearable nature of Melinda’s narrative focalizes around the rape
itself and the verbal violence that Rachel, her childhood ex-best friend, inflicts on Melinda as
she engages in a romantic relationship with Andy after he rapes her best friend. These two plot
developments build toward the novel’s climax, the inversion of domestic violence and the
suggestion that it somehow empowers a survivor.
Notably, Speak is problematic in the classroom because it fails to foist a womanidentified experience into the text in a way that supersedes sexual politics. However, many
academics disagree. The scholarship that emerges shortly after the novel’s release
overwhelmingly focuses on the recuperation of the novel’s protagonist, Melinda Sordino’s, voice
and the transformative power of speech. For instance, Elaine J. O’Quinn (2001) observes that
the novel “reinforces the more actualizing notion that succumbing to victimization through
silence only reinforces powerlessness” (55). Another scholar, Jessi Snider (2014), notes that
teachers and professors who use Speak as a critical text in the classroom “revitalize student
interest in classical literature by insisting that what students may not be able to glean about
sexual assault from canonical writers, such as William Shakespeare and Ovid, they might be
able to garner from Anderson” (300).Moreover, Janet Alsup (2003), argues that Speak defies
the “the narrative tale of rape” by insisting that Anderson flouts “certain characteristics that
define it as a female cultural genre” (163). Accordingly, Alsup writes: “The rape survivor has to
justify why it was preferable to be raped and live rather than to fight back and die. This cultural
narrative has become so pervasive that it is seen as the “truth” about rape [. . .] The narratives
begin to seem identical, and it is assumed that every rape survivor’s experience has a kind of
sameness” (2003, 163).Nevertheless, I propose here that, as a critical text, Speak is not the
exception to the customary narrative tale of rape, but a failed instance of politically engaged
writing. Using rape as a trope to further the plot is habitually used by various media outlets,
only one of which is literature. This idea is symptomatic of patriarchal discourse, and Alsup’s
suggestion that Speak is a signifier of a female cultural genre is alarming because it is a prime
example of such nefarious texts that second-wave feminists fought to expose.
Anderson constructs the digenesis of Speak across the four marking periods of the
academic year, and within the four marking periods are a series of smaller vignettes that are
told from Melinda’s point of view. The narrative oscillates between the present and the past
because Melinda regularly experiences flashbacks pertaining to her memories of Rachel, her
parents, and the night of the rape. Melinda is at once caught between silence and speech. For
example, Anderson immediately draws attention to Melinda’s isolation, her “othered” status, as
she steps across the threshold of Merriweather High. She thinks: “I am Outcast”(Anderson 1999,
4), a self-given label that situates her as apart from, not a part of, the school’s social network.
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Melinda is hyperaware that her old friends, members of a clan that used to call themselves
“[t]he Plain Janes,” has been “absorbed by rival factions”(Anderson 1999, 4), a distinction that
supports the idea that Melinda has been cast out of their favor. In the opening vignette, Melinda
agonizes over whether or not to speak to Rachel. She describes how the“[w]ords climb up [her]
throat [and she is] dying to tell Rachel what happened” (Anderson 1999, 5). Instead, Melinda
notices that Rachel is staring at her, and she bites her lip until it bleeds; a moment later, Rachel
silently mouths “I hate you” (Anderson 1999, 5).From the start, Anderson builds the exposition
of the novel around the aggression of Melinda’s female peers, which doubly adds to her
traumatic experience, as she is silent about the rape, and must now deal with girls at school who
“gag on [her] like [she] is a hairball” (1999, 123).
In contrast, it is puzzling how easily Melinda identifies with Freeman and David. This
is not to say that including empathetic men in Speak is problematic; rather, what is problematic
is that Andy, who is likely a serial rapist if the writing on the girls’ bathroom wall is to be
believed, escapes any legal repercussions for raping Melinda (Anderson 1999, 185). This
abhorrence is compounded by the verbal violence and the public shunning Melinda experiences
at the hands Rachel and Heather, her mother, and later, Ivy’s neutrality; which Anderson uses
to prop up a reader’s appreciation of Freeman and David. For instance, the first-time Melinda
encounters Freeman, he is “hunched over a spinning pot, his hands muddy red” from the clay
he molds (Anderson 1999, 10). The image of a man at the potter’s wheel connotes the myth of
Pygmalion and Galatea, in which the sculptor, like Mr. Freeman, breathes life into his creation,
as he fashions Galatea out of his desire in much of the same way that Freeman fashions
Melinda’s art throughout the semester.
In actuality, the art teacher weakens Anderson’s intent to “free” Melinda through her
artwork, precisely because it is a creative act that she cannot enact without the guidance of a
teacher whose name literally reads “free man.” Anderson’s authorial intrusion, whether
conscious or unconscious, superimposes the patriarchy into Melinda’s narrative, and it subtly
conveys to its female readership that girls ought to remain malleable and molded around the
constancy of males. In spite of this archaic approach, a simple feminist inversion of the
Pygmalion and Galatea myth recasts Melinda’s mentor as Ms. Freewoman. Reconstructing
Freeman as Freewoman provides a female student with the opportunity, as Gilbert and
Gubarnote, “for her reading to merge with her seeing” (1979, 6).
In the same way that Anderson fails to undermine the patriarchal structure through
the characterization of Freeman, she also fails in her description of David Petrakis. It is in
Melinda’s “headvoice” (Anderson 1999, 37) that the reader comes into contact with her
thoughts regarding David. For instance, O’Quinn (2001) declares that “David [is] a male
character who stands in strong contrast with Melinda in that he is rewarded rather than
punished for his silences” (56). Paradoxically, even though O’Quinn rightly identifies the
gendered split between active masculinity and passive femininity, she does not address the
conflict that this observation indirectly engages in, which is an issue of power connected to class
and gender. Instead, Melinda reveres David for his capacity to command the space and his
forwardness. For example, Melinda observes: “[David] has the potential to be cute when the
braces come off. He is so brilliant he makes the teachers nervous. You’d think a kid like that
would get beat up a lot, but the bad guys leave him alone. I have to find out his secret. David
ignores me mostly, except when I almost ruined the $300 microscope” (Anderson 1999, 30).
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As Melinda’s thoughts demonstrate, her fascination with David, however innocent and
trivial Anderson intends it to be, is an invisible mechanism of compulsory heterosexuality. In
Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence, Rich (1980) explains this phenomenon as
the process of male identification, which she defines as “the act whereby women place men
above women, including themselves, in credibility, status, and importance in most situations”
(646). In spite of Melinda’s sexual trauma and its profound effects on her psyche, she
recognizes David—not her mother, her friends, nor any of her female teachers—as being in
possession of a trait that makes even bad guys leave him alone. I assert that David’s “secret” is
not much of a secret when viewed from a feminist lens, but rather, male privilege.
Likewise, Melinda identifies David as “cute” and “brilliant,” even though he “ignores”
her most of the time (Anderson 1999, 37). Melinda’s musing about David are self-defeating, and
it attests to “the tradition of [Westernized patriarchy], which asserts that primary love between
the sexes is normal, that women need men as the social and economic protectors [. . .], and for
psychological completion” (Rich 1980, “Compulsory” 657). It is no surprise that Melinda views
David as her hero, for not only is David male, but he is also affluent (Anderson 1999, 68).
Melinda notes that his parents are wealthy enough that they can “hire a big, nasty, expensive
lawyer” to press charges against a teacher David feels violates his civil rights by not allowing
students adequate debate time in history class (Anderson 1999, 68). Therefore, Anderson
projects compulsory heterosexuality into the narrative as she assumes that even Melinda’s
sexual trauma is not enough to disrupt or dissuade a girl’s “natural” inclination toward
heteronormative romantic relationships.
Moreover, in another example later in the novel, Anderson again posits David as
Melinda’s savior. Here, Melinda refuses to deliver an oral presentation about the suffragettes in
history class, so she “ask[s] David for advice,” and they “come up with a Plan” (Anderson 1999,
155; my emphasis). The Plan: have David deliver the speech to the class. He literally speaks for
Melinda while she stands in the background. Immediately afterward, David chastises her for
her silence. “But you got it wrong,” he says,“[y]ou can’t speak up for your right to be silent”
(Anderson 1999, 159). Here, the obscure function of David’s advice undermines women’s
suffrage, as his critique marks the moment Melinda begins to view her silence as a liability. The
only difference between Melinda’s thoughts and David’s statement is that Melinda’s thoughts
are not heard by anyone else except for the reader, but David’s speech is heard by everyone
including: classmates, the teacher, the readers, and Melinda. Consequently, the rhetorical effect
further reifies the split between active masculinity and passive femininity. For her part, Melinda
fields his brutal honesty by asking whether or not he “lectures all his friends like that?”
(Anderson 1999, 159). David replies: “Only the ones I like” (Anderson 1999, 159),
demonstrating a reiteration of compulsory heterosexuality. Incidentally, his presence in the text
reinforces the idea of male essentialism, which has historically been seen as natural. Given this
point, if David were Davina, such an inversion creates the potential for the homosociality of
female intimacy.
For Melinda, the act of speaking is difficult, which further problematizes her
relationship with David, as traditional gender normsaided by the help of Freudian andLacanian
psychoanalysis clearly locate speech within the symbolic law of the father. Julia Kristeva, a
feminist psychoanalyst, notes that “certain biofamilial conditions and relationship cause
women to deny this separation and the language which ensues from it, whereas men magnify
both [. . .] to master them” (1979, 466), which is just one of the reasons David’s transformation
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into Davina would undermine the novel’s patriarchal subtext and advocate for a maternal
lingua, or a figurative wo(man)guage. Similarly, Melinda’s inability to speak follows Gilbert and
Gubar’s claim that aphasia,a language impairment that affects the production of speech,
“symbolically represent[s] (and parod[ies]) the sort of intellectual incapacity patriarchal culture
has required of women” (1979, 58). Melinda often thinks that“words are hard work” (Anderson
1999, 85), and at one point ruminates: “It is easier not to say anything. Shut your trap, button
your lip, can it [. . .] Nobody really wants to hear what you have to say” (Anderson 1999, 9). The
intellectual incapacity of patriarchal culture foregrounds itself in the juxtaposition between
Melinda’s outward silence and her inner dialogue.
Anderson continues the theme of silence in “Devils Destroy”, a vignette where Melinda
panics at the thought of having to attend a pep rally at school. During the rally, a few girls
sitting around her confront her with accusations regarding the night she was raped. They
interrogate Melinda: “‘Aren’t you the one who called the cops at Kyle Rodgers’s party at the end
of the summer?’ Another girl chimes in. ‘My brother got arrested at that party. He got fired
because of the arrest. I can’t believe you did that. Asshole.’” (Anderson 1999, 27-28).Here, the
girls chastise Melinda for calling the police, and their accusations symbolically represent the
aforementioned patriarchal culture on two accounts. First, the girls’ references to Kyle Rodgers
and the other’s brother represent the patriarchy at the micro level, which is to say, the level at
which individuals interact with one another. Second, the girls invoke the police, a facet of the
patriarchal authority that exists at the macro level, which represents the pinnacle of
institutionalized patriarchal power.
Ironically, Melinda does have a pseudo-female-friendship with Heather, a transfer
student, who has no established peer group of her own. Heather embodies the cruel, cold way
Melinda’s peers treat her, and she floats on the outskirts of several cliques, until she is initiated
into a group Melinda calls “the Marthas” because they are “big on helping” (Anderson 1999,
43).Not only are the Marthas the embodiment of traditional womanhood as conceptualized by
the patriarchy, but they are also an extreme representation of subordinated femininity, who live
to serve the faculty and elite student body of Merriweather High. Heather’s initiation into the
Marthas requires her to end her friendship with Melinda. One day during lunch, Heather says:
“I think it’s time for us both to admit that we just are very different,” to which Melinda
responds: “You mean we’re not friends anymore?”(Anderson 1999, 105).Here, Heather ridicules
Melinda: “You don’t like anything. You are the most depressed person I’ve ever met, and excuse
me for saying this, but you are not fun to be around and I think you need professional help”
(Anderson 1999, 105). It is agonizing for a reader that Heather never asks Melinda why she is so
depressed, as Melinda quickly internalizes Heather’s rejection, and it amplifies her pain.
Melinda thinks:
Up until this very instant, I had never seriously thought of Heather as my one true friend in
the world. But now I am desperate to be her pal, her buddy, to giggle with her, to gossip
with her. I want her to paint my toenails [. . .] She has a choice: she can hang out with me
and get the reputation of being a creepy weirdo [. . .] or she can be a Martha [. . .] Which
would I choose? (Anderson 1999, 105, 106)

Melinda’s thoughts reflect her desire to be accepted by another female, as she internally
expresses the need for a girl-identified experience; yet, at the same time, she cannot verbalize
her feelings. The danger in Heather’s rejection is that it illuminates one of Anderson’s narrative
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traps, in which Melinda’s female peers obviously sense something is wrong, but virtually all of
them—with the exception of Ivy in the fourth marking period—offer her no emotional support,
only hostile judgment. The lack of empathy speaks to the novel’s pseudo-feminist quality that
manifests in its overwhelming negative portrayal of female-identified dyadic relationships.
Following Rachel and Heather’s verbal antagonism, Melinda’s relationship with her
mother is also unbearable and equally verbally overbearing. For instance, when her mother
finds out about her falling grades, she goads Melinda with a “creepy smile,” and says: “Thought
you could pull one over on us? Big high school student now, don’t need to show your parents
your falling test grades” (Anderson 1999, 35). Melinda says nothing in response, and her
mother’s anger is indicative of the larger emotional distance between them at a moment when
Melinda needs to be secure in the knowledge that her mother is accessible to her. While
establishing autonomy from the parental unit may be a convention of young adult literature,
Melinda and her mother’s cross-purposes exemplifies why it is important for young girls—who
might, in reality, need support from their caregivers—to see that Melinda has support of
another woman in her private sphere.
Yet, the interplay between Melinda’s voice, its presence and its absence, is also at
cross-purposes. After the Christmas break and Melinda returns to school, readers note the
subversive feminist allegories and symbols that Anderson attempts to insert into the text;
however, she negates them as she reinforces the cultural disparity between Melinda’s muted
self and her rapist’s dominant position in the social hierarchy. For example, when Melinda and
David dissect a frog in biology class, Melinda narrates:
Our frog lies on her back. Waiting for a prince to come and princessify her with a smooch?
[. . .] David pins her froggy hands to the dissection tray. He spreads her froggy legs and pins
her froggy feet. I have to slice open her belly. She doesn’t say a word.[. . .] A scream starts in
my gut—I can feel the cut, smell the dirt, leaves in my hair. (Anderson 1999, 81)

As an allegory, the dissection of the frog facilitates Melinda’s memory of the night that
Andy rapes her, but Melinda has not yet let the full scope of the rape into her conscious mind.
Thus, the “froggy” becomes the referent for Melinda’s physical corpus, while David becomes the
perpetrator who “pins” and “spreads”—inscribes—the frog’s body into the dissection tray. Even
though the frog is already dead, his actions symbolically rob “her” of agency and exemplifies his
power. Melinda insinuates that the frog needs “a prince” to “princessify” her with a kiss, an
allusion that mocks the traditional princess narrative, as Anderson links the fairytale to maleinflicted violence against women.
Similarly, Anderson inserts other aspects of the fairy tale narrative into Speak through
her use of mirrors. Early on in the novel, Melinda catches her reflection in a mirror in her
bedroom. It is the first time that Anderson discloses to the reader what Melinda looks like. She
observes, “I look for the shapes in my face. Could I put a face in my tree, like a dryad from
Greek mythology? Two muddy-circle eyes under black-dash eyebrows, piggy-nose nostrils, and
a chewed-up horror of a mouth. I can’t stop biting my lips [. . .] I get out of bed and take down
the mirror” (Anderson 1999, 17). Anderson’s description of Melinda’s face is grotesque and
exemplifies the “monster” typology that Gilbert and Gubar devise in relation to its “angelic”
opposite. They claim that “women have expended not just trying to be angels but trying not to
become female monsters” for “if becoming an author meant mistaking one’s ‘sex and way,’ [. . .]
then it meant becoming a monster or freak, a vile Errour” (1979, 34). Likewise, toward the end
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of the novel, Melinda encounters a mirror in a dressing room at her mother’s store when she is
trying on jeans. Melinda narrates: “I adjust the mirror so I can see reflections of reflections,
miles and miles of me [. . .] I lean into the mirror. Eyes after eyes after eyes stare back at me.
Am I in there somewhere? [. . .] I pull the side flaps of the mirror in closer, folding myself into
the looking glass and blocking out the rest of the store” (Anderson 1999, 124).
Here, Anderson’s repetitive use of the words “eye” and “I” is another complex word that
signifies the homophone’s “fundamentally incongruous meanings” (Miller 1995, 77) that
represents a shift in Melinda’s conception of her/self as an autonomous agent that is not
measured against “eyes after eyes after eyes.” In Narrative, J. Hillis Miller (1995) states: “[A]
character is created out of signs—for example, the words on the page in a written narrative, the
modulated sounds in the air in an oral narrative” (75). On the page, Melinda’s conception of self
is conflicted at best, and nonexistent at worse; yet in the scene, Melinda’s “eye-I” monologue is
controlled and moderated, which makes it impossible not to hear Anderson’s emphasis on
Melinda’s “eye-I” split.
Additionally, as Melinda stares at her reflection, she wonders about a woman she saw
in a movie who was “burned over eighty percent of her body and had to wash all the dead skin
off” (Anderson 1999, 125). She then speculates about her own corpse/corpus: “I just need to
hang on long enough for my new skin to graft [. . .] I have to stay away from the closet, go to all
my classes [and] I will make myself feel normal” (Anderson 1999, 125). Symbolically, the scene
is crucial because it illustrates the moment Melinda acknowledges herself. As the “eye-I”
double-voiced discourse works tofacilitate the moment Melinda conceives of an entity that is
akin to “the creative ‘I AM’” (Gilbert and Gubar 1979, 17), which endeavors her to become selfdefined- a girl no longer defined by the culture that inscribes her textual body.
Furthermore, the moment Melinda truly sees herself in the mirror for the first time
sets off a causal chain of events, as her moment of self-recognition triggers the memory of the
rape itself. To some extent, readers experience the other side of the mirror when Melinda crawls
out her window and gazes up at the sky. As she contemplates the way the moon looks like a “fat
white seed that sleeps in the sky,” she simultaneously notes: “[T]he moon looked closer back in
August” (Anderson 1999, 33). Melinda’s flashback to the night of the rape takes her to “a farm a
couple of miles from [her] development” (Anderson 1999, 33). Anderson sets the scene of
Melinda’s rape in the pastoral, a literary tradition that Kimberly Huth defines “as [being]
characterized mainly by the tensions between the court and the country landscape to emphasize
the community interacting in this rural setting and the ethos of those characters” (2011, 44). In
classic literature, the pastoral is carefree, and it symbolizes an environment that is closest to
nature outside of man’s power and influence. Although the scene does not contain literal
members of the royal court per say, Anderson represents their modern foils when Melinda
describes the cliques that are in attendance as “cheerleaders, seniors, and popular kids” (1999,
134), and refers to her rapist as a “Greek God” (1999, 134). The implication here is that these
groups represent the top of the hierarchy in Melinda’s social world.
Additionally, Anderson depicts the ethos of the pastoral setting as Melinda engages in
the community of her peers by drinking beer, dancing, and enjoying the people around her.
Eventually, she notices that: “[M]ost people hung at the edge of the lights,” so she “walk[s] out
of the crowd, toward the woods. The moon shone on the leaves. [She] could see the lights, like
stars strung in the pines” and hears “quiet boy-girls whispers” (Anderson 1999, 133-34) who
would not stop giggling. Melinda’s observance of her peers aligns with Huth’s summation that
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“the pastoral affords readers the opportunity to see how it connects the materials of the rural
landscape with the social life of its resident communities and their ethos” (Huth2011, 44).
However, Melinda becomes progressively less at ease with her surroundings as the night goes
on. When Melinda happens upon the boy-girls in the woods, she is at once caught between the
essentialism and anti-essentialism of patriarchal structure. Here, the conventions of society are
lost in nature, and alcohol warps the ethos of the culture—of the adolescent community. The
rape occurs when a “cloud cloak[s] the moon [and] shadows look like photo negatives”
(Anderson 1999, 135). During the rape, Melinda loses all sense of what exists outside of nature
and inside of reality. Melinda remembers:
I’m trying to remember how we got on the ground and where the moon went and wham!
shirt up, shorts down, and the ground smells wet and dark and no!—I’m not really here, I’m
definitely back at Rachel’s, crimping my hair and gluing on fake nails, and he smells like beer
and mean and he hurts me hurts me hurts me and gets upand zips his jeansand smiles.
(Anderson 1999, 135-136)
On the page, Melinda’s memory of the rape is fractured. The rape violates the tradition
of the pastoral and circumvents the notion that women are closer to nature. Shaken, Melinda
scrambles back to the farmhouse and calls the police. When she calls, she sees [her] face in the
window over the kitchen sink and [finds that] no words came out of [her] mouth” (Anderson
1999, 136). When Melinda catches her reflection, it inverts Gilbert and Gubar’s theory of the
looking glass. They write: “To be caught trapped in a mirror rather than a window, however, is
to be driven inward, obsessively studying self-images as if seeking a viable self” (1979, 27).
Notably, Melinda catches her reflection in the window after she has “fallen [violently] into
sexuality” (Gilbert and Gubar197, 27), which robs her of her outward prospects. It is only in the
mirror at her mother’s store that she is able to recognize a viable self.
Luckily, all hope is not lost, as Ivy’s character is Anderson’s attempt to provide
Melinda with a female friend, and quite possibly, an advocate. Up until the fourth marking
period, Ivy has been passive to Melinda’s presence in art class; nonetheless, in one of the most
poignant scenes in the book, the girls run into each other at the mall, where they are both
searching for inspiration for Freeman’s final project. Here, Ivy speaks to Melinda’s efficacy as
an artist. She says: “You’re better than you think you are. If I were you, I’d just let it out, draw”
(Anderson 1999, 146). The dialogue functions as double-voiced discourse as Melinda and Ivy
share a creative moment, even though, Freeman’s spectral authority facilitates the scene. Yet
the moment is fleeting, and it comes too little, too late. Shortly after the scene at the mall, Ivy
and Melinda encounter Andy looking for Rachel during art class. Ivy says, “[b]elieve me, that
guy is trouble with a capital T” (Anderson 1999, 165). Thus, Ivy’s presence in Speak represents
the double-bind of female friendships in a patriarchal society. While the first scene disrupts
patriarchal authority, the second scene reestablishes the focus on Melinda’s status—and
potentially Ivy’s too—as victims of sexual violence.
However, in the penultimate scene, “Prey,” Anderson brings the contradiction in a
pseudo-feminist text into sharp focus. Here, Melinda finds herself “trapped with Andy” in the
abandoned janitor’s closet, a space where Melinda regularly hides when she feels anxious at
school (Anderson 1999, 193). It is a place that exists on the margins of Melinda’s social reality.
In the scene, Andy physically abuses her by grabbing her wrists and pinning her to the wall in
an attempt to rape her again. As he puts his teeth on her neck, she manages to scream before he
punches her in the face, and in the process, breaks a mirror. He is taken off guard when she
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suddenly overcomes him by holding a broken shard of glass to his throat and says: “I said no,”
and draws “one drop of blood” (Anderson 1999, 195).Andy surrenders too simply, he gives a
“nod” (Anderson 199, 195),and the effect is unconvincing to a feminist literary critic, but his
modest surrender may not come across as such to a young adult reader, as it assumes that
Melinda has overcome her attacker, thereby vindicating herself. Therefore, Anderson
misrepresents the moment Melinda reclaims her voice, a moment of redemption, as a moment
of revenge. The violence Melinda inflicts on Andy harkens back to the aggression that he uses to
violate her. The act is meant to signify a shift in power, yet it demonstrates that femininity is
not relational to masculinity, but oppositional to it. Thus, it highlights the relative nature of
power, as Melinda seizes it, and borrows from Andy’s domain of toxic masculinity and accosts
him.
While Anderson may intend for the scene to be a compromise formation, hence the
verisimilitude aspect of the novel’s climax, she wastes no time reinstating Melinda’s dependent
status. Instead of recounting the details of how she survives the rape to a female peer or a
woman, Anderson opts to conclude the novel as Melinda freely, if not enthusiastically, shares
her story with Freeman. On their own, aided only by a teacher and a friendly boy, fourteenyear-old girls are not able to deal with the traumatic effects of rape. The absurdity of a pseudofeminist text is that it is just a retelling, a subtle “modern” appropriation of the narrative tale of
rape. Ultimately, Speak repurposes a girl’s vulnerability, and so it fails to subvert patriarchal
standards. If a student is to believe the ways Melinda copes are empowering, then it must be
said that Freeman, David, and even Melinda’s moment of revenge ascribes to—rather than
departs from— patriarchal scripts. Although, it is tempting to approach Speak as an
aspirational attempt, feminist scholars must not forget that: “[W]e have been required to tell
different lies at different times [. . .] We have had the truth of our bodies withheld from us or
distorted” (1979,Lies, 188). Here, I am reminded of my student’s concern regarding the
compulsory branding of consumer feminism, as I hold steadfastly to the understanding that to
assume we—and by “we” I mean all who identify as women—have achieved or are in some way
past the necessity of sisterhood is naïve. I would be compelled, like my students, to ask what
kind of a society holds up a novel like Speak and claims it as a cultural signifier of our progress?
It is not enough to speak to men, as Melinda does, about our bodies without first speaking to
one another about the lies we bear under their surface. It must be stressed that femaleidentified relationships are paramount to making sure that our young adult readers are not
caught between voices, or caught between pages.
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In 1975, Michigan enacted a legal reform to protect victims of sexual assault whose
cases deviated away from “real rape”: The myth that only physically violent cases
between strangers are valid. However, 2009 marks the discovery of approximately
11, 000 untested sexual assault kits in Detroit—a clear demonstration that the myth
of “real rape” persists and informs the criminal justice system. When a system so
consistently fails, excludes, and harms victims of sexual assault, demands for
greater policies and laws seem futile and instead, access to alternate means of
justice and healing are necessary.

Introduction
Historically, the only victims or survivors of sexual assault that were protected by the criminal
justice system in the United States were ones who were forcibly penetrated by a man that was
not their spouse and who could provide outside corroboration or proof that they resisted
strenuously (Reddington, 2005, 235). This misunderstanding of sexual assault, a crime that
requires a broader consideration of power, intersectionality, and coercion, leaves many victims
without any options for justice and healing within the system.
Informed by “rape culture,” a systematic belief system that normalized and tolerates
sexual violence, the criminal justice system uses “rape myths” to deny, downplay, or justify
sexual violence (Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler, and Viki, 2009, 20). These myths work to blame
the victim for their victimization, express disbelief in claims, exonerate the perpetrator, and
assume that only certain people could be victims of sexual assault (Bohner, Eyssel, Pina, Siebler,
and Viki, 2009, 20). Under rape culture, “real rape” is the idea that only “reputable” (white,
affluent, able-bodied, straight, “legal”) individuals who were violently attacked by a weaponwielding stranger could possibly be telling the truth. This is a myth. All rape is real rape.
In the 1970’s, rape-survivor advocacy groups brought attention to the mistreatment
that victims of sexual assault faced when reporting their victimization and navigating the
criminal justice system (Reddington, 2005, 236). Inspired by this was a movement for legal
reform to account for sexual assault cases that do not conform to this “real rape” script, provide
the prosecutor with the tools to convict offenders in these divergent cases, empower victims to
come forward, and protect them when they do. However, these victims, the ones the legal
reformers wanted to protect, are still not seeing justice in this system.
In 2009, approximately 11,000 untested sexual assault kits were discovered in a police
storage facility in Detroit, Michigan (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 152). It was
found that 71% of these untested sexual assault kits were warehoused because the assault
deviated from what is considered “real rape” and fault was somehow attributed to the victim
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(160). Following this discovery, nation-wide and state-level initiatives stressed the importance
to inform, educate, and engage the public on internalized rape culture as this was a clear
demonstration of the harm it perpetuates.
While there is a pre-existing body of literature on how the criminal justice system fails
victims of sexual assault, this paper goes beyond that literature. With the detailed examination
of a case study, this paper highlights how no amount of reform seems to dismantle rape culture
biases from within the criminal justice system. We need to stop looking to the criminal justice
system for protection; instead, this paper argues that we need alternate and accessible means of
justice and healing that is victim-centered and trauma-informed.

Framework
This work is informed by feminist critical theory, a method of deconstructing discourse to
expose “Other” truths, without privileging any, in an attempt to resist dominant hierarchal
power relations and affect social change (Hesse-Biber, Leavy, and Yaiser, 2004, 19). Within this
framework are five main objectives: Situating the research, holding skepticism towards
dominant knowledge, recognizing power relations, rejecting harmful categorizations, and being
reflexive of one’s own position in the research themselves (Gannon and Davies, 2007, 72-75). In
adopting this framework, I am attentive to the history and processes leading up to the discovery
of the backlog, I am rejecting rape culture as a status quo, I am considering the intersections of
identity and circumstance that influence access to justice, and make every effort to be
transparent in my identity and experiences.
I am a queer, white, able-bodied, non-binary survivor of sexual assault. This work is
motivated by my own lived experience as the assault I survived did not conform to “real rape”.
The perpetrator was not a stranger, not a monster, and was not violent. This was an instance of
persistence and coercion. This made it difficult to recognize, painful to talk about, and
impossible to ask for what I needed to heal. Informed by internalized rape culture, I felt alone
with my experience and wrong about my instincts. However, my unearned privileges—my
whiteness, my Canadian citizenship, my access to post-secondary education—eventually
allowed me to name, explore, and understand my survivorship. The work that I do now is for all
victims and survivors of sexual assault (especially those with fewer privileges than myself). I see
you, believe you, and stand in solidarity with you. Just as my experience is valid, so is yours.

History of Rape Laws
In order to understand the processes in which rape culture has become internalized within the
criminal justice system, it is important to first locate oneself in the history of rape laws. Dating
back to the slavery era, the first rape laws in the U.S. were based on English Common Law,
which can be traced back to seventeenth-century medieval England (Reddington, 2005, 235).
These laws defined raped as “carnal knowledge of a woman by force and against her will” (235).
These laws were enacted to protect a man’s “property” and the assault was not considered a
personal crime against the woman herself (235). In adapting the English Common Laws, most
states only recognized rape if a man physically forced a woman who was not his spouse to have
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sexual intercourse, and she could prove through outside corroboration and physical injury that
she resisted strenuously.
In the early 1970’s, attention was given to these rape laws as their narrow definition
prohibited most victims from even accessing the criminal justice system (Reddington, 2005,
236). This motivated a legal reform with goals to remove the barriers that discouraged victims
to report sexual assault and to provide prosecutors with the tools to successfully convict
offenders (246).
In 1975, Michigan enacted what was considered the strongest and most comprehensive
reform of all the states (Spohn and Horney, 1993, 383; Spears and Spohn, 1997, 522). Within
this reform were elements that sought to redefine rape as sexual assault; redefine consent to
include coercion, threat of injury, and power; reconsider charging and punishing by
establishing four degrees of gender non-specific sexual assault misconduct; remove the marital
exception, corroboration doctrine, and cautionary instruction; and enact a rape shield law that
prohibits the defendants from using the victim’s character, behaviour, or reputation as evidence
of false accusation (Reddington, 2005, 239-244).
The expectation was that this reform would improve the treatment of the victim which
would consequently foster trust and confidence in other victims to come forward with reports of
sexual assault (Spohn and Horney, 1993, 384). However, what Spears and Spohn found was
that legally irrelevant victim characteristics, such as occupation, education, sexual history,
reputation, behaviour, and mental illness, were still stronger predictors of prosecution rather
than the seriousness of the case or evidentiary strength (1997, 521). Despite reform, it has been
maintained that prosecutors still base their decisions to file charges or reject cases on extralegal
factors which reflect the internalized biases of what is considered “real rape” (Spears and Spohn,
1997, 522). It has been suggested that reform has not achieved its instrumental goals because
laws themselves cannot shift the focus of the trial from the victim’s to the perpetrator’s conduct
when internalized rape culture that sustains this justice gap have not been addressed (Bryden
and Lengnick, 1997, 1180).
One of the clearest demonstrations of the mistreatment and invalidation of victims due
to internalized rape culture is the 2009 discovery of a backlog of approximately 11,000 untested
sexual assault kits in Detroit.

Sexual Assault Kits
Before offering the account of this discovery, it is important to outline what a Sexual Assault Kit
(SAK) is, and the purpose they serve in sexual assault cases to adequately illustrate how
imperative it is to have them tested, and how irresponsible it is to allow them to accumulate at
this scale.
Following the assault, whether the victim chooses to report their victimization to the
police department or seek medical care, the interdependent nature of these systems results in
contact with both, and the victim is inevitably advised to receive a medical forensic exam (MFE)
(Shaw et al., 2016, 1477). The purpose of the MFE is to diagnose and treat injuries, offer
emergency contraception to prevent pregnancy, and administer prophylaxis to treat any
sexually transmitted infections that may have been contracted (Campbell, Shaw, and FehlerCabral, 2015, 153). In addition to these measures, a SAK is recommended as part of the exam.
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This procedure is both time-consuming and highly invasive (Campbell, Shaw, and
Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 153), as it requires collecting hairs, fingernails, pieces of clothing, and
vaginal, anal, and oral swabs (Patterson and Campbell, 2012, 2260). Once completed, the SAK
is taken into custody by law enforcement personnel who are then held responsible for
submitting it to a crime laboratory for forensic analysis (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral,
2015, 153). If the SAK contains DNA that does not belong to the victim, this DNA can then be
uploaded into a national forensic DNA database called CODIS (Combined DNA Index System)
(153). This database consists of reference DNA profiles from convicted offenders (the offender
index) and samples obtained from crime scenes of unknown offenders (the forensic index) (154;
Campbell et al., 2016, 558). If there is a match, investigators are given a promising lead to the
identity of the offender (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 153).
There has been some debate that SAK testing should be prioritized based on the
relationship between the victim and the accused, but empirical evidence shows that all SAKs,
regardless of this relationship, serve a critical purpose for CODIS (Campbell et al., 2016, 558).
In instances where the accused is a stranger of an unknown identity, matches in both the
offender and forensic index have utility. If the DNA profile from the SAK matches a sample in
the offender index, a suspect and promising investigational lead is provided (558). A match in
the forensic index does not provide the suspect’s identity, but it does populate CODIS and
leaves potential for a match in the future (558). In cases where the identity of the accused is
known, this evidence could confirm bodily contact between the victim and the accused,
exonerate the wrongly accused, and further populate the CODIS system (Campbell, Shaw, and
Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 154; Campbell et al., 2016, 558). Furthermore, matches from known
suspects in the forensic index confirms the identity of unknown suspects in other cases and
provides new investigational leads (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 154; Campbell et
al., 2016, 558). Therefore, testing all SAKs, regardless of the victim-accused relationship, can
prevent ongoing serial rape.
Despite the SAKs unquestionable utility for both stranger and non-stranger cases, only
52% of SAKs collected actually make it to the forensic crime lab for analysis (Patterson and
Campbell, 2012, 2260). When just over half of all SAKs are not tested, there are severe
implications for the victim in question, victims who came before them, and the victims that will
come after them. They consented to the MFE and the SAK collection with the understanding
that the kit would be analyzed and used for the investigation (Campbell, Shaw, and FehlerCabral, 2015, 154). In refusing this, justice is denied and trust is breached, as there is no
opportunity for that evidence to inform the criminal proceedings (154).

Backlog Discovery
In 2008, systemic concerns regarding the processing of crime scene evidence called into
question the fairness of past, present, and future criminal cases (Campbell, Shaw, and FehlerCabral, 2015, 155). This motivated a necessary examination of all aspects of police evidence
storage. In 2009, an off-site storage facility—previously a multilevel parking structure—was
toured by representatives from the local police, state police, and prosecutor’s office, to discuss
evidence storage procedures (155). An assistant prosecutor questioned dozens of unmarked
boxes sitting on the shelves to find that they all contained sexual assault kits. It became clear
that the police department itself did not know that they had this massive accumulation of
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untested SAKs in their possession, as there was no readily accessible information or visual cues
as to how many kits were in storage and how many of these had been tested (155).
On discovery of this backlog, a collaborative multi-disciplinary team of researchers,
prosecutors, law enforcement, system-based victim advocates, information technology
specialists, health care providers, community-based advocates, and forensic scientists were
given an action-research grant to analyze a sample of the untested SAKs (Campbell et al., 2015,
15). The goals of the Action Research Project (ARP) were to assess the scope of the problem,
identify underlying factors that contributed to the accumulation, develop a plan to efficiently
test the SAKs, and create a victim-centered notification protocol (iii).
Researchers of the ARP found that across all Detroit organizations involved with SAK
testing and victim services, chronic resource depletion due to their ongoing economic crisis led
to many barriers (understaffing, budget cuts, leadership transitions, slow implementation of
innovations, and minimal support), which contributed to the large accumulation of untested
SAKs (Campbell et al., 2015, 99). This ongoing resource scarcity required that individuals with
large and unmanageable workloads prioritize high-profile cases, decrease their empathy for
people they did not have the capacity to help, and minimize their ability to collaborate and work
with other organizations (100). That said, ARP researchers argued that chronic resource
depletion was only part of the problem and a full explanation required a qualitative analysis of
how various professions were approaching sexual assault cases, treating victims, and treating
each other (100).
Through interviews, ethnographic observations, and archival records, this team of
researchers found that chronic resource depletion and harmful victim-blaming attitudes
informed by internalized rape culture became a reinforcing dynamic (Campbell et al., 2015,
100). Although the Detroit police maintained that there were valid reasons as to why the SAKs
had gone untested, it was found that in 71% of the cases the SAKs were not submitted because
of fault that was somehow attributed to the victim (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral, 2015,
160).
This victim-blaming was evident in the ways that reports had discussed occupation
(“deal gone bad”) and victim-offender relationship (“got what they got”) in cases that had been
labelled “not really a rape” (Campbell, Shaw, and Fehler-Cabral, 2015, 161-162). Because of
resource and time constraints, investigators would not submit SAKs from cases that deviated
from what was understood to be “real rape” to the forensic laboratory. This pattern of behaviour
is an evident demonstration of how rape myths, despite the legal reform, are internalized within
the criminal justice system and inform decisions that are made about cases that deviate away
from “real rape”.

Post-Backlog
As the ARP research revealed that rape culture is a primary force that prejudices against victims
of sexual assault and limits their access to justice, this resulted in many nation-wide and statelevel victim advocacy initiatives, including a component in their mission to inform and educate
the public on rape myths and their harmful impacts.
In Michigan, local non-profits such as Wayne County Sexual Assault Forensic
Examiners Program(WC SAFE) and the Michigan Women’s Foundation and their initiative
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Enough Sexual Assault in Detroit (Enough SAID) were not only working to eliminate the
backlog, investigate the cases that were closed and forgotten, and support and advocate for
survivors with untested sexual assault kits, but they also included public education within their
mission statements (WC SAFE, 2017-2018; Michigan Women’s Foundation, 2019).
The findings from the ARP research have also influenced nation-wide backlog
elimination initiatives to include strong education components within their mission statements.
For example, Joyful Heart Foundation, a national non-profit organization, seeks to transform
society’s response to sexual assault and end gender-based violence. This foundation founded an
initiative called End the Backlog with goals of conducting research that identifies the extent of
backlogs across the nation, determines the best practices for eliminating it, expands national
dialogue through public awareness, and engages with community and government agencies for
a comprehensive sexual assault kit reform in policies and legislations at local, state, and federal
levels (End the Backlog, 2016).
As all of these organizations have made it their mission to spread awareness on rape
myth acceptance by engaging with the public, this strong emphasis suggests that the public
would be coming into more regular and meaningful discourse on rape myths and how sexual
assault more commonly deviates from what is considered “real rape”. Rape culture can be, and
has been, unlearned, but this process demands a commitment to the work, as you must actively
resist against dominant and mainstream discourse that perpetuates and maintains rape myth
acceptance. It has been argued that what is required for survivors of sexual assault to have
access to justice is a societal attitudinal shift from rape culture to consent culture. However, this
process is slow, ongoing, infinite, and still exclusionary of many survivors of sexual assault.
While it is shown here that there are prejudices against victims of sexual assault whose
case deviates away from “real rape”, there are many victims who are not safe to access the
criminal justice system at all. These survivors are the ones who are pushed to the margins of
society; these survivors are queer, BIPoC, disabled, and poor; they are sex workers,
undocumented citizens, inmates and have criminal backgrounds; they are in abusive situations,
have dependents or no network of support; they are the most vulnerable to sexual violence and
yet have the least protection (Femifesto, 2016a; Femifesto 2016b; Femifesto 2016c.
Public education and widespread attitudinal change is important to dismantle
internalized rape culture within the criminal justice system, but survivors need protection,
access to support, and means to heal immediately. What is necessary are feasible alternative
approaches to justice for all survivors rather than changing a system that continually fails us,
excludes us, and harms us.

Beyond the Criminal Justice System
When victims of sexual assault are repeatedly failed, excluded, or harmed by the criminal
justice system because of its inability to honour the stories, experiences, and pain from victims
of sexual assault, there needs to be various alternative and accessible means available for them
to experience justice in a way that is conducive to their healing. Outside of the criminal justice
system, justice and healing is an individuated experience, where the specific needs of the
survivor should determine what resources, services, and support they receive. As outlined by
Common Justice (Armatta, 2018), alternative survivor support services should follow four
guiding principles. The response to a disclosure should be intersectional, survivor-centered,
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accountability-based, and safety-driven (14-18). Sexual assault is a crime motivated by power,
so it is critical to take an intersectional and anti-oppressive approach when responding. Where
the criminal justice system holds the survivor as powerless as the perpetrator that assaulted
them, a survivor-centered approach gives them back power, control, and agency. To be
survivor-centered requires giving the person harmed the space to make decisions of how they
will experience healing and find justice. An accountability-based approach requires that the
person who harmed holds responsibility for the harm committed, acknowledging the impact
this harm has on others, having empathy and expressing genuine remorse, taking the actions
necessary to repair the harm, and making a commitment to not repeat similar harm (15). By
honouring the survivors’ experiences and holding the perpetrator accountable, underlying
causes of violence are addressed and this, in turn, inherently creates a safer community for
everyone.

Conclusion
Sexual assault is a traumatic event that can cause multiple, negative, long-term effects, such as
post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, fear and anxiety, substance dependence, and
suicidal ideation as well as attempts (Campbell et al., 2009, 225-226). Despite a wide-spread
understanding from the general public and authoritative officials that sexual assault is a
heinous crime, it maintains that only certain sexual assault cases and victims are taken
seriously, held space for, and granted justice.
Through analyzing the ways victims of sexual assault are treated within the criminal
justice system both pre- and post- legal reform in Michigan, this paper makes it explicitly clear
that legal reform is not enough to ensure greater access to justice. This was demonstrated when
approximately 11,000 sexual assault kits were untested, warehoused, and forgotten about in a
Detroit police storage facility because these cases did not conform to what is understood as a
“real rape”.
It has been argued that, regardless of legal reformation, for victims of sexual assault to
be treated properly, fairly, and empathetically throughout their case, there needs to be a
widespread attitudinal change that addresses and dismantles rape culture. However, seven
years later, after many initiatives have been working to engage and educate the public and
demand better policy from the criminal justice system, even high-profile sexual assault cases
are still exonerating the accused and most victims are left retraumatized without any options at
all.
As a survivor of sexual assault, advocating and working for other survivors of sexual
assault, I am using this case study to demand greater access to alternate means of justice and
healing that are survivor-centered, accountability-based, safety-driven, and intersectional.
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The Forgotten Ones
Andrea Anderson

The stories and experiences of Black women, as victims of violence, rarely make
headlines and are seldom seen, heard, or acknowledged, at time even, by their
communities. History tells us, with the institutionalized rape and assault of slaves,
Black women have rarely been believed. The myth of the strong, indomitable Black
woman is a barrier for them to be seen as victims, of both intimate partner violence
and sexual assault. Coupled with the overriding narrative of Black men as targets
of state violence, the stories of Black women are rarely heard. This poem "The
Forgotten Ones" speaks to this silence.

They say I am defiant, unruly, and aggressive.
I say the darker the flesh the deeper the roots.
The historical and contemporary exploitation of my body;
It carries trauma;
It is sexualized;
It is not celebrated;
It is not believed;
It is silenced.
If I am not reflected in a tokenistic manner then I am left out of mainstream organizing, public
debate, and political discussions.
Is it racism or sexism?
Is it racism or sexism?
At times my race renders me silent when trying to draw attention to gendered based violence.
At times my gender renders me silent when trying to speak about racialized forms of violence.
Thus, my story remains untold.
I am told I am supposed to be strong.
By 15 years of age, I am more likely to experience sexual abuse, and
I am less likely to report it.
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I am misgendered, neglected, and mistreated.
I am three times more likely to die at the hands of my abuser.
I am rarely protected when I am found beaten or murdered.
All the while those who have sworn to protect me use excessive force against me.
Yet no one is talking about me.
The brutality, the abuse by my community;
I am to call the police and turn to the justice system?
The same justice system that is has been systemically killing my community?
Honey, you can’t grasp my trauma.
Until you begin to look at my life, intersectionally.
But I can no longer remain invisible, degraded, afterthought or tokenized.
Every day
Let’s remember the violence that is perpetuated against Black women.

ANDREA ANDERSON is a criminal defence lawyer and doctoral candidate at Osgoode Hall Law School, York
University. Her research focuses on anti- Black racism, intersectionality, and the criminal justice system in
Canada.
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Tracing the Transits of Empire: “Mohawk Warriors” and
“Iraqi Insurgents” in Canadian Newspapers
Travis Hay

Drawing on Jodi Byrd’s foundational theoretical intervention in The Transit of
Empire (2011), my study compares Canadian media coverage of the Oka Crisis of
1990 to the Iraqi Insurgency of 2003. Specifically, I demonstrate how images of
female sexual vulnerability were used as tropes to anchor particular constructions
of the “Mohawk Warrior” and the “Iraqi Insurgent” as a masculine threat that
provoked the deeply gendered violence of white-settler militarism. Beyond merely
cataloguing the forms of racism prevalent in Canadian media coverage, my
methodology interrogates rape culture as a travelling settler technology currently
being deployed in the imperial arena.

Introduction
In the United States, the Indian is the original enemy combatant who cannot be
grieved. –Jodi Byrd (2011, xviii)
There is little resemblance between the colonizer’s Indian and the real human
beings who are Indigenous to this land. –Emma LaRocque (2010, 16)

Because the war on terror is waged from stolen land, invocations of Indianness are everywhere
in the vocabularies of its violence. I am thinking here of the “Apache” helicopter, the
“Tomahawk” missile, the use of the code-name “Geronimo” to signal the death of Osama bin
Laden, and even the cowboyish performance of U.S. President George W. Bush in the lead-up to
the invasion of Iraq in March of 2003 (LaDuke 2011). As Susan Faludi noted, the president
appeared during this time to be “dutifully working his way through the Western cliché checklist:
‘smoke ’em out of their holes’; ‘hunt ’em down’; ‘go it alone’; ‘wanted: dead or alive’” (Faludi
2003). Indeed, many scholars have argued (quite convincingly) that these symbolic
deployments of Indianness give American military violence a coherence and continuity that
rests upon its settler colonial foundations: for example, Kevin Bruyneel has suggested that
“settler memory” functions by “habitually invoking settler colonialism in a manner that blurs
the line between past and present, thus further re-inscribing the practices of present day settler
violence and dispossession” (2016, 351); Boyd Cothran has moved this analysis beyond the
discursive realm through his research in Remembering the Modoc War (2014), which
historicized the connections between the U.S. Indian Wars and the war on terror as not only
cultural or social, but as juridical and legal in nature. Cothran recalls that, when drafting the
infamous “torture memos” of 2002, the U.S. Department of Justice relied on an 1873 decision
by Attorney General George S. Williams regarding the treatment of the Modoc people as
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stateless enemy combatants in the era of the Indian Wars (2014, 77). In The Transit of
Empire—the monograph from which this paper borrows its title—Chickasaw scholar Jodi Byrd
argued for the importance of this particular moment in U.S. legal and military history, writing
that: “The Modoc, and by extension all who can be made ‘Indian’ in the transit of empire, can be
killed without being murdered […] as a result, citizens of American Indian nations become in
this moment the origin of the stateless terrorist combatant within U.S. enunciations of
sovereignty” (2011, 227).
Byrd’s articulation of the “transit of empire” as a process through which targets of U.S.
militarism are imbued with Indianness has been a productive and even foundational
intervention that has been taken up by many critical theorists of note. For example, in a
previous volume of this journal, Billy-Ray Belcourt drew on Byrd’s Transit of Empire as way to
articulate how “indigeneity circulates as a feral signifier in colonial economies of meaningmaking” (2016, 23). Byrd’s work also dovetails neatly with Audra Simpson’s Mohawk
Interruptus, wherein Simpson theorizes the implications of “political life across the borders of
settler states” (2014). This article reflects an effort to think about how transits of empire and
(re)deployments of Indianness function in a Canadian context to shape settler understandings
of American imperial violence. My method will be discourse analysis in the broad sense and will
be enacted through an interrogation of Canadian newspaper coverage of two key events: the
Oka Crisis of 1990 and the Iraqi Insurgency following the American invasion of Iraq in March of
2003. In comparing Canadian coverage of the Oka Crisis—an armed Indigenous resistance
movement in Canada that I review later in this paper—with representations of American
military conflicts in Iraq, I hope to map the transits of empire that encourage Canadians to
racialize stateless enemy combatants with reference to their particular national history of settler
colonial violence. In short, my argument is that Canadians came to understand the American
occupation of Iraq with reference to our own occupation of Indigenous lands. In making this
case, I will privilege example over elaboration and rely on Canadian newspaper passages to
illustrate the way in which representations of Mohawk Warriors have long informed Canadian
understandings of terrorism, national security, and the legitimacy of settler military violence.
An example, therefore, is in order.
Roughly one week after the bombing of the World Trade Centers (WTC) in February of
1993, the Ottawa Citizen ran an article by journalist David Harris, who issued the following
warning to his readers:
The New York World Trade Centre bombing opens a brutal chapter in terror warfare and
carries a stern message for Canadians. No longer are civilian targets off limits in the
worldwide terror offensive… Aboriginal issues will inspire other single-issue violence.
Native extremists linked to the Oka Crisis are thought by some security officials to be
stockpiling weapons–from heavy machine guns to armor-piercing shells and armored
personnel vehicles—for terrorist warfare (1993, A9).

This passage, with its almost anachronistic vocabulary replete with words and imagery
associated with the war on terror, suggests a kind of Canadian genealogy between the spectral
threat of “Islamic terrorism” and settler anxieties over Indigenous resistance. More expressly,
the passage reveals the extent to which the Oka Crisis of 1990 was a foundational event that
shaped Canadian understandings of political violence, terrorism, and extremism. Indeed, one
cannot meaningfully understand and unpack the regimes of racist representation that attend
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the war on terror without locating them firmly in their settler colonial configurations. Such
assemblages construct all stateless enemy combatants according to a settler colonial script
wherein the Indian serves as the template or backdrop against which (white) settler military
violence is rendered disciplinary, defensive of white women, and in the interests of Indigenous
or Iraqi women.
A necessary reference here is certainly the Indian captivity narrative, wherein the
“Indian Brave” emerges darkly from the woods to steal a white woman from her tranquil,
ahistorical, settler locale (thereby provoking the disciplinary and chivalrous violence of the
white male settler (Derounian-Stodola 1998, 29-32; Carter 1997, 15). Indeed, productions of
images of female vulnerability and the military responses for which they garner support have
always been central to the establishment and maintenance of settler colonies and settler
imperial projects. This perhaps explains why Colonel Mark Tillman, former pilot of Air Force
One, was widely reported to have lamented that “they caught us with our pants down” when
describing the 9/11 attacks (quoted in Thompson 2011), suggesting via a sexual metaphor that
American masculinity or national security had been feminized or wrongfully violated. As we
shall see, these kinds of deeply gendered and sexualized metaphors were extremely common in
Canadian newspaper coverage of the Oka Crisisand Iraqi Insurgency and served to construct
Indigenous and Iraqi men as threats to national, as well as female, bodies. Indigenous feminists
have long theorized this propensity of colonialist and racializing discourses to focus on gender
(Allen 1986; Acoose 1995; Maracle 1996; Smith 2005). As Paula Gunn Allen explained in The
Sacred Hoop, settler projects were only successful when white men were able “to mislead white
women, and themselves, into believing that their treatment of women was superior to the
treatment of the men of the group which they consider savage” (1986, 18). In tracking these
representational regimes across Canadian newspaper coverage of military interventions in a
settler colonial and American imperial setting, I hope to conclude with a coherent analysis that
traces the transits of empire as they travel across the borders of settler states and between
different targets of settler military violence.

A History of the so-called “Oka Crisis”
In 1961, the community council of Oka—a small municipality in southern Quebec—planned to
build a golf course on Indigenous lands. The Mohawk community of Kanehsatá:ke quickly
responded by issuing a legal claim citing their historical use of the region as a homeland,
hunting territory, and ceremonial burial site (Alfred 1992). The claim was denied by the Office
of Native Claims and a nine-hole golf course was built in bad faith. In 1989, the mayor of Oka
announced city plans to expand the illegal golf course by adding nine more holes. Furthermore,
he announced his intention to have a large portion of the pine forest (hereafter, the Pines) at
Kanehsatá:ke cut down so that a middle-class housing project could be constructed (Pindera
and York 1991). Having already exhausted all available legal avenues, a handful of Mohawk and
Indigenous activists took to the Pines on 10 March, 1990 to defend the land. On 11 July, 1990 La
Sûreté du Québec (SQ) (the provincial police force) attempted a violent forced dispersal of the
stand-off. Tear-gas canisters and flash-bang grenades were fired into the crowds of Mohawk
men, women, and children. The SQ used the same crowd control tactics employed by provincial
and national policing institutions at Restigouche, Lac Barriere, and Burnt Church—all sites of
Indigenous resistance. Similar tactics, as well as more deadly ones, would also be employed at
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the Gustafsen Lake Standoff that turned fatally violent on 11 September, 1995 (a significant date
with respect to the purposes of this study). However, Baker argues that contemporary artists’
representations of animals have developed from using animals as only symbols or objects,
instead using animals as subject, object, and medium in order to engage with their often
ambivalent and complex place in the world (Baker 2013, p. 19). In this way, contemporary
animal art is now a field in which it is somewhat unclear how this field can usefully contribute
to questions of human/animal relations or knowledge of the non-human world (Baker 2006,
70). Therefore, whilst animal representation in art (or as art, in many cases) is not a new
phenomenon, the artists’ own attitude towards the animal world is a major feature in their work.
Baker’s characterization of most contemporary animal art is that it does not raise a simple
question of what the presence of animals in art can do or say about the work. Rather, it blends
both aesthetic and ethical strands of criticism, making it genuinely difficult to coherently
address the multiplicity of arguments, questions, and problems that arise through a
consideration of the work (Baker 2006, 70). This characterization resonates within Singer’s
practice, which engages with the problematic of animal representation in contemporary art.
Much of her taxidermied works present an ambiguous and disconcertingly violent response to
the question of whether animal representation and the “use” of animals as artistic material can
productively address the animal-human relationship, without reaffirming humanist notions of
superiority and power over animals and the environment.
When an SQ officer was killed either by friendly- or cross-fire, Premier of Quebec Robert
Bourassa invoked section 275 of the Canadian National Defence Act and the 22nd Royal
Regiment of the Canadian Army (the ‘Vain-Doos’) were called in. Bayonets were fixed to Colt
Canada C7 assault rifles, and Leviathan Light Armoured Vehicles (LAV-IIIs) were fitted with
machine gun turrets and rolled through the streets of southern Quebec. Hearing of this assault
and firefight, the Mohawk peoples of the nearby community of Kahnawá:ke shut down a bridge
in solidarity with those already under siege. For 78 days, the stand-off stretched on while
negotiations remained largely stagnant. In her own reflections on the Oka Crisis, Simpson
recalls that “anyone who watched the evening news or spoke to people in Kahnawá:ke or
Kanehsatá:ke could see, during the Oka Crisis the women were the primary negotiators with the
Sûreté du Québec and then the Canadian armed forces” (2014, 149). As we shall see later in this
paper, however, the representation of Mohawk Warriors by Canadian media was a profoundly
gendered signifying practice that not only erased the central role of Mohawk and Indigenous
women in the resistance, but also pathologized male participation in a fashion consistent with
logics of settler colonial heteropatriarchy.
On 26 September 1990, Mohawk Warriors and other land defenders attempted to
peacefully end the standoff by burning their weapons and walking out of the Pines unarmed.
The settler Canadian military did not accept this peaceful resolution and instead chose to
forcefully apprehend and arrest all people leaving the camp. The vicious treatment of these
Mohawk men, women, and children can be seen in Alanis Obomsawin’s documentary film
Kanehsatake: 270 Years of Resistance (1993), wherein a fourteen-year-old girl (future
Olympian Waneek Horn-Miller) was bayoneted in the chest while protecting her baby sister
from the violent assault of settler soldiers.
The legacy of the Oka Crisis has been complex, though it is certainly fair to problematize
the construction of the event as a “crisis.” Though it was a violent period of extreme hostilities
and tension that I believe continues to shape Canadian anxieties surrounding political violence,
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terrorism, and security it was also a generative moment in terms of strengthening supra-tribal
affiliations, relations, solidarities, and confederacies amongst Indigenous peoples (Thanh Ha
2000). As Simpson wrote in Mohawk Interruptus, moreover, “the Oka Crisis illustrates the
violent, vigorous defense of territory and the centrality of Mohawk women to that process”
(2014, 148). And yet, the intensely masculinist imagery of the Oka Crisis—with Mohawk
Warriors facing down Canadian soldiers—has also become an iconic series of representations
that continue to provoke complex colonial anxieties in the settler population. For example, the
most widely reproduced image from the Oka Crisis—the famous “face-to-face” photograph that
features Canadian Private Patrick Cloutier in a tense stare-down with Warrior Brad Larocque—
has an unsettling story behind it relevant to this study: that is, in the years following the Oka
Crisis, Cloutier was arrested for possession of cocaine and impaired driving; following his
discharge from the army, he had a short career as an actor in an adult film that offered a
pornographic parody of the standoff (Allen 2014). The politics (or, perhaps, irony) of Cloutier’s
iconography, drug use, and sexual labour will become more relevant later in this paper when
reviewing the regimes of representation used to construct Mohawk Warriors and Iraqi
Insurgents as indulgent, degenerate, and ruled by baser instincts. Before moving on to this
discourse analysis, I will presently review the history of the so-called “Iraqi Insurgency.”

Reviewing the “Iraqi Insurgency”
During the two months of Operation Desert Storm in January and February of 1991, American
fighter jets destroyed water purification facilities in Iraq’s urban centres (Lando 2008, 89-91).
After Saddam Hussein’s forces were defeated and expelled from Kuwait as a consequence of this
military invasion, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) passed a series of resolutions
placing embargoes and sanctions on Iraq (UNSC August 15, 1991; UNSC, September 15, 1991;
UNSC April 14, 1995). These sanctions made it nearly impossible for Iraq to import chlorine
and other chemical resources/equipment that allowed for the purification of water. Thus, in the
five years following the Gulf War, over 500,000 Iraqi children died from preventable causes
such as dysentery, starvation, or a lack of access to sterile medical equipment (UNICEF 1998).
In 1995, the ill-fated Oil for Food Program was struck as a response to these horrifying death
rates. The corrupt Oil for Food regime did little to address the material conditions for Iraqi
citizens (Lando 2008, 189-191). The program persisted until March of 2003 when George W.
Bush declared war on Iraq to the stated disapproval of the United Nations. Three days later, the
United States Air Force began bombing raids as ground troops of coalition forces marched into
Iraq.
On 1 May 2003, President Bush infamously appeared in a flight suit on an aircraft
carrier and declared “mission accomplished” in Iraq. A month later, riots and demonstrations
against American occupation surfaced in Baghdad and military attacks on U.S. troops began to
occur with increasing frequency (Chehab 2006, 105-120; Allawi 2007, 240). By August of 2003,
the Insurgency was in full effect as embassies, mosques, marketplaces, and American military
outposts became frequent targets of attack. One year after the invasion, American troops were
chased out of Fallujah by Insurgents who were heavily armed, well-organized, and highly
motivated (Galbraith 2006, 4-14; Allawi 2008). In January of 2004, the al-Mada newspaper in
Baghdad published a story on the corruption of the Oil for Food program and uncovered a
bureaucratic assault on Iraqi well-being that implicated many American corporations and
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individuals (Gold 2004, 84). In April of the same year, photos depicting the sexual abuse of
prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison served to further delegitimize the occupation in the eyes of Iraqi
citizens and added fuel to the so–called Insurgency’s fire (Danner 2004; Butler 2009, 88-95). A
year after this torture scandal, Insurgents took part in a full-scale assault on Abu Ghraib prison
and killed many U.S. troops in an attack that can only be considered retributive in light of its
historical context. The occupation of American forces fuelled sectarian conflicts and drew
influential leaders to the region, who publicly committed themselves to waging war to rid Iraq
of occupying troops. One of these leaders, Abu-Musab Al-Zarqawi, will be discussed in more
detail later in this paper.

Mohawk Warriors as Masculine Threats
Both “Mohawk Warriors” and “Iraqi Insurgents” were immediately constructed by Canadian
newspapers as masked and veiled terrorists who did not believe in democracy and who posed a
sexual threat to women everywhere. For example, then Prime Minister Brian Mulroney referred
to the land defenders as “terrorists” soon after they took to the Pines; in conversation with the
media concerning the so-called “crisis,” Quebec premier Robert Bourassa claimed that “the
toughest challenge for any government in the western world, in our world, is to defend
democracy against people who do not believe in democracy” (Smyth 2000, 65). Unsurprisingly,
Canadian newspapers were less restrained in their alarmist constructions of the land defenders.
The Globe and Mail, for example, retold a harrowing story that carried with it all the tropes of a
captivity narrative: “‘I was chased out of my house by (Mohawk) Warriors with machine guns,’
Susanne Imbeau said, ‘my children saw that, and now they are scared of Indians […] We lived
here all our lives, and now we feel like we’ve been raped” (August 2, 1990). In quoting a white
French-Canadian settler woman who invoked rape as a means of articulating her experience at
the hands of Indigenous land defenders, the Globe and Mail was participating in a very old
colonial practice of recruiting images of (white) female sexual vulnerability to manufacture
settler support for military violence against Indigenous bodies, uprisings, and communities.
Consequently, Indigenous men in general and Mohawk men in particular became depicted as
deeply violent towards Indigenous women, thereby signifying Indigenous masculinities as a
threat to the safety and security of white women. Of course, this discursive practice also
constructed the military response of the state within the trope of “white men saving brown
women from brown men” (Spivak 1994, 93). Interestingly, an editorial by the late Richard
Wagamese was widely printed in the Windsor Star, Vancouver Sun, Montreal Gazette, and
Calgary Herald; in his editorial, Wagamese included the following passage which described a
crowd of Mohawk men shouting down a Mohawk woman who dared to speak at a community
event:
Suddenly, the quiet venom that had been directed towards the governments of Quebec and
Canada, the military, media and 500 years of history was redirected toward her…After a
tirade that lasted perhaps two minutes, her face drained of color, her eyes welled with
sudden tears and her spirit was visibly shaken, eroded and wounded. She left us without a
word (Wagamese 1992, B2).
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Regardless of the author’s intentions, the printing of this editorial across so wide a
platform helped to paint Mohawk Warriors as gendered threats who were oppressive to
Indigenous women and also threatened the possibility of peace, order, and good government in
Canada. Depictions of this sort were so numerous across Canadian media outlets and political
discourses that labouring on many more examples would risk reproducing what I am trying to
resist in this paper; nonetheless, a few more examples are necessary here to fully establish the
extent to which these discursive practices were recruited as hegemonic devices to construct the
land defence at Oka as a “crisis” that provoked immediate disciplinary violence from the settler
state’s police force and standing army.
In September of 1990, the Ottawa Citizen ran an article with the title “Unfair Fights:
Women of Oka Under Siege, Too.” The article’s author, Susan Riley, put the following question
to her audience: “If the female militants of Oka were the outriders for a culture more egalitarian
than our own, why are most of the native organizations in this country led by men?” Riley and
the Citizen were not the only journalist and newspaper team to construct the Mohawk land
defence movement as a group of rowdy and violent men oppressing their own women and
children. The Toronto Star, for example, ran an article insisting that “[Aboriginal] Selfgovernment should not mean the tyranny of armed youth over elders, women and children”
(Bourrie 1990). Again, I linger here on these constructions not to be salacious, but to
underscore to readers that the terrorist threat, who stockpiles weapons and threatens to impose
conditions of sexual unfreedom on women, is a trope that has colonial foundations. We will
now turn to its imperialist iterations and its deployment in coverage of the so-called
“Insurgency”in Iraq.

Inventing the “Iraqi Insurgent”
Discourses surrounding the war on terror have also been productive of some blatant
articulations of the dark, masculine, terrorist, male “Other” who threatens to impose on women
conditions of unfreedom. Laura Bush’s claim that the war on terror is also “a fight for the rights
and dignity of women” seems relevant here, as does her insistence that “terrorists” want to
impose their way of life on western women as well:
Civilized people throughout the world are speaking out in horror—not only because our
hearts break for the women and children of Afghanistan, but also because in Afghanistan,
we see the world the terrorists would like to impose on the rest of us (quoted in Yaqoob
2008, 150).

Of course, for my purposes, the language here of “civilized people” is not coincidental or
insignificant, as it discloses the way in which settler subjectivities come to understand
themselves as civilized over and against the very gendered barbarism of non-white Others.
More importantly, however, we see in this articulation of the war on terror the same well-worn
colonial strategy of depicting aggressive military violence as a chivalrous gesture that secures
both white and non-white women from the tyranny of “uncivilized” men. While this is generally
the case when settlers talk about the war on terror, it was especially the case when Canadian
journalists covered the Iraqi Insurgency.
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Unsurprisingly, then, many Canadian newspapers assisted the Bush family in their
ideological work and constructed Iraqi Insurgents resisting American invasion as sexual threats
to women everywhere. Take for example the following depiction of life for a woman in Baghdad
during the Iraqi Insurgency, which comes from the Edmonton Journal in December of 2006:
Browsing the shelves of a cosmetics store in the Karrada shopping district, Zahra Khalid felt
giddy at the sight of Alberto shampoo and Miss Rose eye shadow, blusher[,] and powder.
Before leaving her house, she had covered her body in a billowing black abaya and wrapped
a black head scarf around her thick brown hair. She had asked her brother to drive. She had
done all the things that a woman living in Baghdad is supposed to do these days to avoid
drawing attention to herself. […] Life has become more difficult for most Iraqis since the
February bombing of a Shiite Muslim mosque in Samarra sparked a rise in sectarian killings
and overall lawlessness. For many women, though, it has become unbearable. As Islamic
fundamentalism seeps into society and sectarian warfare escalates, more and more women
live in fear of being kidnapped or raped (Trejos 2006, D11).

The politics of white knighthood are on full display in the passage above: settler masculinity is
constructed as a way to free non-white women from their Indigenous forms of patriarchy,
which leave them veiled, unsatisfied, wretched, and subject to male sexual violence. Again, the
language here is not coincidental: Islamic fundamentalism “seeps” into society in the words of
the journalist, thus signifying a putrid or toxic problem that has to be cleaned up. The
description of Mohawk men as “venomous,” I believe, served similar purposes of constructing
non-settler masculinities as biological (and therefore as sexual) contaminants.
This signifying practice contributed towards constructing the Insurgency and by
extension all Arab-Muslim men in the region as patriarchs who are much more violent to
women than their white male counterparts. In the coverage of the Insurgency, for example,
newspapers cited a presumed difference in gender relations as proof that the war in Iraq was a
just war. This longer passage from a telling article in the Montreal Gazette is worth quoting in
full:
Remember what Laura Bush said recently? “The fight against terrorism is also a fight for
the rights and dignity of women.” I couldn't agree more. But I wonder whether Laura Bush
has met Martha McSally. Martha McSally - excuse me, Lt.-Col. Martha McSally - is the
United States's highest-ranking female fighter pilot. She's a graduate of the Air Force
Academy, a champion triathlete, a pilot who flies the search and rescue mission over Iraq. If
you crash in Iraq, she comes to get you. But when McSally goes off the base, she is required
to wear an abaya, a long black robe covering her from head to foot. The woman who flies a
plane is not allowed to drive a car. This leader of men cannot travel without a male escort.
The American combat fighter must sit in the back seat. (Goodman 2001, B7)

Analogous to the construction of French-Canadian women as victims of Mohawk sexual
aggression in the early 1990s, this depiction of a western woman reduced to a lowly status of
unfreedom in Iraq is a production of an image of female vulnerability designed to manufacture
consent for imperial invasions and occupations. The queer politics here are also difficult to
miss: in rendering the western female subject as more successfully masculine than the
Insurgent (i.e., Martha is a fighter, an athlete, a pilot, a hero, etc.), the article queered both
white women and Iraqi men in accordance with the power relations of imperialism. That such a
manly woman is made to sit in the back seat by comparatively womanly men is recruited as an
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image of agitation and queer provocation to set things straight, so to speak. This rendering of
Arab-Muslim men as feminized or queered by masculine women is also uncomfortably overt in
the example of Lynndie England–the female U.S. solider pictured in many of the sexual torture
photos leaked from Abu Ghraib (McKelvey 2007). Such examples point to the unsettling
centrality of sexual violence, heteropatriarchy, and gender to the racist imaginaries of settler
militarism.

"Lasagna" and Zarqawi
In order to demonstrate the similar racialization techniques applied to both Mohawk Warriors
and Iraqi Insurgents, it is useful to focus on two individuals who became the centre of much
media coverage: Ronald “Lasagna” Cross and Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi. As we shall see, both men
were presented to a Canadian readership as essentially the same stereotype: the dark, perverse,
masked, and monstrous male Other who is a threat precisely because he fails to embody
western masculinity.
The Toronto Star reported that Mohawk Warrior Ronald Cross “was so frequently
photographed that some days it seemed he was the only Mohawk behind the Oka barricades”
(Henton 1991, J20). Using Cross as a symbolic representation of all Mohawk men, Canadian
newspapers deployed the stereotype of the “drunken Indian”; for example, the Ottawa Citizen
and Halifax Daily News reported that he “stumbled into the Oka Crisis” and that “Lasagna’s
Trip to Detox Landed him at Oka” (April 12, 1993; April 20, 1993). The Montreal Gazette gave
the following account of Ronald “Lasagna” Cross:
To his family and friends, Cross is a carefree party animal who likes to ride his black
Yamaha motorcycle, hunt in Ste. Lucie and play golf. When he's partying, he sometimes
loses his temper - a trait that led to the arrest of Cross and his brother Terry in a bar on
Mother's Day. (Thompson 1990, A6)

This article presented Cross as a kind of hard-drinking, motorcycle-riding renegade, which was
consistent with other representations of “Lasagna”across Canadian newspapers. Though this
particular depiction arguably borders on the Romantic, constructions of the Warriors as
renegades were used elsewhere to much more overtly racist ends that openly garnered settler
support for racial violence. Take for example this altogether aggressive passage from an article
printed in the Toronto Star in the midst of the Oka Crisis: “There are probably 40 of them at
the core and they are the renegades […] the law means nothing to them unless it's in their own
interests. They're troublemakers and they should be dealt with like the Black Panthers were”
(Nov 24, 1990, A2; emphasis added). Important in this passage is the inclusion of the “Black
Panthers” in the construction of the monstrous male Other who disrespects democracy and
poses a security threat to the settler state. Though differences in the racialization processes
targeting Indigenous, Black, and other peoples of colour occur and must be attended to in the
creation of a robust critique of settler white supremacy, similarities may also prove instructive;
for example, revisiting the “motorcycle” passage above, we can note that it also constructs
“Lasagna” as a bad son who missed Mother’s Day. As we know from constant constructions of
Black fatherhood as absent or pathological, this construction of the racialized male as a familial
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failure appears to be a mainstay of white supremacist racialization (Coles and Green, 2010). As
we shall see, representations of Abu Musab Al Zarqawi followed similar signifying practices.
Zarqawi’s involvement in resisting the occupation was also constructed by Canadian
newspapers as the function of a predilection for fighting and drinking. For example, The Globe
and Mail wrote of Zarqawi that he was “initially a brawling, hard-drinking young man” who
then “embraced Islam with the same fervency that he had shown for alcohol” (Koring 2005,
A14). Zarqawi was said to be a “radical nut bar,” a “sick and depraved bastard,” a “perversion of
Islam,” “the leader of the thugs,” and a producer of “snuff films” (Gormley 2004, A2). The
National Post had this to say on the biggest figure of the Insurgency:
Zarqawi was Islamist trailer trash, a crude man whose love of violence was unvarnished,
organic, perhaps perversely sexual. But Zarqawi was a man of his age: he is a big red dot on
the graph charting the Islamic world's moral free fall since modernity began battering
traditional Muslim ethics, with ever-increasing effectiveness after World War One. (Gerecht
2006, A24)

Admittedly, there is an intensity to constructions of Zarqawi as a dysfunctional and depraved
sexual subject that far exceeds the latent constructions of Cross as a perverse or monstrous
being; nonetheless, the similarity between constructions of Mohawk Warriors and Iraqi
Insurgents is, I believe, striking. Beneath the explicit construction of both Cross and Zarqawi as
alcoholics lies a more implicit construction of the resistance movements themselves as forms of
savage indulgence akin to (or used as a substitute for) consuming alcohol. Like the construction
of Cross as a golfer, the depiction of Zarqawi as a drinker also serves to attack the authenticity
of his identity as a Muslim man. In placing Zarqawi on the “chart” of the “moral free fall” of the
“Islamic world” (always a dubious distinction), the journalist also tried to construct the
resistance as an already-failed movement. In fact, if one reads a large swath of this sort of
coverage, one begins to notice a very common tactic of describing one seemingly innocuous
signifier of consumptive modernity on the “terrorist” body as a means of constructing the entire
resistance movement as always already defeated. For example, newspapers pointed out that
Zarqawi could be seen “wearing New Balance tennis shoes” in videos that he released, whereas
Cross was fixed between the polarities of barbarity and civility when newspapers said that he
“stood quietly sipping a 7-Up” at one of his legal hearings (El-Tablawy 2006, A4; MacLeod 1992,
A1). Because sneakers and soda pop correspond to a symbolic order of modernity and the white
western subject, references to these objects served to displace and alienate Cross and Zarqawi
from the legitimate context of their own movements.
In keeping with the logic of constructing the male terrorist Other as a monstrous and
perverse being who emerges from a plane of alterity, Canadian coverage of the Crisisand the
Insurgency focused often on Cross and Zarqawi as a way of suggesting these resistance
movements were neither truly Mohawk nor Iraqi. For example, newspapers noted often that
“Lasagna”was not from Canada; that he had been raised by an “Italian-American mother […] in
Brooklyn, New York” and that he had spent years “cross-scaling Manhattan construction sites
as an ironworker (his former occupation)” before “stumbling into the Oka Crisis” (Halifax Daily
News April 20, 1993; The Ottawa Citizen April 12, 1993). This representation of Cross bolstered
an attitude expressed by Mulroney, who said of those land defenders in the Pines: “some of
them are not even citizens of Canada!” (quoted in Simpson 2014, 152; and Obomsawin, 1993).
Similarly, Zarqawi was described as a “Jordanian-born militant [who] was the leader of […] the
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foreign-fighter wing of the insurgency” (MacKinnon 2006, A1). Many newspapers used some
variation of this theme and referred often to “Abu Musab Zarqawi's foreign-led Al-Qa'ida in
Iraq” (Knickmeyer, 2007, A16). The logic in these constructions of Cross and Zarqawi as
“foreign” served to further instill readings of each resistance movement as coming from
elsewhere, as invasive, and as hostile. When newspapers later reported on the sometimes fatal
violence done to Mohawk Warriors or Iraqi Insurgents, the figures of Cross and Zarqawi (as
they were represented in previous coverage) helped to suggest that this kind of colonialist and
imperialist violence was not being visited on Indigenous or Iraqi bodies who belonged in those
particular spaces, but that militaristic assaults on Mohawk and Iraqi bodies were a consequence
of “terrorists” being put in their place, so to speak, by settler militaristic violence. This
emplacing or re-aligning might be read as a straightening or re-orienting in the context of
Queer theory, speaking of a connection between settler coloniality and heteronormativity
(Morgensen 2011); alternatively, it can also be understood as the transiting of a colonizing logic
of Indigenous elimination founded on coercive configurations of “race, space, and the law” that
produced excesses of violence such as the Pass System (Wolfe 2006; Razack 2002; Williams
2015); better yet, we can synthesize these understandings to theorize that acts of colonial
discourse are always already heterosexist in nature, just as heterosexist discourses similarly
serve to produce and uphold settler social regimes and domesticities (Carter 2008; Morgensen,
2011). In this and every other example discussed above, the transiting of Indianness is made
possible by the proliferation of not only colonialist and racist discourses, but by the hegemonic
normativity of settler gender relations and the construction of all alternatives as a threat to the
security of the national and female body.

Conclusion
The war on terror is made possible by the continued dispossession of Indigenous lands and the
ongoing non-recognition and negation of Indigenous sovereignties by settler states and
societies. Thus, to critique the war on terror and the racialization of Arab-Muslim peoples
without acknowledging their embeddedness in and relationship to ongoing settler colonial
histories of anti-Indigenous violence (both material and representational) is to reproduce the
same politics of erasure and coloniality that made the transiting of Indianness and the war on
terror possible in the first place. To do so is not only ethically suspect, but also creates analytical
difficulties and theoretical problems for those attempting to understand and unpack the
racialization of Arab-Muslim peoples within the imperial logics of the war on terror. This is
precisely because the regimes of representation and legal states of exception to which targets of
U.S. empire are subject are always already founded on the negation of Indigenous nations and
peoplehoods.
In Mohawk Interruptus, Simpson contends that “the Warriors at Oka became the
synecdoche for Mohawks in general” and that the image of the “masked, camouflaged, Mohawk
Warrior […] symbolized in the eyes of the Canadian government a contemporary, militant,
lawless savagery” (Simpson 2014, 151). Given the cross-over or high degree of consistency
between Canadian coverage of the Oka Crisis and the Iraqi Insurgency, I think it is possible and
even productive to theorize the Mohawk Warrior as represented in Canadian newspapers as a
synecdoche for more than just Mohawk or Indigenous peoples: indeed, the symbolic
provocation to settler order, reason, and sovereignty embodied by the image of the “masked,
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camouflaged, Mohawk Warrior” can be read as foundational to contemporary Canadian
understandings of national security, terrorism, extremism, and violence. In this way, transits of
Indianness across the political borders of the American and Canadian settler states pass
through a historico-cultural lens consistent with the forms of settler occupation and Indigenous
dispossession in that region. Accordingly, settler scholars have to attend to the liminal
positioning of our own regimes of racism, representation, and coloniality and think, as Simpson
has in Mohawk Interruptus, “across the borders of settler states.”
Scholars such as Simpson, Byrd, and Belcourt offer rather sharp critical tools in
theorizing Indianness or Indigeneity as a transited, circulated, and endlessly (re)deployed
essence that is cathected any time settler colonial states pursue imperial ventures; however,
when representations of American imperial violence are printed in Canadian newspapers, the
politics and purposes of transits of Indianness become analytically more complex. Thus, what I
hope to have accomplished in the above was to have made a coherent critique of the way in
which deployments of Indianness transit across the borders of settler states, across oceanic
bodies of water, and across structures of settler feeling that have their own national, regional,
and historical specificities: when settler Canadians made sense out of the violent occupation of
Iraq by the U.S. military, they did so with reference to their own violent occupation of Mohawk
lands. Accordingly, I submit that it is difficult and perhaps impossible to understand Canadian
perceptions of the war on terror in a meaningful or robust way without at the same time making
an effort to understand how American imperial violence is rendered coherent to Canadians with
reference to colonial economies of meaning-making that position the Indian or Mohawk
Warrior as “the original enemy combatant who cannot be grieved.”
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resistance to me
is glitter.
it's sparkle and shine.
it's happiness, it's love,
in spite of all the hate,
the violence,
of suppression,
of oppression.
resistance is alchemy,
it is
making use of the fertile light of joy
to produce gold.
resistance is
making something from nothing,
it is planting seeds of intent to bloom in stinking dung,
it is converting shit
into beautifully scented, colourful, blossoming flowers,
it is noticing that the shit stinking
dung could be a fertilizer.
resistance is
not seeing mistakes as failures we cannot survive from,
it is seeing mistakes as openings for miracles,
as rich opportunities, possibilities,
for accountability, for taking responsibility,
for learning and teaching moments.
resistance feels joyful.
it is silver, gold, blue, red,
purple, green, and pink.
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resistance is colours
getting to know one another holistically,
informed by a decolonial praxis,
moving beyond the boundaries of state
sanctioned curriculums and
corporate media strategies.
resistance is colours
bleeding into
each other,
adjusting for opacity,
layering one another,
allowing each other to shine,
complementing, contrasting,
not competing with or erasing each
other.
resistance is non-conforming,
complicating, but not confusing.
resistance is
blending powerfully,
it is birthing, creating new colours,
but also standing out
separately.
resistance looks like
a woman’s body
birthing a child
during a war, making
room for life
in a time of
looming death.
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where time is treated as money, and your
“net-worth” is reduced to your “productivity,”
the supposed worth of your time,
resistance is pausing,
it is taking deep breaths,
it is slowing down, refusing
externally imposed pressures,
it is
noticing what the body
needs in this moment
to bloom,
to survive,
to thrive.
resistance
is undoing
undesired hegemonic layers of control,
dominance,
greed,
and hierarchy.
resistance is relations
that are shoulder to shoulder,
and not hierarchical.
it is ways of relating that are
simultaneously mindful
of unequal and deep wisdoms held
in unique ways
by conventional and unconventional
knowledge bearers.
resistance is colours
refusing disconnection from, and theft of our lands,
it is refusing access to our bodies, the land,
or revoking consent after giving
consent initially.
resistance is demanding readdress for wrongful
exploitations and violations.
it is colours
self-representing.
self-governing,
and self-determining.
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resistance is colours
being radical
in seeking justice.
it is colours
collaborating, co-existing,
creating magic.
resistance is colours
being
alchemy.
resistance to me
is coloured bodies loving
all the parts of us
that no one
wants.
resistance to me
is a healing love,
it is relating to all the parts of me
and you in ways
that are not expected or anticipated
but willed anyway
by our bodies
who so choose, with queered
desires.
resistance is
glowing as if
we are
dancing in love,
it is being
a boundless love,
it is firing, tasting, and treasuring
radically restorative imaginaries.
resistance
is holding space
for my beautiful life
my body
and those bodies who
have been willed
not to survive or thrive.
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resistance is
a critically conscious
angry body,
it is
a reflective longing.
it is
nurturing
a sustained critical awareness,
a practice of self-education,
a practice of radical self-preservation and self-love.
resistance is
striding with
a raw grounded strength, which
refuses the gaze of others,
it is a colourful resilience,
it is glowing
shamelessly, and
unapologetically.
resistance is
being here
right now,
it is
being
alive.
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